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This is the new Remington Model 1100 automatic-the shotgun

We have good reason to believe that the new Remington
Model 1100 is the finest automatic shotgun ever made.
Comparative tests prove it rates first in durability, first in
over-all performance and first in shOoting comfort ... far
less "kick" than other shotguns! Here are the facts:

Up to seven times longer shooting life. For these s'~lid rea
sons: The action of the Model 1100 is stronger. Key parts
have been "beefed up" and others have been highly pol
ished to reduce friction and wear. Finally, the areas of
greatest impact have been given special buffering cushions.
Even the exterior of a Model 1100 is more durable. The
new metal finish is extremely rust-resistant. And the rich

American walnut stock is protected by a specially devel
oped wood finish-toughest ever put on a gun!
Gives up to 40% less "kick" than any other automatic . ..
and up to 55% less than any other shotgun action. What
does it? A completely new system of gas operation. Instead
of socking your shoulder with one, hard. fast wallop, the
Model 1100 handles its recoil slowly and evenly. All the
power is still there, but you feel it far, far less.
Outstanding performance. A Model 1100 holds five shots,
handles all 2Yt-inch loads without adjustment. It can go
5,000 rounds without a cleaning. We shot up half a million
shells developing and proving the reliability and positive



everybody is excited about.

action of the Model 1100. We poured 37,000 consecutive
rounds through one without a hitch. That's performance.
More reasons why it's a standout in any company. We
could describe the superb balance and swing of a Model
1100. And the beautiful, fleur-de-lis checkering. And the
delicate scrollwork. 'But you can appreciate these qualities
best with an 1100 resting snugly against your shoulder,
Put one there today, at your Remington dealer's. Remington
guns are better because they're made better.

Remington Model 1100 now available in 12 gauge [16 and 20 next
year); plain and vent rib barrels; all standard chokes and barrel
lengths. Holds five shots; handles all 2V,,' loads without adjustment.
Trap, skeet and magnum models. Prices from $144.95. * Remington Arms Company, Inc" Bridgeport 2, Conn. In Canada: Remington Arms of Canada

Limited, 36 Queen Elizabeth Blvd., Toronto, Onto *Prices subJ'ect to cha"nge without notice.
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PERFORMANCE
Heavy jackets,
drawn thin at the
nose, mean good
initial penetra
lion-followed by
better than twice
diameter expansion
with minimum fragmentation.

•
ACCURACY
Bullet dimensions
and weight are care
fully controlled-and
bullet. plus powder

. charge, are ballis
tically balanced. This
means excellent
accuracy.

FEDERAf.
Federal Cartridge Corporation

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

If you predicted this announcement, you are not
alone. With FEDERAL'S long years of making
shot shells and over five billion rounds of center
fire cartridges for the Armed Forces, where else
could FEDERAL have made a greater contribu
tion to shooting satisfaction? It takes experience
to make good ammunition-and FEDERAL
learned the long, hard, exacting way.

THESE CALIBERS NOW AVAILABLE
(With the new and superior Hf-SHOK soft point bullet)

300 Savage 150 & 180 grain 7mm Mauser 139 & 175 grain
30-30 Win. 150 & 170 grain 308 Win. 150 & 180 grain

270 Win. 130 & 150 grain 32 Win. Special 170 grain
30-06 150 & 180 grain 303 British 180 grain

243 Win. 100 grain 35 Rem. 200 grain
8mm Mauser 170 grain

Also, fast shattering soft points for small game and varmints:
222 Rem. 50 grain 243 Win. 80 grain

I
TNEW I

FEDERAL I T
A
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Browning Arms Co., Dept. 542. St. Louis 3, Missouri
- in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. 54~,P. O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.

If guns were so rated, this Aristocrat of Automatic Shotguns would easily
earn the title of Decathlon Champion. Whatever the hunting or target
sport, this automatic has proved itself a top performer for more years than
the combined ages of all others. Such all-around dexterity is not easily
acquired. It takes exceptional features, and in addition the endurance so
essential to their true significance.

It has the firepower - 5 shots semi-automatically, as fast as you can pull
the trigger. Quickly reduces to 3 shots when required.
It loads like lightning - 5 cartridges in 6 seconds with either left or
right hand, even with gloves.
It shoots all loads - from light field to Magnum, with equal pattern
perfection.
It sights easily - due to an unexcelled sighting plane that guides the
eye into proper alignment.
It accepts extra barrels - of different length and choke in mere seconds
without the aid of tools or factory fitting.
It contains a magazine cutoff - for extra safety and the facility to
change loads in just 2 seconds.

Yes "Versatility" is truly its middle name and one could justly add
"Dependability" as its last. Precision machined parts of finest steels are
fitted by hand to assure positive function year in and year out under all
conditions. And it is hand-finished throughout - polishing, engraving,
checkering - to make this versatile gun as handsome as it is rugged and
dependable.

BROWNING·
®

AUTOMATIC-S SHOTGUN

Write for new catalog showing all Browning guns
in color, plus special chapters on shooting 
practical information for gun enthusiasts.

BROWNING DEALER
®

YOUR

WRITE FOR
48-PAGE

FREE CATALOG

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE

12, 16, 20 gauge
and 3" Magnum 12
from $139.75 U.S.
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$14.95
$19.95
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are notorious "leaders." I own one. It leads
badly with 6 factory rounds. I pulled 30 fac
tory bullets, relubed them with Mirror-Lube,
and reassembled the loads. They left the
bore perfectly clean! It may not cure lead·
ing in your gun, as lube isn't the only cause,
but Mirror-Lube is excellent, clean, and it's
easy to use. Factories should take a new look
at their .357 lead bullet ammo. Solid or hol
low sticks of Mirror-Lube, weighing about
20 per cent more than some, are only 50c
per stick plus postage, from The Bullet
Pouch, Box 4285G, Long Beach 4, Calif.

The big new No.5 catalog of B. E. Hodg
don, "The Powder Man," Shawnee, Kansas,
is a bargain at $1 postpaid. You get 17 pages
of tested data for reloading Hodgdon's rifle,
pistol, and shotgun powders, 7 pages on re
loading, and 100 pages of components and
equipment. Hodgdon has enough powders
on hand for about 10 years. You can stock
up at low cost, or split a shipment with fel
low hull fillers. You may like his new H450
(a ball type) with the approximate burning
rate of 4831. Both ignite well with CCI
Magnum primers.

Sierra has long needed a faster expanding
bullet for a .222 and .222 Magnum. The new
50 grain "Blitz" fills the void. A good load
in a .222 Rem. case is 20.7 grains Norma
220 or 20.2 to 20.5 grains IMR 4198 and
CCI No. 450 Magnum primers. Loads are
close to factory ballistics. The mild report
and fine accuracy makes a .222 one of the
best moderate range varmint guns in settled
areas. Loading for the .222 is easy and in
expensive.

Elton Teague checked Sierra's new 85
grain 6 mm Hollow Point Boat Tail at 200
yards. At 200 yards in a glass bedded Brown
ing .243 with a Weaver K-I0 glass, 36.0
grains 3031 and CCI No. 250 Magnum prim
ers grouped in about 1.5" from a cold, fouled
bore. This compared favorably with the 85
grain Sierra Spitzer in identical loads. The
H.P. has good blowup, but prints about 3"
low from this rifle, probably due to the H.P.
A Spitzer is my personal choice.

Remington's Model 700 rifles are the best
they have ever made. The 7 mm Magnum
has long range and flat trajectory, plus a
strong belted case. I'm not fond of it with
extremely light bullets. A 139 to 160 grain
bullet shoots flat 'way across the wind swept
prairie. My best load is a 160 grain Speer
backed with 68.0 grains 4831 and CCI No.
250 Magnum primers. For a lighter pill use
the 145 grain Speer with 2.0 grains more
powder, or try a 140 grain Sierra or 139
grain Hornady. These loads are not flat out,
but are good ones.

(Continued on page 48)

A MUCH NEEDED Primer Mike is made
by Zenith Enterprises, R I, Box 275G,

Del Mar, Cal., and the mike retails for $6.95.
You can adjust tools with a primer stop, or
check reloads assembled on tools without
one. Seating primers a uniform .003" below
the head face eliminates faulty ignition due
to crushed or "high" primers. You'll like it.

Zenith's new $6.95 "Site-Lite" is a dandy
2-cell flashlight, and a night sighting device
for S & Wand Colt police type revolvers.
A gun is instantly placed in battery and
fired. The yoke is placed against a stop, and
the barrel in a "V" rest that automatically
turns on the light. The rest adjusts to zero,
the sights on the spot. Bullets hit where the
spot shines. You don't aim or use the sights.
My K-38 works beautifully to about 20
yards. Heavy frame guns, including S & W
Magnums and the Colt Python won't fit.

Grip the gun and Site·Lite in one hand,
holding the barrel in battery with your
thumb. Fire and grease splatters are harm
less, but a glove eliminates discomfort for
lengthy sessions. For worn guns that spit
lead, trigger a S & W with the right hand,
or a Colt with the left. A friend, trying my
Site-Lite, hit 30 tin cans without a miss!

Zenith sells it as life insurance to law
men. It would be good for self or home de
fense. Or for ranchers and farmers to rid
their barnyard and poultry house of var·
mints. It's fascinating where night varmint
hunting is legal. Plinking tin cans makes
the Site-Lite a real fun gadget.

E. C. Herkner, Box 5007G, Boise, Idaho,
has a first in a Shell Holder Head for over
size .38 Specials, notorious for rim variations.
It fits the nice ECHO "c" press, or the even
nicer heavy·duty Champ. WoW cases are
most likely to have large rims, but R-P also
make.a few. It's irritating when they won't
enter a precision shell holder. Sloppy holders
cause "leaners" that won't enter a die. Sev
eral years ago I had Mr. Herkner make a
similar holder for me, so I could load some
4000 hulls. Now it's a needed stock item.

ECHO workmanship is excellent. Their
new bullet swaging dies are well made and
designed. They are now making reloading
dies. We haven't tested any, but I'm sure
they will be good ones, at about $13.50, a
reasonable price for good dies. Poor dies
and shell holders are a major cause of hand
loading troubles and inferior reloads.

Mirror-Lube, correctly named, is excellent
for cast revolver or rifle bullets at Hi-V or
Lo-V. Best feature, it leaves a bore clean,
with less splatter to goo-up a gun. It cuts
clean, and isn't nearly as messy as some. It
doesn't bleed-out oil at high temperatures, or
crumble at low temperatures. Some .357 guns

By KENT BELLAH

CARBINES $19.95
Select $24.95

~~ service armament co.
W 689-G Bergen Blvd.. RidgefIeld, N. J.

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter or!
collector will find something to /1--';;:-'-
whet his appetite. This is the ~~
world's most complete modern and _ ' ,,'"'"
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA- _ '
LOG. Free with every edition - a ,.....
genuine U.S. Army .45 pistol dis- '.
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00

A FEW

7MM MAUSER

RIFLES
AVAILABLE $19.95

These guns are in the popular .43 Rolling
Block caliber. Ideal for conversion to a .44
magnum. The rifles are NRA fair to good
condition with a limited quantity of select
rifles available.
A small quantity of musketoons available at
$19.95; select model $24.95.

••. defeated Crazy Horse and Red Cloud 
silencing the warhoop of the redman

forever. After winning fame in the American
West, in 1867 during the Imperial Exposition

in Paris, it was awarded the Silver Medal
as the finest military or sporting arm in

the world. By 1870 six foreign governments,
including Egypt, adopted it as their

standard arm. In 1880 it drew blood again
while the mother Nile wept red for her

fa~en sons as the Egyptian Military
Rebellion was quelled. The sun can never set

on the Remington Rolling Block, for it is
still in every-day use throughout

the earth's four corners.

ROLLING
BLOCKS
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George Fairchild, CCI; Senator Frank
Church; Arthur Arkush, GUNS Magazine, at
GUNS booth at the 1963 NRA Convention.

KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

Senator Frank Church
Idaho

"Senator, considerable anti-firearms legislation appears at national, state,
and municipal levels. Would you express your position concerning anti
firearms legislation?" Senator Church: "The Bil1 of Rights provides that the
right of the citizen to hold and bear arms shaff not be infringed. I would
certainly oppose any attempt to deprive the honest citizen of ·this right.
Certain restrictive laws in the past have proven that laws alone do not prevent
the criminal ·element from obtaining firearms. Depriving honest citizens of
firearms serves no useful purpose; rather, it places them at the mercy of
those who flaunt the law."

"Senator, what is your opinion of H.R. 2395, the bil1 to apply the 11 per
cent federal excise tax to reloading components." Senator Church: This is
a House Resolution that has not yet reached the Senate, and I have not yet
had the opportunity to study this biff and its possible implications in detail.
However, members of the National Reloading Manufacturers Association
have pointed out some seeming inequities in this biff. Particularly, I refer
to the unfair burden of taxation placed upon non-hunters."

"Senator Church, you have been a champion of the Wilderness Biff.
Thi; bil1 has had overwhelming support. Do you think the House of Repre
sentatives wiff approve it this year?" Senator Church: "The Wilderness Bill
is, in my opinion, a very fine piece of legislation. It guarantees to our chil
dren and grandchildren the retention of at least a part of our vanishing
wilderness. Future generations should have the right to enioy the natural
beauty and recreation to be realized in wilderness areas as God created
them. The biff has had strong support from the sportsmen of my State, and
from the many citizens who love the outdoor life.

"There are many other reasons for supporting the Wilderness Bi11. Pre
serving certain areas as wilderness protects our watershed and wildlife
resources. The bi11 also restores to the Congress the final authority to deter
mine the areas to be inclvc1ed within the wilderness system, rather than
leaving the matter entirely in the hands of the Federal administrators.

"For aff these reasons, the Wilderness Biff is landmark legislation in the
field of conservation, and I am sure that it wil1 win the support of the big
maiority of Congressmen, if it reaches the floor of the House for a vote."

"Senator, we in the shooting game are deeply grateful for the meeting
you held in your office last year with the gentlemen from the Interstate Com
merce Commission and representatives of the reloading industry. Have you
any comment on the progress being made toward reclassifying smokeless
propel1ant powder?" Senator Church: "When Mr. Fairchild of CO and Mr.
Raymond Speer of Speer Products asked for the meeting last year, 1 wasn't
sure exactly what to expect. I did, however, familiarize myself with the
problem and requested the ICC to be present at the meeting. I was very much
impressed by the calm, unemotional, and intel/igent presentation by both
parties. The problem is somewhat complex and is one that could not be
solved without considerable detailed study. The people from the ICC have a
very difficult iob to perform and, in my opinion, do it weff. From their
attentive, cooperative attitude, I feel certain that a conclusion that is equit
able wiff be reached. You are to be commended for your awareness of the
problems concerning your industry, and I applaud the way you conduct
yourselves. There are certainly enough hysterical groups raving about prob
lems. Your approach is the proper one.

"Thank you for the opportunity to express my views."

Your membership in SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA is a vote for gun freedom!
Show your colors with a CLUB brassard!
Join now! Turn to

PAGE 59 FOR YOUR BALLOT

We open this new series with a
personal interview with Senator Frank
Church, senior Senator from Idaho. We
regret that it is impossible to interview
every Lawmaker in like manner and give
equal space to his answers; but we are
proud to be able to re-open this depart
ment with a message from your friend
and ours, Senator Frank Church.

A Report From
SHOOTERS CLUS OF AMERICA

THIS DEPARTMENT, featured in Guns
from November '59 to March '62, was

acclaimed by many as "the best am
munition ever published for use in politi
cal action against anti-gun legislation."
In response to requests from scores of
readers, letters have been mailed to
every member of both houses of Con
gress, every member of the
Cabinet, and every state
Governor, requesting each
to express his opinion of
the meaning, intent, and
present significance of the right be
stowed by the federal Constitution for
private ownership of arms. We will
publish in subsequent issues all replies
received. If you do not find your Law
maker's reply, it is because he c;lid not
answer.

This is just one of many phases of the
aggressive, professionally directed, and
provedly effective campaign being
waged fqr you by GUNS Magazine and
SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA in de
fense of your right to own guns and
to carryon the traditionally American
shooting sports.

Your reception of SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA has taken us by surprise,
producing an unanticipated work load;
but we have protluced results where they
count most, on thE! legislative fronts at
all levels. Our men, your representa
tives, have met with men in high places
(see picture above), throwing your
weight against bad laws, with telling
effect. And we will do more.
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I
Lyman-Ohaus 505 Scale: World's
only scale with magnetic dampen
ing action provides fastest, most
precise weighing: 1/10 grain accu
racy guranteed. Almonox bearings
protect precision performance for
life. Self-centering pan with easy
pour spout weighs up to 505 grain
capacity. Compact, portable and
completely self-contained in its
own dustproof carrying case.
Price: $19.50.

$54.50
11.50

1.75
1.50

16.00
9.50

r--------------------------
I Mail coupon for New, 32 page Catalogue.
I The lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middlefield, Conn., Dept. GM9
II Name' _

II Address _

II City State _

•

-including full-length resizing
- plus shotshell reloading with
the addition of lippropriate
dies. And the tremendous lever
age lets you form cases and
swage half-jacketed bullets!
The Lyman All-American
Turret Press should be your
next step in reloading equip
ment - and because it's the
ultimate in reloading tools, it
can be your last investment in
a lifetime of reloading.
Prices:

Press only
A.A. Dies
Shell holder
Priming punch
#55 Powder measure
Primer feed

With the No. 55 Powder
Measure mounted right on the
Turret, a flick of the lever takes
care of the complete powder
loading step. Exclusive width
and-depth adjustable powder
cavity assures precise loading
of all types an'd grain-structure
of powder with unfailing,
laboratory accuracy.

custom loads; that's why it's
rated as a best buy for shooting
groups and police training units
where fast production is vital.
A prime reason for this super
fast output: the Turret design.
A twist of the wrist - and
you're ready for the next step!

Super speed: Ammo production
at the rate of over 200 rounds
per hour makes the Turret Complete flexibility: This one
Press the choice of reloaders unit handles all I'teps of pistol
who handle large volumes of or rifle ammunition reloading

~
• reloading tools

.'. lOOk to • bullet casting

¥_an equipment
® • metallic sights

for the finest: • scopes
• shotgun chokes

Are you the kind of hand loader
who would like to have the
choice of completing each case
without removing the cartridge
from the press, without chang
ing dies? Wouldn't you like the
ease of operation of a powder
measure mounted directly on
the press? An integral push
button primer feed? The option
of up- or down-stroke leverage,
right- or left-hand operation?

Are you ready to trade up to
the ultimate in precision reload
ing equipment? Then the superb
Lyman Turret Press is for you.
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

knew what case and what case design you
settle upon.

Not enough shooters respect the strength
and design of the Japanese 6.5 mm Military
(Arisaka) rifle.-GB

Krag Parts
In the January issue, "An Inside Look,"

the Krag-Jorgenson is pictured and de
scribed. My grandfather left me his Krag
in his will. While taking it apart the other
night, I broke the part that I have checked on
the picture. Could you send me a parts list
so I can identify the part, and tell me where
I can buy one?

Jim Price
Munhall, Pa.

You should have little trouble finding an
extractor for a Krag-Jorgenson.

My advice is to contact one or more
dealers who advertise that they handle gun
parts. One such dealer is Bob Lovell, Box
401, Elmhurst, Illinois.-GB

Army Policy?
I noticed a letter in "Crossfire" (March)

titled "AR-15 vs M-14." It reminded me of
the controversy which occurred in England
a few years ago over the decision by our
army to adopt the F. N. Browning semi-auto
rifle instead of the British EM-2 (a rifle
which performed better in both the British
and U. S. tests than any other!)

I believe the decision to adopt the F. N_
instead of the EM-2 was because of pressure
brought by the U. S. Army, that there should
be a standard NATO rifle, the F. N. Could
you explain why the U.S.A., after its call
for one NATO rifle, now uses the M-14 and
not the F. N.?

C. J. G. Elphick
Chatham, England

I can only say that it has been a policy
of the U.S.A. to use as an official arm one
that was designed by the government agen
cies.

History has shown us that there have been
times when other arms have proved superior.
This is not a new thing, and has been par
ticularly obvious since the American Civil
War.

Possibly the government wishes not to
rely on a commercial product since such a
product may be unobtaiTJable in times of
need.--GB

Guns For the Kings
In your March, 1958, issue was an article

by John Fisher Kerr about shotguns made
by Joe Manton during the reigns of King
George III and King George IV of England.
I have one of these fine laminated steel,
double barrel, hammer shotguns made by
J. Manton; also a fine double made by
"Friedr. Wills. Heym" at Suhl, Germany. I

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS
Boy Collector

My oldest boy has become interested in
collecting ancient firearms. He has my sup
port in this very interesting hobby. At the
present time, he has his heart set on a large
calibre cap-and-ball revolver. In the Dec. '62
issue of GUNS, Mr. Wamsley states that the
Model 1860 Army Colt shown has very
little value, as the loading arm is missing.
This sort of weapon would fill my bill per
fectly, as a replacement arm could be ma
chined locally.

Would you please suggest a source and
approximate cost of something along the
following lines: (a) A Walker Colt, in re
pairable condition for casual shooting; (b)
A Colt Dragoon, in above condition; (c) An
Army Colt, as above; (d) Any cap and ball
revolver, .36 to .45 calibre, in above condi
tion?

I would be most greatful for your help.
I would like to find something along the
above lines, that I can afford in order to
have a present for school grading and that
would be something he really would cherrish.

W. A. Campbell
New York, N.Y.

Any Walker Colt properly authenticated is
of too great a value to be considered as a
piece for a child's collection. Of course, if
money is no problem, you could try to buy
one of the 1100 known specimens.

A poor grade and incomplete Colt Dragoon
can probably be bought at a dealer's price
of about $80 to $90; but most dealers would
either restore the piece or not handle it in
the first place.

The 1860 Colt Army in poor condition is
most easy to find but, because of the value
of original parts, the cost would be around
$40 to $50.

I suggest you take your boy to a local
gun collectors meeting and, with your help,
he will be able to grasp the ins and outs of
the collecting game.-GB

The 6.5 Arisaka
I have a 6.5 mm Japanese rifle. I would

like to know if this rifle can be rechambered
safely to hold a .308 Win., .257 Roberts, or
.30-06 case necked down to .263 caliber, and
what loads would be in line, up to a 150
grain bullet.

I like GUNS Magazine very much.
Rom Romerth

Minneapolis, Minn.
The 6.5 mm Japanese action, in good condi

tion, can handle almost any standard factory
loaded round that will fit into the magazine
and work through the action. You could make
a wildcat from the .308 Win. and tall it the
.263/.308-and any normal loads for that
case will not harm a good Arisaka action.

As to loads, you'll have to play that by
ear. I cannot give you loadings unless I

- There's only one way to learn how to
use a game call ... and that's to prac
tice, practice and ... practice some
more. Naturally, you have to know
what to practice, and to do this you
need a teacher. The best thing is to hire
a professional "caller" and have him
give you lessons, but that's not too
practical. The next best thing, how
ever, is to stop in at your Sporting
Goods Dealer's and have him show
you one of Marble's Game Call Kits.
It contains everything you'll need to
learn your lessons ... and learn them
well. - First, there's the Marble
De Luxe Zebra Wood Game Call
(duck, goose or crow). They're hand
tuned, true-toned and easy to "sound"
with no confusing adjustments re
quired. Then there's a beautiful 28.
page full color book on ducks. It tells
how to identify them, their habits and
habit~t, etc. - Most important, how
ever, IS a real "down-to-earth" L. P.
record on just how to use the Marble
Call with success. All three are con
tained in one "do-it-yonrself" pack
age. All three have been developed by
champion caller, "Tex" Wirtz ... one
of the best teachers you'll ever have.
- Get your share of birds. See your
dealer or write

MARBLE ARMS CORPORATION
GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

Division 0/ Bell & Gossett Company

DID HE LEARN
HIS LESSONS

WELL?
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certainly would appreciate any information
on these guns.

9 '

COP'.

Model K4, 4·Power Scope, shown
with Weaver·Detachable Top Mount

No more off·center€j
reticles like this .
when you use the .
Weaver K Models' .': I .
with fixed reticle and i~ .. '.' ,~~,

internal adjustments.

Address _

Name· _

=--- City, Zone__State _

WEAVER-PATENTED FIXED-RETICLE·

sighting precision
to match your rifle's accuracy

model!%

Whatever the range, your ability to use your rifle's accuracy depends
on how well you can see the target; how easily and quickly you can
aim. With a K Model, you can see a clear, sharp image of your magni
fied target. Your aim is fast and comfortable with maximum eye-relief
and just the constantly-centered reticle to align on the target. Model K
Weaver-Scopes also feature sturdy construction, nitrogen filling, and
Q-ring sealing for all-weather accuracy and dependability. See the
seven K Models, 1- to 10-PQ.wer; there's one to suit your shooting
and your budget.

Model K crosshairs~
are alWa,YS accurate· ,
Iy centered; only ,
the Image moves ., \0

when you turn the .~.

adjusting screws. '-' ,'~

"Except on Model Kl

Va,/able powe,\;8 2Y2X to ax

The versatile Model VB offers instant, continuous power change with a \4 turn
of the eyepiece. Reticle is always centered; focus sharp and clear at any power.

See these scopes, p,iced f,om $35, at you, deale,.

43 I EL PASO 15, TEXAS

FREE
1963

full-color
catalog

THE WORLD·S MOST USED, MOST PROVED SCOPES
@I R.
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Aymon N. Hall
Tracy, California

There are different methods of chrome
plating and because of this the thickness

(Continued on page 60)

Chrome-plated Accuracy
I own a .38-44 S&W Outdoorsman which

I fire in competition. I have heard of chrom
ing the barrel, cylinders, and action on the
inside to make the weapon easier to keep
clean. I would like to know if this is possi
ble and if so, how much it would cut down
the inside size of the barrel and cylinder.
Also how this would affect the accuracy
of this weapon.

Loads For .300 Savage
Can the .300 Savage M-99 develop enough

velocity to use the Sierra no HP .308
bullet for varmint shootings. If they can be
used, what type of powder would you use.

Edwin McGonagill
Artesia, New Mexico

Yes, that Savage 99 can hold up fine
under pressures which will make the Sierra
110 grain ball a real chopper for varmints.
I would work up a load using No. 2400
powder-but go easy and use caution when
using 2400, the stuff can be mean-par
ticularly when you throw a double charge
by mistake.-G.B.

How Many Grooves?
I am interested in rebarreling a Krag

.30-40, to shoot lead bullets only. I was
thinking of using a 2-groove Springfield
barrel. A local gunsmith claims that 2-groove
barrels give poor accuracy with lead, and
that one should use a barrel with at least
4 grooves. Have you ever had any experience
with lead bullet accuracy out of a 2-groove
Springfield, as opposed to a 4·groove?

John W. Rockefeller
Grand Island, Neb.

My opmwn is that there are other more
important aspects than the 2 or 4 groove
barrel. If you experiment to the point that
you have the optimum bullet hardness and
the proper powder charge for the job in
tended, you will have good results from the
2 groove barrel.

I have used cast bullets through a 2
groove Springfield and had no more head
aches than I had with a 4 groove. The load
ing of your .30-40 Krag round will be your
big hurdle. Go ahead and use the 2 groove
and I'll bet the saving in money will give
)'ou the opportunity and funds to find a very
pleasing cast bullet load.-G.B.

Chauncey Lane
Danville, Kentucky

Joseph Manton, younger brother to John
Manton, who was also a celebrated gun
smith, opened a shop at 27 Davies St. in
London in 1795. He was active in the busi
ness until he died in 1835. His son carried
on the business as Joseph Manton & Son.
The firm ceased in 1877.

I have listings of several "Heym" makers.
They were all located in Suhl, Thuringia,
Germany, and were all active between 1922
and 1939.-GB



~THE GREAT'
NEW.30S
norma
MAGNUM

For the hunter who
wants the least expen
sive way to a Magnum
rifle, the Norma .308
MAGNUM is the answer.

The .308 Norma Mag
num cartridge fits the
standard .30-06 length
oction. It's easy to have
your .30-06 rifle mag
numized, simply see
your favorite gunsmith.

With moderate breech
pressures, the .308
Norma Magnum gives
this kind of powerful
performance:

• 180 grain bullet
• 3100 feet/second
• 3842 foot pounds

To obtain SUPER Magnum Ballistics
with a Standard Length Action use
the SUPER POWERED, smashing .358
Norma Magnum Cartridge.

Both the New .308 and.358 are
available as handloading compo
nents with the "maximum life" un
primed case.

Look to NORMA for leadership.
Producers of the world's most ad
vanced line of:.

• PRECISION BULLETS
• UNPRIMED VIRGIN BRASS
• LOADED AMMUNITION

Want more hand loading info?

Send 25¢ to the "Norma Man" for
the new "Gunbug's Guide"

Box GM-9

Pacific's DL·ll0
This handy shotshell loader was designed

by Bob Deitemeyer of Pacific Gun Sight Co.,
P.O. Box 4495G, Lincoln, Nebraska. Shot
shell loaders that produce large numbers of
finished shells per hour arc fairly expensive,
and a good many shotgunners have rightly
felt that reloading hulls is not for them since
they don't use up enough shells in the course
of a year to make the investment in a large
tool worthwhile. With the new DL-llO,
everybody can reload shotshells and make it
worthwhile, not only in cash outlay for the
tool but also for the required shot, primers,
and wads.

We ran several hundred shells through
our test loader and found that it produces
good reloads, although at a slower rate than
the DL-250. Shells are handled from station
to station, and the shot and powder delivery
is accurate. Wad pressure control, as on all
Pacific tools, is automatic, and there is the
added advantage that the DL-110 is a rela
tively small tool and thus requires little
bench space. Even if you shoot only 200
rounds in the course of the year, loading
your own hulls is fun as well as economical,
and that little DL-110 is just the ticket.

Gun Cleaning
Tom Rice, Rice Products Co., Dept. G,

437 Chilean Ave., Palm Beach, Fla., gave us
a chance to test some of his new gun clean
ing and gun care products. As Tom points
out in a letter, there is nothing more humid
than the Florida shore, and guns exposed
to Florida weather tend to rust in no time
at all. His XF·lO Gun Solvent, the 'XF-15
Dry Graphite, and the XF-20 Gun Lubricant,
all tested under the most adverse conditions,
worked fine in the tests we gave them here.
You'll get the best results if you follow
Tom's detailed instructions. The solvents
used in these products are 100 per cent
volatile, and effectiveness of the products
depends entirely on how they are handled.
1£ your magnum handgun leads badly, you
might try Tom's solvent. We had one badly
leaded gun and the XF-IO solvent did the
trick; no matter how much the gun was
used, leading did not seem to be a major
problem any more.

Redfield SCQpe
,. We reported on the 3X·9X Redfield Vari
able some months ago. In January, we got
our 2X-7X test scope, externally very much
like the original Variable scope. Fogging and
drop tests produced no untoward effects, and
point of impact did not change when the
magnification was changed in the course of
firing strings of groups.

Optical properties on our scope were ex
cellent, and the delicate crosshairs were not
affected by recoil, even when we mounted
the scope on our pet Model 70 .375 H&H
Magnum for tests. After banging the scope
around on two or three big cannons, we
settled down to some serious shooting with
Remington's Model 700 in the brand-new 6
mm caliber. Maybe it should not be reported
here, but in the course of some ballistics
experiments, we took the new Redfield 2X
7X, put it on the gun we were working with,
and the gun with scope took a nasty spill
from the back of our stationwagon_ Natural
ly, the scope hit the rocky ground first, but
the only ill effect was a slight scratch in the
finish. A touch of aluminum touch-up blue
did away with the evidence!

Target Carrier
The Gopher Shooter's Supply Co., Inc.,

Dept. G, Faribault, Minn., markets a dandy
target carrier_ Called Loc - A - Leg Target
Stand, the four metal legs are fully adjust
able, and all you need is a proper backstop
to start shooting. The targets arc stapled on
a piece of 12" plywood, and the entire tar-

get carrier weighs only a few pounds. It
stores flat, sets up in seconds, and will stand
without additional supports even when the
lake breezes blow at 25 mph or better. We
have seen any number of commercial and
home-made target carriers, but this is by
far the best we have yet seen or used.

More Federal Ammo
We recently reported on the new Federal

Cartridge Corp. rifle ammo. New in the line
is the .222 Remington ammo, plus 7 mm and
8 mm Mauser ammunition. Hi-Shock bullets
arc used and the 7 mm Mauser ammo is
now available with the long-popular 139
grain bullet. Federal also loads the 175 grain
bullet in this caliber, and the lighter bullet
has the following velocities: MV 2815 fps,
at 100 yards the velocity is 2570 fps, at 200
yards it is 2335 fps, and at 300 yards it is
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Convert. 5 & W Models 41-46-52 - RUGER Autos.
R. H. Only; Colt .45 & Gold Cups; Hi-Stand. Mods. 102 & 103

Brochure 25c coin. Free ONLY to Dealers.

FITZ-Los Angeles 49 r Calif.

AVAILABLE

IN OVER

500

CALIBERS

C-Hl
CHROME,

!

PLATED!
LOADING

DIES

America's foremost line of
precision tools for handloading

P. O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex, Los Anlte1es 54

C-H DIE COMPANY

CCI .22 RF A.mmo
George Fairchild, V.P. of CCI, shipped

us some of his new, U.S. made .22 RF fodder.
Put up in red, white, and blue boxes of 50
rounds, and lubricated with a specially de
signed lubricant, the ammo shoots right on
par with some of the match ammo we have
been using in our Browning Medalist and
our heavy barrel Remington Model 37. We
then ran 50 rounds through our snub-nosed
Hi-Standard Sentinel and through the Savage
.22 rifles we were testing. Does not seem to
make much difference in what gun you
shoot it, the new CCI ammo does real well.

you may have to wait for yours for a month
or so, but it will be worth waiting for. My
own Luger belonged into the clunker class
when it was shipped to John, but looked
brand-new and functioned much, much bet
ter after John got through tuning it.

Browning's Buck Special
Basically, this is the famed and much be

loved Browning automatic shotgun. If you
have one of these guns, you can get the Buck
Special barrel from your dealer. The gun
as it came to us for tests, has QD swivels,
and the buck barrel has rifle sights. After
some 100 rounds of assorted buck shot loads,
and some of that ammo was better than five
years old, we can report that there was not
a single function failure. Patterning of the
gun was perfect, and the 24 inch barrel de
livers the shot were you aim it. Available in
all gauges-that is 12, 16, and 20 gauge-
and with the Browning reputation to back
the performance and workmanship, the com
ing deer season should be something to look
forward to.

Correction
In the August report on the 85 grain

Sierra bullet for the 6 mm, the charge should
have read 48.5 gr. of 4831, not 65.5 grains.

Portable Vise
J. L. Galef & Son, Inc., Dept. G., 85 Cham

bers Street, New York, N.Y., have a dandy
new item called the Vacu-Vise. Retailing
for less than $7, this is a small vise with
serrated jaws that works on the vacuum
principle. A handle on the side of the vise
base, when turned toward you, creates Ii
vacuum between the rubber base pad and
the shooting bench top. Once locked, it is

(Continued on page 62)

lindMllde ONLYbyFill!!
CONVERTIBLEI

ACCU-RISER
ADJUSTABLE TARGET GRIPS

for right or left handl
PATENT PENDING

precision molded FITZ ,DYNITE

GUARANTEED $9 9 5

• •NEW!.

Portable Bench Rest
If you have been thinking about building

your own bench and have not yet started
work, don't· bother. Ellis Wood Products,
Box SSG, House Springs, Mo., makes a won
derful bench and at a cost that is way below
the cost of the lumber alone. We have been
using this bench for some time and are com
pletely delighted with it. The bench has 2x4
legs that are fully adjustable, a %:' plywood

still 2135 fps. Federal brass is of very good
quality and can be reloaded often and has
excellent case life.

top, is very sturdy .and lugged, yet weighs
only 26 pounds. The legs fold flat against the
underside of the bench and· storing the
bench or carrying it in the station wagon or
car trunk presents no problem. You can get
a brochure from Ellis Wood Products, and a
check or money order for $29.95 will bring
you the bench postpaid. Best of all, you· can
get the bench for left or right shoulder
shooting.

Luger Barrels
If you are the lucky owner of a Luger and

enjoy shooting it, you can get a new barrel
for the gun-and what a barrel, we should
add. We asked John Dewey, master gun
smith, to put one on our Luger and with
Dominion ammo, we fired 10 shots from a
rest and at 50 yards-the group measured a
witnessed 1.25 inches. This is an 8 groove,
eight inch barrel, has a headspace of go +
.002" and is equipped with a Micro Rear
sight and a special front sight. John Dewey,
formerly of Roxbury, Conn., recently joined
forces with Mason Williams, and the new
company, Shooters Service and Dewey, Inc.,
is located in Clinton Corners, New York.
John's Luger barrels are custom jobs and
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How can a name like this put out a scope like this at a price like this? Until now it would have been

impossible. But with new processes and engineering advances, you can now have the traditionally

fine quality and superb optics of a Bausch & Lomb scope - plus improved design - at the cost

of an ordinary scope! - There are four new scopes and a brand new mount ... all made to the

same high standards at new low prices: a 2V2X at $49.95~ a 4x at $49.95; a variable 2%x to 5x

at $79.95; a variable 21/2X to 8x at $99.95; and the mount at $19.95. - Come see them at your

dealer's and inspect them carefully. You'll like what you see. - Send 25¢ for a comprehensive

manual, "Facts About Telescopic Sights", to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, Rochester 2, N. Y.



ROSSFIRE

zooM!

Now atrue variable
power scope for your
22 ... only $16.75

3X·6X model 3615
You can zoom in on
your 22 rifle target fast
with any magnification
from 3 to 6X. The
Savage· model 3615 is
a continuously variable
power scope. It's every
inch a top-quality op
tical instrument made
to strict Savage speci·
fications. Lenses are

~rec!sion-?,ound and hard-coated for high
fidelIty brightness. Adjustments made by
graduated dials. Sturdy, rust-proof dural
umin tube has lustrous finish. Mounts
instantly on all modern 22 rifles. Fully
guar~nteed by Savage. See 'it today at your
sporting goods dealer. You'll be amazed at
the price-including mounts, only $16.15.

FREE! Illustrated 32-page catalog of
Savage, Stevens, Fox firearms and
scopes. Write Savage Arms, Westfield 65,
Massachusetts. Prices subject to change.
Slightly higher in Canada.. .

Sall8ge

Wants the M-l Back
Just purchased your swell magazine, as I

always do every payday. One of these days
I'm going to save enough money to get a
year's subscription and have you send me
GUNS right to my company area instead of
jogging into town to get it!

In your April issue you had a great article
on the new guns for our armed forces. All
the guys in the company enjoyed reading
this article, as I did. Of all the weapons you
wrote about, there is only one that we
marines think the government should put
into the dipsy-dumpster. I am referring to
the M-14. We marines want the ole M-l
back! How about making all us good
marines happy by printing a big article on
the M-l, it's past, present, and future in the
armed forces?

Your magazine rates as tops. Keep up the
good work. Will be looking for that article
on the M-l.

Pvt. Donald R. Becker
Camp Pendleton, Calif.

Best Issue?
The April issue of GUNS Magazine is one

of the best issues I have ever read. Especially
two stories, "His Guns Helped Tame HeJI's
Half Acre," and "A Rifleman Remembers."

The story of Wiley G. Haines was of great
interest to me. As a very small boy, I lived
in Osage County with my parents back in
1910. My father worked on what was known
as the Gibson Ranch. In 1911, we came to
central Oklahoma settling near Union City.
I can remember my father telling about
Marshall Wiley Haines. My great uncle, D.
C. Moreland, was one of the first real estate
men to come to Oklahoma City. He also
knew Wiley Haines. So a story like the one
of Wiley Haines is real history to me. A
man of his integrity is to be highly praised,
for it was men like him who brought law
and order, and helped make history.

The other story about Willard B. Chappel
ranks very high in my books. To me he is
very interesting and no doubt a wonderful
sportsman. I bave had most all of his rifles
except the early .44 Rim·fire, and I also re
load like he does, and I make the Colorado
hunt every year. I wish I could meet him.

Ferrell J. Moreland
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Surprised!
Thanks for the articles on firearms legisla

tion. I was surprised to find people with
common sense left!

If our legislators feel that our right to
keep and bear arms should be taken away,

. do they also mean that we should give up
our freedoms of speech and worship? For

our sake, I hope not.
I cannot see how a restriction on firearms

could be beneficial. If anything, I believe
that such a restriction would be detrimental
to our nation's defense and security. If I
am wrong, I will be more than happy to
listen to anyone who can present a sensible
theory in favor of such legislation.

James Pilotti
Philadelphia, Pa.

Brassards Wanted
I am a regular subscriber to your very

fine magazine. Even in this remote part of
the world, I and many a friend enjoy each
and every article.

As Chief Pistol Instructor of five pistol
clubs, I have been using many articles as
material for lectures to club members, with
only the best results, on account of the high
quality of the written articles.

Could you assist me, either through your
magazine or with the help of some friendly
readers, to find some Brassards for me and
my good Lady to decorate our shooting
jackets? Even though I am quite prepared
to pay for Brassards, I could up to now only
acquire four Ruger patches. We two are the
proud owners of one Colt Phython, one
Ruger Mark I, one High Standard Super
matic Citation, and one Colt Cobra.

I hope that some of your readers will help.
In advance, please accept my sincere thanks
to you and anyone willing to assist me in
decorating two Shooting Jackets.

GJ.S. van Dyk,
P. O. Box 113,

Heilbron, O.F.S.
Republic South Africa

Warning
I was very pleased to add the April copy

of GUNS to the ever-growing pile in my
den, for future reference. I only wish that
the stiff-necked English shooting magazines
were as informative, instead of printing
mostly localized club gossip.

In the interests of the shooting sports, may
I hope that you, and everyone concern·ed in
shooting, manage to squash the anti-gun
legislations we in England keep reading
about. In America, it is a right for a man
to own arms; in England it is a privilege for
a man to own arms, even a .22 short. As a
matter of interest, it took me six months to
obtain a .22 rifle permit, and another 12
months to obtain a .22 pistol permit. I dread
to think of the time it will take to obtain a
permit for a .380 or a 9 mm pistol. So
Citizens of America, you have been warned!

Good luck and good shooting.

Donald M. Gray
. London, England
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MAYVILLE ENGINEERING COMPANY,·INC.

See it at your dealer's or write Mayville Engineering,
Mayville, Wisconsin for MEC's complete catalog.

This is the MEG 400. It's the most versatile of any shotshell reloader
on the market ... it can be readily and easily converted to handle
any load ... any gauge from 410 to the 3th" 10 gauge magnum. It's
ideal for the sportsman who wants to reload for hunting upland
game and waterfowl, as well as for competitive shooting. It's fast,
accurate, dependable, easy to operate, safe and completely foolproof
•.. even beginners have no trouble turning out perfect, high-quality
reloads the first time around.
Let's take a look at some of the many features that make the MEG
400 so versatile. First, there's the unique Flip-Type measuring
assembly that flips down for easy charging or changing of load. Tool
doesn't have to be tipped upside-down ... no dangerous spilling of
pOWder or shot. Then there's the Direct Reading Pressure Gauge ...
it's designed to automatically compensate for difference in height of
base wad. It needn't be adjusted for each individual type of load or
shell. The MEG's versatility makes it the easiest of all to convert .•.
for instance, you can change from load to load in seconds ... gauge
to gauge in minutes. And these changes can be made without the
usual confusing adjustments.
The 400 comes "ready-to-go",available in any gauge. Its price? $57.75.

•

all this
reloading versatility

(any gauge-any load)

Victor D. Powell
Oak Hill, W.Va.

Fast Gun In England
I am a regular reader of your magazine

and enjoy every copy and each article. I
am one of the very few here who are able
to indulge in pistol owning and shooting. I
shoot for all sorts of competitions and dem
onstrations.

Perhaps this item will interest your read
ers. I am appearing in a series of TV films,
made here, about the 1873/6 period in the
American West. I portray a Gunman
(English) .

I have done Fast Draw for many years,
dating back to war service with a Special
Service Unit during the war, when I had
many occasions to be glad that my gun
was fast and accurate. I read all your
articles on the subject, and want to find out
more about the "no bloodshed" methods,
so as I can interest chaps who are not
familiar with the sport. I would be glad to
hear from Fast Draw addicts to swap ideas,
books, etc.

More power to your pens, and thank you
for many hours of reading and good hints.
Your books are always handy for reference.

Joseph Lees
52 Moorcroft Road

Lawton Moor, Wythenshawl
Manchester 23, Lancs., England

Do It Yourself!
In Robert Broussard's letter in (June '63),

he said he "found things difficult" when he
tried to purchase a handgun because he's
in the service. I know exactly how he feels!

When I was stationed in Maryland, I
tried to purchase a revolver, and immediately
came up against insurmountable red tape.
First, I had to have writt~n permission from
my commanding officer, which I couldn't get.
(It seemed that such requests were rare
and therefore suspicious, and besides en
listed men weren't allowed to have handguns
unless they lived off the base.) Second, I
would then have to register with the local
police for a permit to buy the handgun. If
they didn't like my reasons for wanting the
permit, it would be turned down.

I was brought up in a shooting, hunting,
gun·loving family. To us, guns were not
only a pleasure but a symbol of our freedom,
and the thought of having to register to buy
a firearm, and then register the gun after
it was bought, would have my father turn
ing in his grave.

Even though I was trusted to be in charge
of a million and a half dollars of electronic
equipment, and the lives and value of every
plane that used it to land with, I still was
not to be trusted to buy and have a handgun.

My enlistment was about up at the time, so
I didn't sign up for a second four years of
"the benefits." I didn't get out because of
guns, but it very definitely was a factor.

A car by itself never committed a crime
or killed anyone. The same is true with a
gun. The only way we'll get rid of these
outmoded laws, and keep uninformed legis
lators from enacting more of them, is to
write to our representatives, speak before
groups, and join gun associations. Like
salesmen, we have an idea. In order to sell
it, we have to get it in front of the public.
Don't wait for George to do it; it'll only
get done if you do it!
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IT WAS NOT THE RIGHT RIFLE FOR THE JOB.

BUT A MAN MAKES DO WITH WHAT HE HAS
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With big rifle out of commiSSion, the .222 Sako rifle
was used to collect specimens and feed the expedition.

By JEAN DRAGESCO

WHAT FOLLOWS will astonish some, raise eyebrows
of others, and even arouse some righteous indignation

that any man would use such a gun on such game. But I
am not recommending this gun for this game, did not use it
by choice-and the facts as to results obtained are facts.
They happened.

During the years 1957·1958, I travelled 18,000 miles
through equatorial Africa in order to carry out scientific
research on animals. At the same time, I was shooting full
length films on the habits of African wildlife. Being also
interested in parasites, I had from time to time to kill
various mammals in order to study their intestinal fauna.
I had a number of permits, covering both scientific and
sport hunting, which gave me a great deal of liberty. In
addition, it should be understood that I and my personnel
lived for nine months in the jungle, which means that we
had to rely a great deal on game for our food. Much of this
hunting I did also, as I am by nature a hunter and a lover
of arms.

To conform myself to different regulations covering fire
arms, and also because of the great weight of our bag
gage, I had to restrict myself to four arms only. Th~y were:

Equipped with 4X scope. Sako rifle took
158 animals, mammals and birds. with 310
cartridges. Small caliber made careful
bullet placement essential on all game.

i%W'
i
I
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An exceptionally fin~
roan antelope and the !'
ever-present tickbi rds
were recorded on film
during the scientific
safari through Africa.

a BR 0 rifle, caliber .22LR; a 12 gauge shotgun; a Sako
rifle, caliber .222 with a 4X 'Scope; and an F. . rifle, caliber
9.3x62-a cartridge only a little les'S powerful than the .375.

The .22 caliber rifle rendered us great service, and it
proved to be a good killer against such species as'vultures
and marabou. The 12 gauge shotgun was of great value in
hunting guinea hens, ducks, and other birds for food and
scientific purposes. A .410 gauge adapter tube came in
handy for smaller birds.

The Sako .222 rifle was originally meant to provide
specimens of large birds and small mammals at distances
varying between 100 and 200 yards.

The 9.3x62 rifle was supposed to serve exclusively
against large game, with the exception of the elephant,
which did not particularly interest me.

The .222 Sako was new to me, and I had much pleasure
in shooting this small rifle, which is light and precise, with
insignificant recoil. I appreciated particularly the quality
of the trigger, which is adjustable and admirably designed.

I was surprised also by the precision and above all the
power of .222 ammunition, whether of Remington, Sako,
or Gevelot manufacture. From the very beginning, I had
to give up using it against small birds, for under the
impact of the bullet they would be literally blown to bits.
Guinea hens, ducks, and francolins were totally destroyed
and worthless as food. On the other hand, larger birds, such
as geese, bustards, and larger rapacious birds were killed
neatly. I should add that when shooting against a large
bustard at 100 yards, the sound of the impact was usually
accompanied by a cloud of feathers of all sizes.

On smaller mammals, the effect was terrific. Hares, civet
cats, and jackals would be, as it were, nailed to the ground,
and the wounds were ugly to look at. Among other game
for which I thought this caliber to be just right were the
various types of gazelles and bush bucks, which were very
easy to fell at distances above 150 yards. The shot, though,
had to be relatively precise, as a bullet in the abdomen was
not immediately fatal.

I have read, as has everyone, stories by experts, includ
ing the famed Ruark, that high velocity .22 bullets have
very little power, that they explode even on contact with
the skin of the game, and that they were totally inadequate
against small or medium size game. Yet I had a guide who
killed 12 elephants with the 6.5 mm, and I knew that more
than 1,000 elephants and as many rhinoceroses had fallen
under the bullets of 8 mm Lebel rifles used by some famous
hunters of French Central Africa. Wisely, though, I had
decided to use the 9.3x62 against all animals larger than
duikers.

Unfortunately, my 9.3x62, which was a second-hand gun,
had changed hands apparently several times and very
rapidly proved itself to be worthless. It was shooting about
12" (30 centimeters) too high at 100 yards, with no adjust
ment practical since the sights were fixed-and it also had
an over-sensitive double set trigger. After a few resounding
failures, and after missing a hippopotamus at 25 yards, I
decided not to use it.

Inasmuch as I was in the heart of the jungle, I had to
make do with what I had, and so I set my eyes on the little
.222. I was encouraged by it as a result of the following
incident. I was following a herd of western hartebeest.
Having set my eye on a fine looking bull, I shot, standing,
at approximately 100 yards, (Continued on page 41)

Though no trophy in the accepted sense, warthogs are
not too easily located or killed since they are very wary.
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LITTLE SHOP IS BIG ATTRACTION TO

One man wants only Colts, another
only martial pistols. Still others col·
lect only powder flasks, or cartridges.
Prices here range from a few cents to
many hundred, even thousands of dol
lars.

Abels started in business as an an
tique furniture dealer, switched to arms
and armor in 1937. When you visit
New York, visit Abels. About the only
thing in the way of weapons which you
won't find there is the atomic bomb
but that's only because it's not yet on
the market. When these become col-
lectors' items, Abels will have ~

them! ~

By JAMES MARION

COLLECTORS OF

GUNS AND ARMOR

Tiny Paterson has price tag
of $325, was made in 1844.
Robert Abels, right, gazes
down barrels of a duck foot
flintlock made around 1790.
Store has many gun oddities.

in it for the collector, whether he comes
to buy or to browse. In addition to
weapons, Abels stocks such things as
helmets, drums, powder horns, hol
sters, coats of chain mail, and gleam
ing suits of armor. If it will hold a
weapon, or turn a weapon, it is grist
for Abels' mill.

Abels' biggest turn-over is in Amer
ican guns, with Civil War weapons
most in demand. Collectors tend to
specialize their interests as their ex
perience increases. The man who grows
ecstatic over an 18th century musket
may be indifferent to a handsome 19th
century "Kentucky," and vice versa.

Pictures by United Press International

~"11 UrDUftua'li D ~ ,--,~I!I) '"'~ ~~

II Ril BlliDll1

Vatican City signal gun weighs 65
Ibs.\ has value of about $1,500.

OTHER businesses may boom or
bust, but Robert Abels' business

gets bigger and bigger. His full-to
bursting shop at 860 Lexington Avenue
in New York City is a Mecca for the
800,000 collectors of arms and armor
in the United States, and others from
abroad-and gun collectors buy guns
when they find them.

One of the leading authorities on
collector weapons of all kinds, Abels
is the author of "Early American Fire
arms," a collectors' textbook. He trav
els the world, visiting collectors and
tracking down items for his tiny but
heavily stocked shop. Swords, pistols,
rifles, lances, cannon, crossbows, ar
rows, halberds, beheading axes, toma
hawks, death-dealing oddities of all
kinds lend his establishment a grim
look, but there is always a welcome
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Firing 25 ft. course, right,
is demonstrated by Sgt. AI
Kloch with perfect score.
Good scores in shorter and
shorter time are the aim.

Kloch checks 25 yard form
of Ptl. Stahlecker before fir
ing for qualification. Good
form and score, below, are
a credit to the coach.

Body position is the key to
firing short course. A change
is made during practice run.

Sgt. Kloch demonstrates gun
reloading for the 25 ft. cOl,lrse.
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HANDGUN TRAINING BOOSTS MORALE AND

EFFICIENCY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS IN THIS CHICAGO SUBURB

By R. A. STEINDLER

T AKE AN EX-MARINE who was on his company's pistol team and who
qualified with the M 1, put him into police uniform, and things are

bound to happen, When Alton J. Kloch joined the Skokie, Illinois, Police
Department six years ago, the first thing he did was to shoot his way into
the Department's highly exclusive pistol team by scoring 240 points against
the top scorer who fired 255 points, shooting double-action!

In 1960, Al cajoled the department into joining the NRA Police Pro
gram, and to this day he proudly holds the N RA Certified Police Instructor
Certificate Number 1. When Al joined the force in 1957, firearms training
for new officers without previous gun training was sketchy and was largely
based on the conventional target shooting system. On his own and without
help from "upstairs," Al studied combat shooting methods, expel}mented,
went to meetings and visited other departments. Finally, he received the
backing that he had been asking for: an obligatory combat shooting course
for every man on the force, and monthly qualification firing in which each
man-including the Chief-must make the grade. Those who fail receive
personal coaching and supervision until they can qualify, and more often
than not in a much better time and with a much better score than required.

After Al got the green light from the department, he obtained the help
of several cracker-jack police combat shooting experts from the Chicago
area. Sgt. Kloch's system of combat shooting is based on the be~t points of
a practical pistol course and the Gaylord system. Each member of the depart
ment gets' lessons when he joins the force. Al found that those officers who
were target shooters were, because of their previous experience and training,
the slowest to get into the swing of shooting the combat course.

With the help of other police officers, the Firearms Training Unit
was Whipped into shape in relatively short order, and now the members of
the Skokie Police Department participate annually in at least one FBI course
at Camp Logan, Illinois. There also is a movement afoot for sending a team
to Camp Perry and to the Indiana University matches, and if the boys have
their way, they'll collect enough hardware to fill a good-sized room.

The combat shooting program is based on stark reality, and their is a
constant emphasis on skill, knowledge, and superior equipment. Detectives
draw from under their coats, while 'uniformed policemen wear the uniform
prescribed for the time of the year. In the summertime, drawing and firin?;
is relatively easy, but when winter comes and reefers or heavy coats are worn,
the officer must draw and fire in the same amount of time permitted during
the summertime. Although there is a strong accent on scoring and firing,
safety of officers and bystanders is never (Continued on page 52)
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WHAT'S ALL THIS

The happy hunter dropped his Texas
antelope with the .270 Winchester.
A flat shooting rifle is essential.

By JOHN A. MASTERS

WITH HUNTING LANDS

, HERE IS A LAND RICH IN

E, BEGGING FOR HUNTERS

•
fact that over 98 per cent of Texas antelope hunters fill
their tickets!

Before you start laying your plans to head for Texas,
let's examine some facts you should know. Texas antelope
were almost exterminated at one time but the Game and
Fish Commission moved in and, with excellent manage
ment, produced amazing results. The herds increased to
the point that it became necessary to harvest some of the
animals, and a carefully controlled Game Commission hunt
was staged. until at last the herds reached the point that

OPTIMISTIC indeed would be th6 man who said that
there is a dearth of hunters in most of the game

fields of the United States. "In common with just about
every other hunter who takes time to think., I have noted
with increasing concern the growth of hunting as a hobhy,
and the shrinking areas available to the hunter.

There is one place, however, where the game exceeds
the number of hunters. In the far flung Big Bend country of
Texas, antalope permits for the past several years have
literally gone begging. And this despite the phenomenal
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the Commission now only limits the total number taken.
This is done by supplying individual ranchers with an
allocated number of permits, 'which they are allowed to
sell to hunters. Thus, antelope hunting is strictly "pay
hunting" in Texas. But before you decide to forget the
whole affair, let's look further.

The fact that the antelope on his ranch is a money crop
causes the average Texas rancher to look with favor on the
hunter. Most ranchers go to great lengths to assist hunters
by having excellent guides available, maps of the antelope
ranges, and a wealth of information about antelope hunt
ing. There is simply no excuse for a hunter not taking an
antelope in Texas, if he can shoot. Not that taking an

From the top of a ridge, hunter with
spotting scope can select the head he
wants. Here, long shots are the rule.

antelope is like shooting fish in a barrel; the high degree
of success is largely due to the fact that antelope hunting
in the Big Bend country, is perhaps the best organized
hunting in the United States.

To illustrate the point: I have guided over a hundred
hunters over the past few years. The youngest was 8 years
old, the oldest 72. A wonderful and varied assortment of
guns have been used, from a fine custom built .300 Mag
num to the single-shot break-action Savage .30-30. I have
not yet guided a hunter who failed to take an antelope.
This includes parties of men who have hunted all over the
world-men who had the last word in rifles-and numer
ous father-son parties. I have found antelope hunting an
excellent way to introduce a lad to big game hunting, and
I have seen it provide grizzled veterans with a terrific
bit of pleasure.

Antelope can be hunted by a variety of methods. In my
opinion, anyone who attempts to stalk an antelope directly
on foot is likely to wind up disappointed, since they can
run up to 60 miles per hour, and have vision equal to that
of a man with 6X binoculars. Nevertheless, they can be
hunted and taken, even by a novice.

Several things combine to make hunting antelope rela
tively easy. In the main, antelope live in rolling prairie
country, and their distinctive white markings make them
visible over long ranges. it. lot of their range in Texas
permits moving about with a vehicle such as a Jeep, pick
up or Scout. Texas law permits the stalking of antelope in
a vehicle. This gives the hunter a means of covering dis
tances quickly, and can put him close to an "in range"
position quickly.

Secondly, antelope are the most (Continued on page 58)

Youngster took his first antelope with one shot from
cut-down Remington .222 while on choice ridge stand.
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These cartridges are satisfactory for all but the long
shots. From the left: .30 Dunlap, 8 x 57 Mauser, 6.5 x 57
Mauser, .25-06 Ackley Improved, .257 Roberts Improved,
.257 Roberts, .250-3000 Savage, .243 Winchester, and the
7 x 57 Mauser. Know the trajectory of your antelope gun.
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rawast

Fastest gun, Vance Anderson, Fred Roff of
Colt's, and Ruth Savage, women's National
Champion, hold Anderson's towering trophy.

NO BALL AMMO. NO DA.NGER

TO SHOOTERS OR SPECTATORS.

BUT FUN FOR ALL! THAT IS FAST

DRAW AFTER SEVEN YEARS

AI Brian, right, demonstrates the classic
example of the twist draw. Women winners
pose with husbands. From the left, Art and
Ruth Savage, Gene and Doreen Ballard, and
Jack and Margie Kneezel who placed third.
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In this hard-on-guns sport, it pays to be your own
gunsmith. Gun gets final check before the contest.

25

Jack Sims, National Champion in 1960, won with draws
of .45-.42, firing a Ruger .357 Magnum Blackhawk.

,
e

By JACK LAWRENCE

rows
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T HE 1962 Hotel Saraha National Open Walk and Draw
Fast Draw Championship marked the fourth year

of the most impressive shoot in the fast draw sport. Co
sponsored by Colt's, it served to emphasize the changes
in fast draw competition over the past four years.

For instance, the winner, 30-year-old Las Vegan Vance
Anderson, received almost as much cash as the total cash
awards made at the first Sahara-Colt's Open in 1959. Gary
Freymiller won the National Championship in 1959 with
a draw of 52 hundredths of a second. Anderson had to
draw in .31 to shoot down runner up, Bill Lewis, of Rich
mond, California. The contest has grown in both stature
and skill.

The last Sahara-Colt's Open also reflected a more adult
approach to the sport. There were no TV getups in evidence
among the shooters. No mimic Palladins or Wyatt Earps
showed up on the firing lines. The men shooting were seri
ous and dedicated. to their sport. Many refinements in
equipment and technique accounted for the faster speeds.

We find even sharper contrasts in fast draw competition
when the sport is traced back to its origin, some seven
years ago. The first formal contests were held at the west
ern ghost town of Knott's Berry Farm, in Buena Park,
California. Today's polished competition at Las Vegas is
a far cry from the modest, rough-hewn blasts originally
held at Knott's. Those embryo contests attracted less than
a score of shooters and perhaps 100 spectators, compared
to almost 200 contestants and 1m audience of 5000 at Las
Vegas in 1962. Dee Woolem, winner at Knott's, won a
shiny silver belt buckle as his reward for being "The Fast
est Gun Alive." At the Sahara-Colt's Open, over $3,600
in cash prices were awarded, as well as skyscraper trophies
and new Colt handguns.

The Fastest Gun Alive shoots were held on a cement
platform, within a circle of old covered wagons. Their
wheels, anchored in cement, were no longer turning, but
the old relics still carried the atmosphere and nostaglia of
the old west. The Sahara-Colt's Open was held under klieg
lights, in the ultra modern, aluminum domed, $6,000,000
Las Vegas Convention Center, in the brightest, most glitter
ing vacation city in the world.

The first rules were simple but a trifle obscure in some
respects. They required mainly that the 4and be kept at
least four inches from the gun until the draw, and that the
gun be more or less level when fired. The rules used at Las
Vegas are considerably more circumscribing, being de
signed to handle a far more complex situation; but they
are a model of .clarity, and are being used as a guide by
fast draw clubs the country over.



The original timer, developed by Dee Woolem, was the
prototype of thousands that followed. It consisted of the
clock and a button mounted on a waist high stand. Those
first shoots were fired "off the button," timing the draw
without reaction time. The Chrondek timer used at Las
Vegas is a highly developed descendant of that first clock.
The Chrondek virtually thinks for itself, first signaling the
draw with its own random timer, then picking the winner
and recording the time of his draw.

Dee Woolem's simple belt holsters resembled in many
ways the actual leather of the real old time gunfighters. The
"boots" seen at Las Vegas last year were the result of
seven years of inbreeding, and possessed few of the attri
butes of practical field holsters. They were, however, the
fastest sixgun rigs ever devised.

Early fast draw buffs were influenced by the low slung
holsters and the elaborate, hand waving draws that they
saw on their TV screens. Rodd Redwing, a true pioneer of
fast draw, had been quietly teaching movie actors to thumb
the hammers of their single action guns in the holsters for
many years, but suddenly this "new" draw was introduced
with much fanfare. The early TV holsters were nearly all
from the North Hollywood shop of Arvo OJ ala. Arvo pro
vided so much look-alike leather for the TV heroes and
badmen, it was hard to tell the players apart.

Ojala rigs dominated the first Sahara-Colt's Open, but
they were largely superseded the next year by the fine
leather work of Andy Anderson. Andy brought the holsters
up nearer the waist and introduced the forward slant, with
his "walk and draw" rigs, speeding times up noticeably.
Andy's rigs soon alienated the affections of many TV
cowboys. His holsters are well represented on such shows as
"Rawhide," "Laramie," etc.

A third holster maker, Alfonso Pineda, arrived on the
scene with a further development, a holster that held the
gun rigidly, at an outward angle that made it extra
ordinarily easy to grasp. Ojala's original holster had a
sheet steel band encircling the cylinder of the gun and
leaving it free to rotate in the holster (necessary to thumb
ing in the holster), there was also a steel shank for greater
stiffness. Andy added even more steel. Alfonso went them
both one better by lining the entire holster and part of the
belt with heavy gauge steel. He also replaced the familiar
thong tie-down with a narrow leather strap around the
leg. Alfonso rigs were the most numerous at the National
Open in 1962.

The guns have changed little since the first shoot. The
most popular is still the Colt Single Action .45. Tuning
techniques have been improved to virtually eliminate the
old bugaboo of a cylinder skipping past the locking bolt.
Nearly all of the guns used had longhorn hammers, turned
up and extended to facilitate fanning. They became so
long in the beginning that it was necessary to limit them
by rule to liz" above the frame. Most shooters at the 1962
Open were wearing the badge of the fanner, a fingerless
leather glove on the left hand.

It was in 1961 that young fast draw enthusiast Curt
Blakemore of Westminister, California, devised his now
famous fan-twist draw. Curt eliminated the arc that the
pistol barrel had to describe to level with the ground. He
simply twisted the gun out of the holster, so the barrel was
level the instant it cleared leather. He held the trigger
back as he drew and fanned the shot off, ,eliminating that
split second pause required to (Continued on page 38)

Movie and TV celebrities attended the Sahara-Colt
Open as visitors, spectators. Famed exhibition shot
Rod Redwing, second from left, gave demonstration.

Jim Arness and Dennis Weaver of "Gunsmoke"
on set with holster craftsman Arvo Ojala.

Alfonso Pineda, successful fast draw holster maker,
shows new holster to AI Brian, left, and Bob Munden.
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WORTH IMPORTANT MONEY'

COLLECTORS IGNORE THEM,

BUT PINFIRES CAN BE
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

Probably of French origin and made
for· the Robert gun, this cartridge
has steel case, measures about 13.5
mm. Trapdoor speeds reloading of a
case. Idea for this appears to have
been patented by Chaudun in 1847.

M ANY COLLECTORS seemingly under-value the im
portance of pinfire cartridge specimens. They

shouldn't! It is true that pinfire rounds abound, that
they are usually inexpensive little numbers, found in every
general collection. After all, they have been around, in
almost their original form, for over 100 years. But many
collectors, even the serious ones, do not realize how many
different-specimens can be found.

The first pinfire ammunition was manufactured in
Europe back in the 1840s or earlier. Pinfire ammunition
was still made in Italy in the 1950s. Possibly there is still
a manufacturer somewhere who makes them: If so, it would
make sense; there are a lot of serviceable pinfire arms
in circulation.

From a collector's standpoint, the pinfire specimen is in
an unusual position. Collectors who want only American
cartridges often say the round is foreign, so they don't
want it. This is poor thinking when we realize that, during
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the Civil War, at least two American concerns manu
factured pinfire ammo for use by the Vnion Army. Also,
the common pinfire cartridge was made by the Vnion
Metallic Cartridge Co. in more than one size for many
years. These V.M.C. specimens employed a brass case
and were headstamped with an impressed "V."

Pinfires are part of American history. Not only were
they used by both sides during the Civil War, but early
single shot pinfires were carried by the gold seekers of
California back in 1849.

Other collectors say that pinfire rounds are too common
and they would prefer to collect only rare and very rare
specimens. Well, the Gallager & Gladding .58 is a pinfire,
and one sold a while ago for $375.00! (No. 11 in the
photograph). Number 15 in the photograph is the Chaudun
rolled paper case type; only ten such specimens are known
to this writer, and when the box of ten was broken up,
nine lucky collectors got a (Continued on page 45)
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A SLIDE RULE IS

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR P ACTICE IN

SHOTGUNNING. THE

x· FACTOR IN

THE EQUATION IS YOU

TURN M
HITS Wll

Coach can tell shooter where he should swing gun, but
how does he estimate that yard lead in the blue sky?

28

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS

T o HIT a game bird, it helps to know how fast it flies.
Figures are published which tell us a canvasback can

rev it up to 60 mph, quail can hit 40, and old John the
crow churns along at 30 miles per hour. It is also possible
to get velocity and time-over-the-range data on all shot
shell loads. Knowing bird speed and shotshell velocities,
all the marksman need calculate is the gun-to-target dis
tance, and he can then resolve the equation of how much
forward allowance (or lead) is required to hit the mark.
The range can be estimated with a little practice, and
Presto! the marksman hits the hurtling target every time.

Or does he?
Suppose we run this one by a second time just to show

how easy it is. We have the speed of the feathered mark,
whether wildfowl, upland game, or pest bird. The ammo
companies provide velocity figures on all shotshellloadings.
The only missing item, then, is that small detail, the
muzzle-to-mark yardage.

The gunner brings the 12 to his shoulder, reviews in a
flash the 60 mph speed of the cruising duck, recollects that
his charge of No. 6s travels 950 fps, and he then estimates
that the game is at 40 yards range. Quick as a flash, he
knows his lead will be 7:lh feet. He swings to gain this
lead, presses the trigger-and down plummets an exceed
ingly dead mallard.
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If you average two shells per dove. you can consider
yourself as an expert in the dove fields of the U. S.

Or does it?
Game birds have been timed over measured distances

with various electronic devices so accurately there can 'be
little doubt as to how fast they travel. Aircraft, autos,
stop-watches, and other means have been employed to
gather this data, and it has been refined over the years.
Despite the goodness of these studies, the accumulated data
is about two jumps ahead of utter worthlessness.

The trouble lies, not with the man and his machines, but
with the bird. The game is a creature given to moods and
humors, to hunger, fear, and plain laziness. Unafraid and
packing a full crop of succulent caterpillars, an old cock
bird wings by with his motor at no better than half-throttle.
Dust him off with a charge of 6s, and he will pour on the
coal. In a split second, his speed doubles, trebles. The same
is true of the migrating teal. He has one speed when he is
heading south, another when he is tired and sees an invit
ing stool of decoys; quite a third when he is shot at. To
state dogmatically that a bird flies at any given speed is
as phony as contending that one of our jet aircraft has
only one gait.

Shot loads are fairly constant. (Continued on page 53)

Colonel Askins fired shotgun slugs at a running deer
target at 100 yards to see what accuracy might be. If
you use slugs, better stick to shots under 75 yards.

Shooting driven Chukar partridge in Spain is not easy. Miss a bird with one barrel, then swing on it with other
barrel, and miss again. You can hit them if you can dope speed and distances involved. and if you are in luck.
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WEEK~S TV SAGA" "GOOD GUYS" AND BAD

LEGEND, WITH HOLLYWOOD TRIMMINGS

JACK HOXIE:

HE:RQ OD 'Ji~

MOVING
PICTURE WEST

By GEORGE VIRGINES

FROM BILL HART TO NEXT

GLORIFY THE WESTERN

All the ingredients of the
formula Western f1ic - girl.
horse, and guns - appear in
this shot of Ho)(ie and his.
wife "with his horse. Scout~
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Jack Hoxie's engraved spurs flank his first
Colt, a pair of matched Single Action Colt's,
and specially made holster. Picture from old
movie shows Jack in action with his revolver.

REAMS OF STORIES, fact and
fiction, have been written about

the frontiersmen, the gunfighting law
men and outlaws of the Old West, but
let's look for a moment at that other
breed of cowboy (real .or otherwise)
who have reincarnated the old heroes
on celluloid for the moving pictures
and TV screens. Some, certainly, were
cowboys and gunmen in name only;
others were the real McCoy of their
day - but all have helped to keep
western legend (if not western history)
alive. However much their feats of
saddle and gun may have been exag
gerated and distorted, surely they de
serve a place, if only as corollary, in
the western saga.

Certainly they have a place in the
saga of the cinema. The first filmed
drama, "The Great Train Robbery,"
in 1903, was a Western in embryo.
Following it are names that do not
need even the tag of a picture title to
remind Americans of various ages of
hours of vicarious adventure-names
like William S. Hart, Tom Mix, Hoot
Gibson, Buck Jones, Jack Hoxie, down
to Gary Cooper and today's TV Wyatt
Earp's and Matt Dillon's. Pick' your
favorite and you betray your age. And
if you don't like Westerns, that's your
misfortune, because' this is one en·
te~tainment medium that has with·

stood all criticism, even contemptuous
laughter. The Western is "formula,"
but it is sure-fire with a vast and
seemingly never-decreasing audience,
not only in its homeland but around
the world.

Bill Hart set the pattern for the
cinema Westerner, and the basic in·
gredients have not changed much in
the succeeding years. The "Good Guys"
still shoot faster and straighter, ride
better, drink less, love the right women.
The "Bad Guys" still take it on the
chin (or in the belly), just as they did
when Hart was the hero. As someone
once wrote, "If world affairs could be
patterned after the formula Western,
history might be bloody but it would
always have a happy ending!"

Many of the old heroes of the Holly.
wood Westerns are gone now. William
S. Hart died i~ 1946 at the age of 76
died in bed, with his boots off. En·
amoured as he was with the legend he
portrayed, Bill probably would have
preferred a death more in keeping with
the formula, in which men died with
their boots on; but Death writes its
own formula. Tom Mix, who got his
start with the famed Miller Brothers'
101 Ranch Wild West Show, died in
1940 of that highly un·Western ail·
ment, an automobile accident. His cus·
tom-made, tooled leather.upholstered

car skidded as he drove across the
Arizona desert, and Mix was killed in
the wreckage. Buck Jones, a for·real
cowboy who won popularity as a pic·
ture hero, died in the Boston Night
Club fire in 1942. Hoot Gibson, whose
saddle skill was legitimately earned in
rodeo, died only recently, in 1962. And
shooting lost a real friend (GUNS, Au·
gust, 1961) when Gary Cooper ended
the long string of Westerns that in·
cluded "The Plainsmen," "The Virgin.
ian," and the (Continued on page 51)

Although retired from the movies,
Jack Hoxie remains active. Author
Virgines, visiting Jack recently,
was shown fast draw demonstration.
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I AM WELL AWARE that Colonel Charles Askins
stated not long ago in this magazine that "Long Shots

Are For Bad Hunters." The point made was that the good
hunter will not, and no hunter should, attempt shots
beyond the capabilities of himself or his rifle. But the fact
remains that many hunters will take long shots---either
from ignorance or from desperation because only long
shots are offered on a given day or week-end; and since
they will do it, perhaps a tip or two on how to do it would
be in order.

Over a number of decades, I have seen many hunters
shoot, or shoot at, a great many game animals. Time and
again I have been surprised to see how many hunters were
incapable of hitting a deer-size target at 200 or 300 yards. I
have been equally surprised to see how many of those
same hunters would, without hesitation, start throwing
lead at targets at twice those ranges! This is "bad hunting,"
just as Colonel Askins said; and I certainly don't mean to
recommend to any hunter that he fling shot after shot at
long ranges, especially at moving game, in the thin hope

ONLY THE SKILLED HUNTER WITH

THE RIGHT RIFLE AND CARTRIDGE HAS

By BERT POPOWSKI

that one of his shots will bring forth a miracle kill. But
Good hunters learn from their misses, as well as from

their hits, until they can score at ranges far longer than
would be possible without that experience.

Long shots require an exquisite precision of man-rifle'
performance that appeals to me, and they have enabled me
to take several unusually good heads which might other
wise have escaped me. Those long shots were based on close
to five decades of hunting experience; yet, even so, when
I try a long shot, I want several factors in my favor.

First, I want a rifle that is above average in game-taking
accuracy, and one that has ample power for clean kills on
the animal in question-and I mean ample power at the
range attempted.

Second, I want to have had enough long-shot practice
with the rifle-load combination to know exactly how I
should hold at that range.

Third, I want a shooting position that is steady enough
to send the bullet on its way with a minimum of sighting
error.
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were on the day's hunting agenda.
Experienced hunters, guides, and land owners prefer that

visiting hunters bring rifles of from .270 up through the
.30 calibers, and that they use bullets ranging from 130 to
180 grains for most western big game hunting. Their
choice is based on actual field performances, and on their
desire to see clean, one-shot kills.
. But the problem is not only with the rifle. The hunter
who can't tell 100 from 300 yards ranges needs an educa
tion. Similarly, guys who get the wind up at the sight of
a 100 yard standing animal, throw a wild shot at it, then
empty their guns as the critter leaves those unfriendly
premises, should have their tails kicked! If they can't hit'
standing game at 100 yards, what leads them to think they
can improve their performance at running game at longer
ranges?

I've one suggestion for all visiting hunters: Zero your
scope for 200 yards, and then leave it alone. If you get
shots under that range, it won't be too much above of the
line of sight. If you get longer (Continued on page 42)

Popowski stands over. fine muley buck he busted at 300
yards. At right, he describes to guide Lee Haynes how
careful long shot downed alerted pronghorn antelope.

Fourth, I want a sure estimate of the range, either
through linear yardage estimation or from the size of the
target as it appears to the naked eye and under the known
magnification of the scope.

The hunter who draws down on an antelope at 200 yards
with a rifle that delivers no better than four to six-inch
groups at 100, is begging for a cripple-if he hits at all.
He certainly can't count on putting his bullet into any pre
selected fatal area. At 400 yards, his bullet dispersal would
spread to 16 up to 24 inches, even if the human error were
zero, which it won't be.

The hunter who attempts long shots with a caliber-car
tridge combinations that give him the looping trajectory
of a fly ball to the outfield is simply wasting ammunition,
or worse. Such cartridges are almost invariably loaded
with heavy slugs at comparatively low velocities, which
shed so much of their punch over long ranges that they
must hit exactly in the lethal area to kill. And this exactness
is made almost impossible by the looping trajectory which
makes even a few yards error in range estimation fatal to
accuracy. I have no quarrel with heavy bullets, as such;
they are fine brush-buckers, and they retain both velocity
and energy longer than light bullets. But for long-range
shooting, I recommend bullets only slightly above the
median of available weights for the caliber.

The opposite extreme is also bad. Hunters who tune up
on woodchucks with such varmint calibers as the .222, the
6 mm group, or the larger high-intensity caliber with light
ning-fast bullets, tend to forget the shocking loss of velocity
and power which occurs with these small bullets by the time
they reach the 200-yard mark. I have killed many of the
smaller big game animals at moderate ranges with these
lightweights, but I leave these guns at home when long
shots at big game were expected, or when bigger species

GUNS SEPTEMBER 1963

Larry Chaffee, long-time friend and hunting buddy
of author, took fine Montana pronghorn buck with
carefully calculated, stalk.saving, 300 yard shot.
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Extra magazine _ Take-down tool
Cleaning Rod

Official Swedish Army Holster

FREE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!

ONLY

S5995!

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

Perhaps the most interesting and
exotic Pistol find of all time
tremendously rare original Model
1940 LAHTI Pistols-designed by
the famous Finnish weapons de·
siancr Arnio Lahti, and manufac
tured by the RTeat Swedish Arms
Factory, HUSQVARNA. Truly a
"once in a lifetime" opportunity
to own a rarity which may NEVER
AGAIN appear on the American
scene at ANY price. Similar to the German Pis·
tolc Model '08 in appearance, but of morc sturdy
construction and more modern design. Mono·
gram of the beautiful Swedish emblem em
bedded in the grip. All NRA VERY GOOD and
ALL accessories listed here included FREE.
Some NRA EXCELLENT only S10.00 more. 9MM
Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100 rounds!I

RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIESI '---1
Ori~inal Luger Cleaning
Rods w/Oiler in handle .. ONLY $1.95 each
Ori~inal BROWN DeLuxe Holsters
w/ExtJ'a Ma~azine Pocket ONLY $4.95 each

ONLY

S3995!SPECIAL COLLECTOR'S ITEMS I
Mauser Banner Model ..........•. $90.00
Reichswehr Double DatI:! Model .••.• $55.00
Mauser Nazi "K" Series $75.00
Mauser Nazi "G" Series $55.00
Simpson & Suhl Model .•••••.••.. $75.00
Krie~hotT Model $125.00
Collector pistols in NRA Good Condition.

(Prices are net onlyl)

~rrmutl 't6tnlr ilnbrl 'DB
THE "WORLD'S !!!i:!::::
GREATEST PISTOL!""
THE PISTOL THAT NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION!
The never-to-be-again duplicated creation of the
great Georg Luger. Officially desIgnated by the
manufacturer as "Pistole Pnrabellum Model 'OS"
-the vear it was originally ad~pted by the Ger4
man Army. Guaranteed completely serviceable
and in NRA GOOD condition, but Showing pro-

~~l>'f~~l~i~~~.r;:rnOe~r. ~~P~~~dAl~ON~Ai{;t~A¥
GOOD condition only $49.95! Bargain 9:\fM
Parabcllum ammunition only $4.00 per 100.

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC! MAUSER .32 AUTOMATIC! GERMAN M 38 (H) SAUER!

ONLY

S9
95 !

Once again the rare
Italian Glisenti Revolver
at the lowest price ever.
The revolver that could
have been the Continental
fastdraw champ, received
just In time for U.S.
competition. Note sleek
grip and aft hammer posi
tion. The pistol you can
Jearn to love If you keep
it long enough. Try it!

Cal.
10.35MM

GLISENTI REVOLVER!

COLT NEW SERVICE
REVOLVERS!

Cal. ...... _
.455

@r
Back again at tbe lowest

1i~::1 eSJe:~nt~ep~r:~:,o:o~:
at a token price. The Re
volver that tamed the North-
west--the revolver that made ONLY
the most desperate desper-
ado eringe witb fear. Imagine $ 2 9

95
'NRA Very good condition and

t~Yt~'f:~st1:0~U~I.~~ ~~r -

Cal. .32 ACP
Double Action
Never before
available In Quantity
-seldom more than one
at the most. Manufactured by
the world famous J. P. Sauer
& Sohn. The only commercial
pistol EVER successfully devel
oped with the unIque thumb cock-
Ing lever. W. H. B. Smith, author
of the Small Arm. 01 the lVorld.

~~:~s a~~:ce~b1s~~elpl~~1t~: ONLY
the world today and combines all
the Kood features of other pocket $39 95 'pistols plus a set or new designs
which pOint the way to future _
de"elopment. All are NRA good.

BROWNING .25

Cal. .25 ACP

The best of the small pocket
pistols! The original standard
model BROWNING .25 Auto, manu
factured by Fabrlque Natlonale
De'Armes De Guerre, Herstal, BeI-

*~~~: wi.thfit~: f~~~~:rl~S,m~~~~ ONLY
than 4lf~" overall. Combines grip_ $22

951safety, thumb safety and maga-

~{~~ 8bbDng;e~~te:at~Ziiti~~1a~~ •
yours now for your order. One of
the few really well made small
automatics on the market today.

SMITH & WESSON
.455 REVOLVERS~

Cal.
,455
For the first time
in five years-the
sought after heavy
duty Smith & Wes
son Revolver in .455
caliber. Superb pre-'War
workmanship With com
mercial type finish and
walnut grips with GOLD
monogram and only $29.95

~no~lxg~<£JLE~~di~~ry ONLY
$5.00 more. A few Tr,p,eS299S'
~~~~~5a~tl a N1lxe-:ER~
GOOD CONDITION! Terrific! -

RUSSIAN NAGANT
REVOLVERS!

Cal.
7.62
Nagant

Actual, original
Russian army reo
volvers seized in
close combat from
Joseph DjugasbvllU's leelolls
by the invincibly fanatical
German Wehrmacht. Now
available fro m YE OLD )

~~r~eo\~eJI~~s\g':J~~al~ ONLY
strictly good condition. Only $14951$3.00 more for special select.
Order from the last Irishman _
left In the gun business-now!

~ SMITH & WESSON
~ .38 SPECIALS!

Cal. .38
Special
The ultimate in

handguns at l_
ONE-HALF
priceI GenuIne Smith &;
Wesson Revolvers com
pletely refinished and
converted exclush'elJ'
by the famous London
firm or Cogswell &; Har
rison. 32,.2" barrel with
racy ramp, and check
ered Walnut crlps. Cnm
flleteb (actnry rehlned.

SWISS ARMY REVOLVER!
Cal.
7.5
Another fantastic
SWiss Import 
manufactured where
the watchword Is ALWAYS
precision. Absolutely su.
perb craftsmanship and
ALL 'With ALL matchlnst
numbers. Commercial fin
Ish, "bead" type front

~i~. ~~~iro~ ~~ ~~g ONLY
$16.95. Some excenentt16951
~~~o p~~~tiOr::°.f:5 s~f;.,
Revolver ammunition only _
$3.95 per full 40 rounds.

BROWNING

Cal. 32 ACP

Cal. .32 ACP

The superb, unequalled Brownin~ .32
Automatic in the latest (M22) model
mfR'. by Fabrique National d'Armes de
Gucrre. Lieg~, Belgium. nHOWNING
the Jt1'catest name in automatic pistols

~e~~~n ~W f~~h~ct~~~u~~e~~<rr~u:J
caliber and in very good condition at
only $26.95. Some excellent $3.00
additional. Has the improved extra

~:r~tya~i~~~dar:;u~~}ninil~!lFi~~
pistol! l)nslst on~y on the finest-make
yours a BRO\VNING! (Extra magazines
$2.95. oriR'inal cleaning rods $.;r0.)

Superb pistol crafts
manship by tbe famed
Mauser Works at
Oberndorf. Produced during the
great weapon period prior to World
War I and durIng the 20's and early
SO's. Genuine Mauser .32 Automatic
pistols ALL wltb tbe MAUSER banner
and featuring the speedy thumb s<'"lfety
release. All NRA Good or Better.
COLLECTOR5-S0me with tbe rare
Nazi eagle and swastika markings only
$10.00 more. Official 'VW I leather
holsters only $2.95! Also limited num
ber or :Mauser .25 ACP Automatics
onty $29.95. All l'\'RA GOOD or Better.
Surplus .32 ACP Ammo $6.00 per 100.

Cal.
.22 L.R.

ENFIELD COMMANDO
REVOLVERS!

M.A.B. LE CHASSEUR Automatic!

Cal.
.38
S&W

The bandgun bar
rain oC aU time.
Genuine, ordnance·
built. time-tested.
Enfield Commando Reyolyen
at less than the price of a

~:rri~n~~o~unw~~PiF~y ONLY
the lUustrious battle-worn S14

95r
Commandos. So dependable
It fires double action only.
Chambered for the popular, _
standard .38 S & W cartridge.

The famous M.A.B. Le·
Chasseur .22 caliber Tar-

::;rJ.::~~~~:0~~~f;::
up target shootlnst. Tarstet
deslstn with thumb rest
and tarR'et type adjustable ONLY
sisthts. Factory NEW with
official French reKistrationS3995'certificate. Limited sLpply
of the tar~et model 80 or- _
der yours soonest todayI

Cal. .380 ACP

Cal..32 ACP

The very latest, im
proved genuine :MAU
SER .32 ACP Automatic.
Manufactured as late as
World War II by the great
Mauser 'Yorks at Obemdorf. The
most modern of the entire Mauser
series with single and double actton
operation and ultra modern design.
All with MAUSER Banner and SOl\fE

$ii~ooN~~~e.e3J~~b::: y~,::~s~~~ ~:~3f
chance for the buy of your time.
Official WW II leather holsters onh'
$2.95. All NRA GOOD or Better..32
ACP ammo only $6.00 per 100 rounds.

The internationally known Beretta
.380 Automatic at a mere fraction
of the new cost and guaranteed in
NRA GOOD condition. Some NRA
VEUY GOOD condition only $5.00
morc. A potent cartridge In a ONLY
compact pistoi makes for the ,
Ideal pistol combination. Full $29 95 '
~eri'g~~lem~fd:~~~' ~it~U~ab~~'ut~i~ _
lifetime of service and top re
sale value. Order yours t.oday from
Ye Old Hunter and sec the reason.

Cal. 11....455·

Cal.
.22
L.R.
Superb NE W
French pro·
ductlon :M:.A.B.
.22 Caliber
Automatic pistol. Latest,
modern design combined with
tested dependabHlty makes
this tbe most attractive dol
lar for dollar pocket pistol
on the market today. Light- ONLY
weight, fast - hand linK and
accurate. Strictly factoryS3 495 r
new, complete with cleaning
rod and official French reK-
lstration certificate included. -

WEBLEY & SCOTT MK VI
REVOLVERS!

The ultimate Web
ley &; SCott Revolv
er-the bta'Keat bore
(or the least cash

~:~. II1Jta~o~~~~r~:a~~
potent it waa almost barred
by the Geneva Convention.
DependabUlb' at ita best and
plenty or ammo In stock. In
NRA Very Good or better
condition at only $14.95

M.A.B. MODEL 6Z AUTOMATIC!

The Old Hunter uses only unretouched photos so you can see how they realty look.

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY: All snms and ammo shipped
ftAILWAY EXPH.ESS OR TRUCK (Shipping'
Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Va. Send check
or Money Order. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no
COD's. Re~et we are unable to accept any "All
Beart" Sale order less than $5.00 "Moncy's

Worth or Money Back" Guarantee when goods
are returned prepaid within two days after reo
celpt, Ye Old Hunter will not answer acrimonious
letters. Send them elseWhere. Sales limited to
continental United. States! Special sale prices,
abOve, are good for month of pubUcatlon onlyf

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on your offielal
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also many
choice unadvertised items at special low pricesl

S
A
V
E

80%



(Those few with asterisk (*) above are partially shootable but fully componentabte.)

NOW! ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD AND SAVE! HELP MAKE ",q NatioH. otR~" A REALITY!

NOW ONLY

S3495!

ONLY

S3495!
U. S. ARMY MODEL 1917!

ENFIELD NO. 1 MK III !

U. s. SPRINGFIELDSI

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREV!

~ Cal••30~06

popular model-the WW II M9SK Type. All M43 Model. manu
factured .in Spain AFTER WW II-some as late as the mid
50·s. ALL with ALL milled parts. ALL with 24" barrell. ALL
arsenal reconditioned. reblued and refinished, ALL complete
With original cleaning rod and muzzle cover, ALL guaranteed
NRA VERY GOOD to much better. Don·t hesitate on this one
for even a moment for there has never been and never will
be a newer lot of WW II M9S Mausers. Yours wlll delight
you in the extreme! 8MM Ammunition only $4.00 per 100.

IN STOCK! All in very 200d or better con.
INCOMPARABL~i~~~in'!'~l~ Re~:s\o~~stth;:rce~l';er~

for high numbers. These are NOJIfP the crude, makeshift assembled
jobs advertised by olhers: these are NOT lhe left,..overs rotting In

~i~~~~~.~I'b~ ~l8mC:Rsj~~f:e~'3~~5~rlfi'8itl~~~d~~~Hth.pA~~Pr~~~
c STOCK $42.951 New web sline-s 50c.•30-06 ammo $6.00 per 1001

ONLY

ONLY

$2495 !

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) __$5.00
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) _..$5.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.00
.32 ACP M.C. . $6.00
9MM Luger (Parabellum) M.C.).: $4.00
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) _ $4.00
.455 Webley __.. ._ $7.50
FINE ISSUE MILITARY RIFLE CARTRIDGES
6.5 Dutch (M.C.) (with one free clip)_ $6.00
6.5 Mannlicher (M.C) $6.00
7MM Mauser (M.C.) _ ..$6.00
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) _ __ $5.00

~~~ ~~~1~.8~l'~-6~~~:r.frxmfl~v~C~11~~ta~riry
$5.00 addItional. New Leather Slings $1.9S-used .50. Genuine

M: 1917 Bayonets only $1.75. Order yours today. If you prE-fer
RemlnJtton or Winchester manufacture, a limited number $3 more.

THE BEST OF OUR WORLD'

AM M UNIT I 0 N 5 P ECIA L5 ' , , Minimum order (except Soft PoinO 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • PoinO per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) _ _~ $ 4.95 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) __ $3.50
7.62MM Russian (M.C.) _ $ 6.00 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) .. $6.00
7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) _ $ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.50
.30-06 U.s. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) - ..- $ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ .._.$3.50
.30-06 Blanks - --------- $ 4.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) $5.00
.30-40 ~ag (M,·9·) _ $ 5.00 762 Russian Soft Point (45 rds.) _ $6.75
.303 Br!t!sh Military (M.C.) $ 7.50 7·65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ .._ ..$3.50
.3ilikBrGeltlSh Blanks --- $$ :.gg 30-40 Krag soft POint (20 rds.) $3.50
8 rman. Mauser Issue -............... ·303 British Soft Point (20 rds., __.._ ..$3.50
8x56 R Mannllche.r $ 4.00 SMM M 5 ft P . t (40 ds) $600
.42 Colt Berdan RIfle (M.C.)· $10.00 Mause~ hO (2olnd) r . · -- ·$4·50
20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) $ 9.95 8x50R annlic er 0 r s. •

The absolute finest ever In workman
ship and on a Mauser to boOt. This

really must be seen to be appreciated-ask that man who owns
one1 NOW at this reduced price, it is the rifle steal or a!l
time without exception. All in VERY GOOD or hetlE"r condt-

~ri;t s~~~ a~~lui:~:tE~~~~fu~~;;!O~:~T~~o~rsd.'~I~~Y lC~~b~r'd~di~lr.9aJ!

FROM THE IBERIAN PENINSULA - MODEL 43 (M98) MAUSERS!!
• Cal.8MM

FROM ALL CORNERS OF THE GLOBE-without a doubt the most attractive array of PREMIUM military weaponry
ever assembled in one spot. STRICTLY THE FINEST OF THE FINE-Manufactured under only the most exacting
ordnance supervision for a lifetime of service under the most rigorous field conditions. NO manufacturing
shortcuts-NO warmed-over ideas-NO cheap plastics-N 0 cheap castings-NO cheap stampings-NO coy "Madison
Avenue" sales gimmicks-BUT ALL VALUE-value that will APPRECIATE with the years NOT depreciate. Combine
your shooting pleasure with investment finesse by taking advantage of these fantastic buys made possible
only by Ye Old Hunter who has heart enough to pass HIS savings on TO YOU. Be assured of the very best!



held in the skeet game.
• • •

It happened! We told you in August
"Pull" that when Peter Candy of Los Angeles
missed a skeet target, news would be made.
At the time our August issue was in the
making, Candy had a long run of 1557 skeet
targets without a miss. He extended. the
string to 1589 targets, then missed a low
house target from station four. Candy was
well in front of the former world's record of
1021, held by Georgia's Jack Boardman,
when he missed the shot that made news.

Anyone care to hazard a guess how long
the record of 1589 broken targets in a row
will stand. The old record was set in 1950-51,
thus held for twelve years.

ARECENT ITEM IN the "New York
Times" made the writer of this column

say to himself, "Miller, you are getting on in
years!" The story that elicited this wry as
sessment that tempus is indeed fugiting was
headed "Blonde Model Outshoots Men," and
carried the sub-head, "Mrs. Egan's Victory
at Travers Island First By Woman."

When I read the story of Sheila Egan's
victory over a strong field of 107 top trap
shooters, after a shoot-off with NYU junior
Donald Catena, I realized that she was the
wife of shooting great, Nick Egan.

Mrs. Egan's victory was all the more im
pressive because of very' windy shooting con
ditions, and the news account of her great
shooting gave credit to the patience of hus
band Nick Egan, and to some shooting tips
he had given her.

What makes me feel like a grey-beard is
that it seems only a few short years since I
watched a IS-year old high-school sophomore
named ick Egan 'win the Grand American
Handicap at Vandalia, Ohio. This seems as
if it were barely yesterday, and here the
little sophomore has grown into a handsome
man, married, and taught his model wife to
shoot well enough to beat the best in the
East at Travers Island!

Because time seemed to be moving too
swiftly, I went to the record books. This short
period in my mind's eye is in reality nine
years. Almost a decade has passed since
Nick Egan's big win in the Grand, one of
the best publicized and most popular in re
cent history of the trapshooting game.

Here's more proof of the contention made
from time to time in this column, that the
clay target sports are truly universal and
family sports. Here's a youngster who won
a national championship nine years ago, grew
up, married, and continues to follow the
game with his wife, who then become.s a
champion in her own right.

• • •
Bernie Kalapach, from Highland, Indiana,

the 1962 High-Over-All winner in the Grand
American, doesn't seem to have slowed the
hot pace that brought him the big victory
in last year's Grand.

News of a shoot at Whiting Gun Club,
home club for the champ, credits Bernie
with two wins in a registered program. He
added a victory in 16-yard Class A, and the
doubles race.

Gil Diekman of South Holland, Illinois,
annexed Class B in the same 16-yard pro
gram. J. V. Martincich of Whiting took Class
C, and the Class D title went to George Haw
kins from Hammond. George Hanchar of

Calumet City took the handicap event for
18-20 yard gunners, with Whiting's Val
Kovalcik second. Long yardage winner was
Jess Weaver of Hammond, with Charles R.
McClelland of Whiting the runner-up.

George Hanchar was High-Over-All, prov
ing he was not impressed by Bernie Kala
pach's Grand victory. Miss Lois Overholser
from Chicago won the toss of a coin to best
Mrs. Lorraine Kuelper for Ladies' High-Over
All.

• • •
Since Pull's Florida bureau is no more,

our reporting on trapshooting events in Flor
ida is not complete, but our substitute news
gathering service sends a report on the Pi
rate's Handicap from the Cigar City Chain
Shoot, at Tampa.

Charles W. Allen, Central Square, N. Y.,
won the Pirate's, and George Cady of Lea
vittsburg, Ohio, took the runner-up spot.

Other Pirate's event winners were:
18-20 yard line-Wayne Richards, Tampa,

9lxl00 from 20 yards
21-22 yards - Dana Stewart, Lancaster,

Ohio, 9lxl00 from 21 yards
24-27 yards - Ted Bachhuber, Mayville,

Wisconsin, 86x100 from 27 yards

• • •
Site of the 1963 NSSA World Champion

ship Skeet Shoot will be the Rochester
Brooks Gun Club, Rochester, New York. The
Rochester club is an old and established
club that has moved to the front as a site
for tournament competition by relocation on
a new site, on which a handsome clubhouse
has been erected. Dates for the 1963 Na·
tionals at Rochester are August 4-10. Imme
diately following the NSSA Championships,
final tryouts for the team that will represent
the United States in the International Shoot
ing Union championships at Caracas, Vene
zuela, October 24-November 7, will be held.

A preliminary event of 100 international
style skeet targets will be held Sunday
August 11, with the Caracas team and na
tional championships in International style
targets decided concurrently on Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesda,y, August 12-14.
. The National Rifle Association is cooperat

ing with the National Skeet Shooting Asso
ciation in the conduct of the international
style targets, and selection of the U. S. team,

,. which is expected to find stiff competition
at Caracas.

Scheduling of international events in con
nection with the traditional homegrown skeet
tournament points up the increasing interest
in this type shooting by clay target fans in
the United States, and should contribute to
one of the biggest and best tournaments ever

• • •
Mrs. Van "Dottie" Marker, of Versailles,

Ohio, broke one of the long-standing records
in trapshooting this year. Mrs. Marker be
comes a member of the shooters who have
fired more than 100,000 registered singles
trap targets. She joins twenty men, who as
of 1962 have reached the 100,000 goal, in
cluding her husband, who has recorded up
wards of 116,700 16-yard targets. The list is
headed by Adolph Nelson of Detroit, Michi
gan, with 236,450 targets at the close of 1962.
Records on registered targets fired are kept
from 1923 forward. Many of the shooters in
the hundred thousand and over group have
fired many more targets than those on the
books, which do not include any prior to
1923, handicap, doubles, non-registered, or
practice targets.

• • •
The Grand American Trapshooting Tourna

ment will be held in Vandalia, Ohio, August
19-24, with preliminary days August 16-18.

One of the most hallowed traditions of
trapshooting says that few winners in the
handicaps events of the Grand ever repeat,
even though they may compete over a life
time. No one has ever repeated a first place
in handicap events of the national shoot.

So that our readers may check for them
selves the truth in this Grand assertion; I
have gone back to the 1962 record book,
and list handicap winners. Check them, if
you will, against 1963 results:
Grand American Handicap:

1. Milt Youngs-99
2. K. F. Kiplanger-99
3. Ernest Bryant-98
4. Mark Brickl-98
5. Robert Addison-98
6. Keith Keller-98
7. M/Sgt Harold Mason-98
8. Clyde Doss-98
9. Donald Boehm-98

10. Paul Maurer-98
Preliminary Handicap:

1. David Bryner-99
2. Harold Myers-98
3. Willis Anderson-98
4. Annette Schimenz-99
5. Jerry Adams III-98
6. William Casserly-98
7. L. C. Jepsen-98

Vandalia Handicap:
1. Fritz Niles-99
2. Chris Bishop-98
3. Ed Coblenz-98
4. Howard Wilkin-98
5. Ralph Null-97
Note: There are ten trophy places in Grand

American, seven in Preliminary Handi-~
cap, and five in the Vandalia Handicap!~
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With' Lyman sights, what you see, you hit

~
• reloading tools

I
lOOk to • bullet casting

'r .....an equipment
® I'" ••• .metallic sights

for the finest: • scopes
• shotgun chokes

o

ADDRESS _

NAME _

o Military Conversion Booklet (IOc)

o FREE Lyman Catalog

CITY STATE _

Lyman Gun Sight Corporation, Middlefield, Conn., Dept. GM9M
Please send:

B #17A XNBtarget front r-----------_
sight: All-new target sight
for Springfield .03A3 rifle.
Completely replaces issue
front sight and bead. With
seven interchangeable inserts. B
Price: $5.00.
C Dovetail bead front sights:
Popular, easy to install.
Choice of 1/16" or 3/32"
beads; heights .290" to .560".
Price: $1.70. .
o #16 Folding-leaf sight:
Perfect auxiliary sight for
rifles equipped with scopes.
Folds flat when not in use.
Choice of three heights. Ad
justable for elevation. Price:
$2.75. E
E #25 Screw-on Dove-tail
rear sight base: Permits in
stallation of rear sights on
rifles without dove-tail slots
in barrel. Models to fit most
barrels. Price: $1.50.

r---------------------------
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I•

Series #57 receiver sight:
Designed for bolt-action,
round-receiver rifles and es
pecially suitable for low-cost
military conversions. Hand
fitted, quick release slide. 14"
click adjustment. Price: $8.50.

Series #66 receiver sight:
Identical in features to Series
#57 except designed for rifles
with flat-sided receiver such
as Winchester Model #94.
Price $8.50.

Slip-on ramp front sight:
Streamlined shape blends
with barrel contour. Flaring
ramp treated for low reflec
tion. Simple to install. Com
plete with hood and bead
front sight.

#31 Dove-tail front sight:
High-visibility 1/16" bead of
ivory, gold, silver or red.
Price: $1.50.
A #18 Screw-on ramp front
sight: Ideal utility-type ramp
especially suited for low-cost
conversion of military rifles.
Complete with bead front
sight. Price: $4.'50.

with Lyman sights the
target is always clearly in
focus; all you have to do is
spot the non-glare ivory bead
on the target, shoot - and
score. The Lyman sighting
system DOUBLES the sight
radius of open sights, permits
faster lineup of sight-picture;
no juggling front sight with
notch or V - with Lyman,
when the bead touches the
target, you're "on."

How about cost? Get this:
Lyman precision receiver
sights probably will pay for
themselves in ammo saved
just in zeroing-in your rifle!

Series #48 receiver sight:
Built with the precision of a
fine watch; hand-finished for
"Zero-tolerance of fit and
superb accuracy. Positive 14"
micrometric elevation and
windage click adjustment.
Used on leading target and
sporter rifles. Instant release
of slide for change to scope.
Price: (long slide as shown)
$14.50. Standard slide, $12.50.
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ANNOUNCING
The All New

Percussion Revolver

$4995 ppd. or

O I 100/0 deposit,

n Y balance COD.
Alabama res.
add sales tax.

A fully guaranteed American made reo
volver at much less than foreign imports.

413 LAUDERDALE ST.
SELMA, ALABAMA

The fine Colt handguns were presented
by Colt's President Fred Roff, in person,
at a festive awards cocktail party that fol
lowed the shoot. A gaiety minded horde of
contestants and guests crowded into the
newly completed convention hall at the Hotel
Sahara, to watch the presentations and meet
the numerous TV and movie personalities
who attended the shoot.

Some of the regulars who have been at
everyone of the Sahara-Colt's shoots were,
Jock Mahoney, the new movie Tarzan; "Raw
hide" stars, Clint Eastwood, Eric Fleming
and Paul Brinegar; Peter Brown, of "Law
man"; and Robert Fuller, of "Laramie."
New to the proceedings was actor John
Smith, also of "Laramie."

Rodd Redwing, a for-real, as well as for
reel, fast gun, was again on hand with his
amazing demonstrations of live ammo shoot
ing skill. His exhibition included several
new shooting stunts.

Queen of the shoot was pretty Miss Rodeo
American, Karen Lavens, of Jerome, Idaho.

Hotel Sahara Vice President Herb Mc
Donald, who originated the Sahara-Colt's
Open, was so impressed by the performance
of distaff fast guns at the 1961 Open, that
he initiated a separate event, just for the
ladies, in 1962. The female contingent ac
quitted itself well, with housewife Ruth
Savage, of Phoenix, Arizona, taking the title
of Women's National Champion, over second
place Doreen Ballard, of Mesa, Arizona, in
two straight draws of .47 and .51. Margie
Kneezel of Sacramento, California, fastest
female gun in 1961, came in third in the
field of 26 women shooters.

The girls did alright for themselves on
prizes also. First place won $200 and a
Colt .45; second, $150 and a Colt Frontier
Scout; and third, $100 and a matched pair
of Colt Derringers.

Increasing numbers of shooters are show
ing up in Las Vegas with all expenses paid

• American made in U.S.A. • Made of finest materials.
• 2/3 size copy of famous Walker Colt. • Hand-fitted

one piece walnut grips, rifled barrel. • Brass frame,
back strap and trigger guard. • Beautiful deluxe blue

finish. • Unconditionally guaranteed by mfg. for 1 year
against defects in materials, workmanship. • Because

of hand fitting, I'll be limited to sending out 25 per week.

ORDERS filled as re
ceived. All orders ac
knowledged advising ap
proximate shipping date.

WALTER H. CRAIG

C.S.A..22
Caliber
6 Shot

Dealer
. Inquiries

Invited

KEEP YOUR DOLLARS AT HOME
BUY AMERICAN!'

FAST DRAW GROWS UP
(Continued from page 26)

pull the trigger when thumbing. The gun
was fired canted horizontal, instead of in the
normal vertical position.

That first year, Curt won over 100 trophies,
taking 26 firsts out of 29 shoots. He reported
ly won over $10,000 in cash and merchandise.
Since such a consistent winner is likely to
find himself rather unpopular with the other
contestants, Curt set out to teach his draw
to other shooters in the west. He soon de
veloped some creditable competition. One of
these fellows, Fred Stieler, shot Curt down in
Las Vegas in 1961 to win the National Cham
pionship for that year. Curt, who originated
the fastest draw ever devised, has so far
failed to win the "Big One" at Las Vegas.
He came in fourth in 1961 and twenty-eighth
in 1962.

One of the surprises of the shoot was that
so few of the top guns of prior years lasted
into the top ten spots. Jack Sims, 1960
National Open 'Champion, shot his way into
fifth place, and Al Brian, who was second
in both 1960 and '61, was eighth in 1962.
The rest were new names in the winner's
circle. Vance Anderson and Bill Lewis, al
ready mentioned, were first and second;
Bob Lewis, of Richmond, California, was
third; Jerry Black, also of Richmond, fourth;
Bob Phillips, of Modesto, California, sixth;
Donald McCawley, of Rialto, California,
seventh; Blair McCoy, of Las Vegas, ninth;
and George Reza, Garden Grove, California,
tenth.

The prizes were, first place, $1,000 and a
matched pair of Colt Single Action .45s;
second, $500 and one Colt .45; third, $200
and a Colt Frontier Scout; fourth, $150 and
a matched pair of Colt Derringers; fifth,
$100 and one Colt Derringer. The rest of the
$3600 in cash prizes went to the remaining
shooters, down to thirty-second place. Every
contestant received a certificate attesting to
the fact that he had competed in the fore
most fast draw shoot of them all.

84·PAGE
CATALOG

FIELD WEAR
For men and women.

Beautifully tailored
by Willis & Geiger of

expedition poplin.
ooting coats, game
ats, skeet and trap
garments. Slacks,

armored brier pants
- virgin wool lined

pants. America's
finest.

Illustrated in color. Load
ed with quality items of
interest to all outdoors
men who demand the best.

FREE

BONE DRY FIELD BOOTS
Sturdy, dependable field boots
of top grain leather. Redwood
tanned, specially treated for wa
ter repellency, soft, pliable,
comfortable. Long time choice

of sportsmen and professional
outdoorsmen. Other

Bone Dry styles
for men and

women.

ALASKAN SHIRT
Jacket weight ..•
Woolrich ... diagonal
weave ..• 100%
virgin wool. Sheds
wind, rain, snow.
Pepper gray, a
favorite with
Alaskans, commercial
fishermen, guides and
woodsmen of Canada
and our Northwest.

LUGGAGE Lightweight
carryalls for sportsmen.
Several sizes, durable,
mildew-proof. Buckskin
leather trim,
heavy duty
zippers. Ideal
for travel
and storage.
Flexible, they
fit into ir
regular spaces.

DEPT. F3, 417 E. PINE, SEATTLE 22, WASH.

@

~t;·~BAIJER

STETSON Rugged handsome
Western hats that reflect
the vital spirit of the
outdoors. Depend
able protection
from sun, wind,
snow. Attractive
Western hat
bands of pheas
ant, leopard, seal
and lamb. Color
illustrated in catalog.

. . . manufactures "the original
and genuine" 100% down-insu
lated clothing and sleeping bags
. . . outfits famous expeditions
and outdoorsmen throughout
the world; also features only the
finest time-proven companion
products-among them:
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RElOADER SPECIAL
Ress IIJR" PRESS

Dept. E·9, P.O. Box 729, Oroville, Calif.
39'

Includes "Jr" Press, Primer Catcher,
Removable Head-Type Shell Holder, Head
and Universal Primer Arm, plus your
choice of one set of Reloading Dies in
the following calibers: 22 Varminter
(22-250) / 222 Rem / 222 Rem Mag /
243 Win / 6mm Rem / 257 Roberts I
264 Win I 6.5x55 I 270 Win I 7mm
Rem Mag I 284 Win / 30 Car / 30-30
WCF / 30-06 WCF / 300 Wthrby Mag /
300 Win Mag I 308 Win I 8x57 (8mm)
I 221 Rem I 256 Win I 9mm Luger
I 38 Spec / 357 Mag I 44 Mag I 45
ACP. Ask for the RCBS
"Reloader Special" and $3990
specify caliber. Reg. $45

RCBS JR. PRESS less Reloading Dies.
Specify caliber. $31 50
RCBS JR. PRESS less Universal Primer
Arm, Shell Holder Head $2610
and Dies.

Prices Slightly Higher in Canada
Buy from your gun dealer and be sure'

to enter the Las Vegas tourney because they
take an "I can't win," attitude against
the top guns that inevitably compete for the
big money. The fact is, almost anyone has
a good chance of winning or at least placing
in the Sahara-Colt's Open. A considerable
element of luck enters into determining the
winners, and even top guns have off days.
Sometimes a relaxed novice will surprise the
crowd by upsetting a hypertense expert.

Occasional attempts have been made to
set up handicaps in fast draw, to encourage
beginners. One approach that seems to work
rather well is the separate "Cripple Creek"
contest, among the losers of the first round.
This system provides them a little more
shooting for their entry fees, and it offers
first round losers a second chance at a prize,
shooting against more evenly matched com
petition.

One current proposal entails having classes,
A, Band C, based upon the shooter's average
time in registered matches. Shooters in each
class would compete for the same prizes.
Such a routine has proved successful in tar
get shooting and trap. Unfortunately, fast
draw does not possess a national organization
capable of handling the mountain of paper
work required.

Las Vegas has been the scene of repeated
efforts to form a cohesive nationwide con
federation of fast draw clubs, but eastern
and western groups are separated by a basic
difference in their methods of competition.
The West has an affinity for blank shooting.
The East is equally dedicated to wax loads.
This stumbling block to final union may
melt away of its own heat. Western shooters
are bringing back wax-silhouette shoots along
with walk and draw, and' eastern clubs are
adopting walk and draw blanks as an added
event in their matches.

Walk and draw blanks won out with
western shooters because the event had more
spectator appeal. Western clubs keep their
treasuries in the black by giving demonstra
tions at supermarket openings and shopping
center sales, etc. The noise of the blanks,

NO WAD
WOBBLE \

LO-WADS
only'(E built-in
nave ~snion and
s\1Ot c I Ia psi b \ e
non co reventing
wall ,? bble and
Wad ,,0

blow,bY·

*SEPTEMBER 1963

All in One! Cupwad + Fillerwad + Shot
• B ER PERFORMANJ~~
• lOVED SHQT,PAllTt.RN
• 25% LESS POWDER
• INCREASES CASE LIFE 100%
• NO BARREL LEADIN~OR

O/,STORTEO SHOT
• LESS RECOIL
• A~l LOW BASE SHE!JS:

FEDERAL, ETC,
If 'not available in yo
$5.50 per bag of 500
package 011110: 35¢.

F0'RPWA'D. INC.
P.O. ~ox 2772
Clevelana 11, Ohio

by hometown sponsors. One whole club, the
Virginia City Frontiersmen, came in their
own limousine, with each shooter sponsored
by a different merchant. The names of the
sponsors appeared in bold letters on the sides
of the limousine, as well as on the backs of
the shooter's jackets. This type of sponsor
s~ip could well be the answer to defraying

travel costs for Eastern shooters who live
farther away from the Las Vegas doings than
the Western shooters who have up to now
dominated the competition.

Some shooters will not allow distance or
any amount of travel' to keep them from
attending the Sahara-Colt's Open. Spunky
Canadian, Dennis Robinson, rode a bus all
the way from Vancouver, B. C. "If I couldn't
have taken the bus," he stated emphatically,
"I would have walked!" Dennis heads the
fast draw section of the Coast Marksmen,
Inc., a club that shoots target and fast draw.

Many average fast draw shooters hesitate

Dee Woolem making his own holster.

GUNS
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T-lOO TARGETHOLDER
- PORTABLE-

• Takes up to 24" x24" target.
• 4' high. Ideally suited to rifle

and pistol.
• Steel construction with painted

finish.
• Slips apart qUickly and fits 2"x

27" carrying tube.
• Four spring clips permit fast tar

get change.
• Complete with three targets.
• Carry your own target range!

POWLEY COMPUTER FOR
HANDLOADERS

You need this. Finds charge, most efficient
powder and the velocity for ANY CENTERFIRE
RIFLE. $3.50 at your dealer. MARIAN POWLEY,
17623 Winslow Rd., Cleveland 20, Ohio.

and the face to face walk down, attract
people in droves. Merchants are willing to
pay rather well to have contests held nearby.

Wax, with its sodden "pop" of primer·
only loads, and the lack of the dramatic
walk down, doesn't bring the crowds. Even
so, in registered shoots, the wax events are
again finding favor west of the Rockies; Com·
bination shoots, encompassing both events,
seem to be the future in both East and West.

Such a contest is being planned for the
next Hotel Sahara·Colt's Open, in November
of this year. When Sahara Vice President
Herb McDonald announced his decision over
the PA system at the 1962 shoot, he was
greeted by enthusiastic cheers from the shoot·
ers present. The 1963 contest will be staged
as two events, wax and blanks, with winners
in each, plus an overall top aggregate winner
for the title of National Champion.

Fast draw has prospered in its 7 years as
an organized sport, but what of the future?
The "fad" is over. The shooters who remain
may be fewer in number, but they are dedi·
cated to their sport. Clubs all over the
country are endeavoring to add new members
who will prove a credit to the game. Fast
draw looks stronger than it ever has before.

Public acceptance of fast draw is at a
higher level than ever before. In the words
of one shooter, "The public is finally realiz.
ing that fast draw under present rules is the
safest gun sport of all." The live ammo clubs
which caused some embarrassing comment
from the public have largely disappeared in
the West. Most fast draw clubs now bar the
use of live ammo on penalty of expulsion.
The live ammo competitions that are still
held are well divorced from fast draw, being
billed as "combat shoots." They actually re.'
semble Army and Marine combat training
courses.

The future of fast draw should include a
national organization to standardize rules and
procedures. It may even include some new
rig or technique to speed up the already
fabulous speed of draw. Draws of .26 and
.27 are not uncommon in walk and draw
competition. Draws as fast as .23 have been
shot in competition often enough to prove
they weren't accidental. The draw speed of
.20 stands as a goal, much as the 4.minute
mile stood as a goal for runners, for so many
years. Fast draw has come a long way in the
past seven years, but it is still a tod- ~
dler. Just wait until it learns to run! ~

~ s3 9 5 Postpaid
~ liA. No. C.O.D.

/0"

Product Masters Mfg. Co.
5013 Aldrich Ave. No., Dept G·93, Mpls. 3D, Minn.Stevens 77 by

Sal/age

Compare the Stevens 77-feature for feature-with
pump shotguns priced much higher. Inspect the
trim receiver that houses a smooth, fast, depend
able action. Look at the shapely stock, with full
pistol grip and fluted comb. At its budget price, the
77 is a top value. 12, 16, 20 and popular .410 gauge.
5 quick shots (.410 gauge, 4 shots). $75.50
See your sporting arms dealer now.

~

TAKE A GANDER
there's no better pump gun
value than the Stevens 77!

Ask your dealer to show you the
Savage 30 pump gun,with custom features usually

found only in expensive guns. 12, 20 and .410 gauge.
If you're left-handed, see the Savage 30-L, first
shotgun designed especially for left-hand shooters!
FREE! Colorful 32-page catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox
firearms. Write SAVAGE ARMS, WESTFIELD 90, MASS. Prices
subject to change.
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A .222 IN AFRICA
(Continued from page 18)

67 bullets for handloading
- send for new brochure

The trusty
HORNADY
Round Nose
could be

A Hornady Round Nose Bullet isn't
glamorous-or appropriate to the
Wimbledon or other long range
shooting. But if you're a hunter,
you'll find it's almost always the
right bullet for the job.

Hornady RN's are meant exclu
sively for hunting. They're meant to
shoot accurately. penetrate effec
tively, expand properly-meant to
bring game down to stay. They do.
. Our Round Nose has a large lead
tip which gives it a head start on
expansion. Its carefully designed
jacket controls that expansion. Its
cannelure helps retain the core for
surest penetration.

For average hunting ranges, no
other bullet is so utterly dependable.
No other bullet shape hits with such
tremendous shock.

If you're shooting in brushy coun
try or hunting consistently at mod
erate ranges, use a Hornady Round
Nose. There are 26 to choose from
in all popular hunting calibers: 26
different guarantees of successful
hunting.

ox-:n.a.d.y
BU"LLETS

HORNADY MFG. CO.• DEPT. G• GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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Two of these animals-one topi and one
Western Kob-were record trophies men·
tioned also in the "Rowland Ward's Record
of Big Game- (1962 Edition)." Is it any
wonder, then, that I think the story ~
of my little rifle is worth telling? ~

mal at which I was shooting. I estimate I had
about 3% failures, that is, animals which got
away, being wounded only. This percentage
is smaller than should be expected even of
one using larger calibers. I should add that,
knowing I was "under armed," I would fire
only when I was reasonably sure of my aim,
and only shot when supporting myself against
a tree or something of this kind.

Every time, when hunting animals in the
company of fellow hunters or hunting offi
cials, they were flabbergasted by the effici·
ency of the little .222. But I never dared to
recommend to others the use of such a small
caliber for big game, and without false mod·
esty I should like to voice the warning that
such a caliber, in the hands of a trigger·
quick beginner, could mean catastrophe.

This story is not a plea in favor of the use
of the .222 for big game, but rather the story
of a ballistic experience which should inter
est hunters of similar game elsewhere than
in Africa, as an example of high·velocity
small·bullet performance.

In proof that I am not carried away by the
performance of this little rifle which I was
forced to use against my own judgment, I
promised myself a .300 H&H Magnum, con
sidering that the .222 should be reserved for
big birds and mammals of a maximum weight
of 50 kilograms. Ironically, though, there
being something wrong with the scope mounts
of my splendid .300 H&H Sako, I had to
resort once more, during my last trip, to
the .222. In the future, though, perhaps I
will have to leave it behind lest it will keep
tempting me!

Since 1957, I have used the Sako .222
during four expeditions in Africa, covering
six territories or about 25,000 miles of travel.
During these wanderings, I killed with the
.222, for scientific, hunting, or food purposes,
the following: 1 python, 1 civet cat, 1 ostrich,
11 monkeys, 1 hyena, 6 jackals, 3 painted
hyenas, 12 wart hogs, 15 western kobs, 4
topis, 12 gazelles (various species), 10 harte
beests, 7 bush duikers, 4 oribi, 1 bush buck,
1 reedbuck, 5 water bucks, and 4 hares. That
is altogether 99 animals-plus 59 big birds,
including 21 bustards, 8 eagles, 14 geese, etc.
This makes a grand total of 158 animal"s and
birds, for which I used about 310 cartridges.

I would always finish 011 the big mammals
with a "coup de grace" second shot, and I
also missed a number of birds.

I do not think that there are many .222
rifles that could brag of having produced so
much meat-approximately 8,100 pounds.

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
THE BEST STOCKS FOR THE MONEY- CARVED, RH ••• $35.00
R.H. STOCKS FOR MOST POPULAR PLAIN, RH ••.•• 19.50

MODELS - L.H. STOCKS FOR SPFLD. M70, SAV 110 PAD INSTALLED. 7.50
MAUSERS. NEAR PERFECT INLET-HIGH QUALITY WOOD. POSTAGE. •• •• 1.00

ROYAL ARMS, INC., 3274 EL CAJON BLVD., SAN DIEGO 4, CALIFORNIA

with the 9.3x62. The animal gave me an
interested glance. I shot again. Again noth·
ing. My natives started laughing and looked
at me with pity. I fired six 01' seven more
times. Quite upset, I threw away the riRe,
while the natives kept laughing, and got
hold of the Sako .222.

The bull, apparently amused with all this,
had not budged. I aimed at the base of his
neck and shot. The animal started moving,
staggering. A second bullet in the middlll of
his neck felled him. When we got close to
him he was dead, his vertebral column
crushed. I realized then that the .222 was a
killer, especially so since the hartebeest is
stubborn in giving up the ghost.

Since then, I have gained much confidence
in the Sako, and I never had cause to regret
it. I should like, though, to make the point
again that I am perfectly aware that this
was a particular case and that I had acted
out of necessity. I would never advise anyone
to utilize a .222 for big game hunting. I
think, however, that my experience is in·
teresting from a ballistics viewpoint, and
for that reason I continue my story.

First, let's note that in most African hunt·
ing territories the use of such a small caliber
is prohibited by law, and justly so. I must
say, though, that the caliber limitation seems
a little bit absurd. What is necessary is to
always consider the force of shock. Other.
wise, a .264 Winchester would be considered
in some jurisdictions as a small game caliber.
On the other hand, let's keep in mind that
the .222 has a force of shock of 180 kilo·
grams. Therefore, in' accordance with the
concept generally held in Europe, it would
be proper to use to fell animals weighing
180 kilograms, or nearly 400 pounds.

I realize that this must only be considered
as an individual case, but I have obtained
with the .222 results that are ahnost unbe·
lievable. Getting progressively bolder, I was
successful in felling, without any difficulty,
all types of antelope (with the exception of
the western roan antelope, which, weighing
300 kilograms, is more proper game for high
calibers), and generally with one single bul·
let. My experience should be compared with
that of some of my hunting companions, who
using the .375 Magnum had to fire seven or
eight rounds to kill an animal which would
fall from one of my .222 bullets.

The explanation is simple: the .222 is very
accurate and has only little recoil. I could,
with the help of a scope, use it with great
precision, as long as I did not exceed 130
yards. I also always shot in the neck, with
shattering results. In the case of animals
weighing less than 100 kilograms, I aimed
mostly at the heart. Animals thus killed
would usually take a few steps forward be·
fore falling to the ground. I can truthfully
say that I have only very rarely lost an ani·



(Continued from page 33)

WHAT IT TAKES FOR LONG SHOTS

shots, you'll usually have some time to make
reasonable range estimates and hold over ac
cordingly_

Too many of our visitors zero in their
rifles at home, almost invariably at lower
elevations than our high plains and moun
tains. This automatically makes their bullets
strike above their established zeros because
of the thinner air of such altitudes_ Add to

. this that most big game is hit too high by
most hunters, plus the usual over-estimation
of shooting range, and these hunters shoot
over their animals.

It would benefit the novice at western
hunting if he checked out his rifle's zero un
der the guidance and advice of the man who
is going to steer him onto game. Too many
of the visitors have read about our long
range shots; I suspect that some of the re
ported ranges were over-estimated by 200 to
300 per cent for the sake of an impressive
story. And the novice thinks he can do like
wise.

Pronghorns have a comparatively small
target area as big game goes, requiring the
hunter to be capable of telling 200 yard shots
on the average. Of my 76 antelopes I've
taken them all the way from 15 yards up to
one estimated at 525 yards and another that
was shot over a paced range of 603 yards.

My other 73 antelopes were taken at
ranges from 60 to 100 yards, what I call
short shots, up to 300 to 400 yards for the
long ones. Virtually all the short shots re
quired hurried alignment of sights and fast
shots. On the long shots, I took my time,
computing range, wind-drift, and elevation
to the very finest nicety of which I was cap
able. If missed, there was no frenzied throw
ing of lead in their general direction. Hit or
miss, the long shots were always a one-shot
proposition.

A 200 yard pronghorn offers a fairish tar
get for the rifleman capable of calling his
shots at that range. If one of the beasts
turns to offer a head on shot, he doesn't

have much more width than a fat woodchuck
at the same range.

All my varmint and big game rifles are
sighted-in similarly: For a 200 yard zero.
This means that almost all the bullets I use
are about Ph inches above the point-of·aim
as they pass the 100 yard mark. I can then
shoot all my rifles identically; point-blank
up to nearly 250 yards, at which range hits
will be some three inches below point-of
aim. Then, if I have a big game rifle in hand
when a bobcat or coyote shows up, I can
take the critter with a hold that is a dupli
cate of any used with my varmint rifles.

For big game at 300 to 400 estimated
yards, and occasionally farther, I merely
memorize the bullet trajectories. To cite one
instance, my .30-caliber 180 grain bullets will
be, respectively, 7.5 and 21 inches below the
line-of-sight at 300 and 400 yards_ Since long
shots usually offer considerable time to esti
mate the range, they also offer ample oppor
tunity to recall the trajectory of the bullet
and the required hold-over.

MODEL 70 - Pump Gun
Perfectly balanced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in
popular slide action design. Safe, economical, excellent
choice for women or youngsters_ Ideal for small game at
short range or small bore skeet events.

MODEL 602 - 20 GA.
A sportsman's dream: shoots like a 12! Loaded with new
features. Specially designed action and patented top safety
assure safe fire control. Available as Model 652 with plain
barrel and full or modified choke, without recoil pad.

MODEL 60 - 12 and 16· Ga.
Beautifully finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted with
new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and resilient rubber
recoil pad. Available also as Model 65 with plain barrel,
full or modified choke, no recoil pad.

MODEL 275 - .22 Lever Action
Here's a hammerless, lever action rifle with one piece,
beautifully proportioned walnut stock. Short lever throw
operates smoothly and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire
control, thumb operated safety.

Lightweight
Favorite!

VARY-CHEK
Equipped!

For 3" Magnum
or regular 2%"

Super-Safe and
Dependable!

MODEL 235 - .22 Slide Action
Excellent for small game, target shooting and all-around
use. Features adj ustable sporting rear sight; ramp

Real Value! patridge type front sight. Receiver machined for quick
detachable dovetail mount for telescopic sight.

Please write for complete illustrated catalog.

Address your inquiries to: The NOBLE Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dept. G-2, Haydenville, Mass.

superbly designed sporting arms!

77te N~BLE £lntJ qf Yo/ue-Pocked
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P.O. BOX 1248
STUDIO CITY, CALIF.

• Ballistics information
• Complete price guide

for buying or selling
rifle scopes and hand·
guns

• Hundreds of iIIustra·
. tions

DISTRIBUTORS OF
HERTER'S

GERMAN
OVER & UNDER

DERRINGER
.22 Cal. Blue Finish .....$16.95
.22 Cal. Chrome Finish .. 19.95
.22 Cal. Gold Finish ..... 26.95
.38 Spl. Blue or Chrome.. 27.50
.22 Mag. Blue or Chrome. 24.95

MODELS

USA Mfg. Original Condo
Good ..$34.95. Select
Grade ..$39.95. Ammo, Box
of 59, $4.50. Holster, $3.95.

.45 AUTOMATIC

ENFIELD
COMMANDO
.38 CALIBER
Six shot 5" Double action
revolver. Excellent mechani·
cal and shooting condition. Used by
the RAF. Good Condition . ., . .,$14.95
Select Grade. Near New 19.95
Ammo, Box of 50 ..... ., .,.. 4.95

GERMAN 9MM P·38

$42.50
Fine high quality German
Walther, World War II German
automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car·
tridge. Original condition. Extra
clips $5.95. Ammo-USA Mfg. $4.00
Select Grade Models $47.50

Over 700 pages
• Over Z" thick
• Loading data for all

rifle, pistol and
shotshells

• Hunting tips
• Where to go for game.

SEND $1 FOR CATALOGS
USED GUNS & ACCESSORIES

ENFIELD MARK IV .303 RIFLES
Very Good Condition. Late Models $18.95
Select Grade Models, like new 24.95
Bayonetts with Scabbards, like new................ 4.95
Bowie Bayonett, like new . ., . ., . .,.,., .,. 3.95

RARE COLLLECTORS FIND. Original
Condition Throughout. Good Cond $19.95
Select Grade Condition ., .. ., ., . ., 24.95

Genuine German Luger 9mm
Autos. Blue finish checkered
walnut grips in good me

chanical shooting condition ..$39.95
Select Grade 49.95
Extra Magazines... . . . . .. . . .. 5.95
Ammo. USA Mfg., Box....... 4.00

~~== iiiiiii~ GERMAN LUGERS

E& MFIREARMS CO.

LLAMA MILITARY
AUTOMATICS
Brand New

.380 Cal., .32 Cal., .22 LR Cal.
Only $44.95. Extra Clip $4.50

GERMAN MAUSER 11 MM ARMY RIFLES

SMITH &
WESSON
REVOLVERS
.45 Caliber or .38 S & W
Blue Finish, Walnut Grips.
Good Cond ., $26.95
Select Grade. . . . . . . . . . . .. 29.95

HUNGARIAN
P·37 AUTO

.380 Cal.

Beautiful Original Blue Finish.
Walnut Grips.
Excellent Condo $24.95
Near Mint Cond 29.95
Used Holster-Fair Cond.. 2.00

By "hold-over" I do not mean holding that
much over the critters' backs. The term is
used in the sense of holding that much above
the middle of each animal's body depth,
which is where I want to plant my hils. With
that intention firmly in mind, I am protected
against range estimation errors. If the animal
is farther away than I thought, I'll still hit
in the lower half of its body depth, if lover·
estimated, I'll score in the upper half. I've I

found this a fine method of using the whole
body depth to cover up for estimating errors.

To put this long-range theory into actual
practice, I hold on the backbone hairline of
antelope or average-sized deer at 300 esti
mated yards, and kill them neatly, even if
the range varies from 250 to 340 yards. On
big muley bucks, and average elk, a similar
hold will give me even greater latitude in
range estimation, because their body depths
are substantially greater, allowing for clean
kills even if the range varies all the way
from 250 to some 375 yards.

At estimated 400-yard ranges, I hold at
the level of the tops of the horns or antlers
of mature pronghorn and whitetail bucks,
midway of the height of mature muley ant·
lers, and at the level of the ears or base of
the elk antlers for mid·body hits. Some judg.
ment must be exercised, since hold-over de·
pends on the stance of the animal.

The steadiness of the shooter at the mo·
ment he completes the trigger squeeze is of
paramount importance in making long shot
kills. I consider him a poor hunter if he
shoots offhand if he can sit, if he shoots
kneeling when he can use the prone posi·
tion. Experienced hunters take the solidest
possible position that the circumstances per·
mit.

What is a solid hold'? Some tyro hunters
merely rest the forearm of their rifle on down
logs, or on rocks, without interposing the
cushioning effect of their hand between fore
arm and rest. Others will stand, kneel, or sit
beside a sturdy tree and shove the rifle's
forearm firmly against such a support, again
without cushioning the fore-end.

Consistent performance is important in
making successful long shots, and you won't
get it if the rifle is rested on wood or rock.
I suggest that the hunter learns to shoot
"off the meat" of his hand, at targets or
varmints at home, in zeroing in his rifle and
when hunting big game. Regardless of what
rest he finds in the field, he will get constant
results by using his hand. He will also be
able to hold that forearm firmly at each shot,
instead of having it bounce differently with
the hardness of a wide range of rests. All
this adds up to identical delivery of bullets,
which is important in hunting success, par
ticularly at long range.

A sling, properly used, is a must, in my
opinion, on critical long shots. It must neither
be too loose nor too tight. Don't forget to
adjust the sling to your clothing, especially
when hunting with an extra jacket or shirt.
If the sling isn't properly lengthened to a
new fit, it will exert excessive downward or
sidewise pull on the rifle's forearm. This in·
terfers with the barrel's usual cycle of whip·
lash, and inaccuracy frequently results.

Few hunters appreciate the need of avoid·
ing the "bounce" a bullet may get by heing
fired too close to any solid ohstruction. The
slug doesn't have to touch an obstruction to

(Continued on page 44)
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ers. Many dude visitors, not desiring trophy
animals, think that the merest glimpse of
game may be the only shooting opportunity
they'll have. This is not so. Last year I
counted 97 head of mule deer during the
first day of a three-day hunt, and this was
not all the huntable game the party of nine
saw that day!

Visitors should understand that western
bag limits and seasons are set in the hopes
that every hunter will fill his tags. Hunting
in the West is a harvest of surpluses, not a
mere put-and-take matter of a small percent
age of hunters finding and getting their
game. It's foolish for any visitor to whizz
through his hunting, leaving himself wide
open to later regrets, either in the quality
or quantity of his game.

Several western States now offer two-deer
licenses for approximately the same costs as
for a single deer. Areas where pronghorns
and deer are abundant provide excellent op
portunities for both species for almost the
same total trip expenses. The only additional
cost consists of the extra licenses.

Some States offer even bigger bonuses, in
cluding combination licenses which lump elk,
deer, bear and sometimes antelope, in a
thrifty package deal. But none of them offer
hunting licenses as mere come-on. They ac
tually have a surplus of game that needs to
be thinned by hunting. This supply of sur
plus game is actually capable of filling every
license tag issued, if the hunters have the
hunting savvy to collect their game. Those
hunters who don't fill out, whatever~
the reason, are cheating themselves.~

,
TRADE MARK

(Continued from page 43)

be deflected some inches out of its normal
flight path by the time it has traversed 100
yards. On long shots, such a deflected bullet
may miss its point of aim by feet or even
yards.

Once a bullet emerges from the barrel, it
instantly forms a barrier of compressed air
waves ahead of it. Although the bullet is in
free flight, it is subject to deflection by any
interference with these radiating waves, very
much as if it touched a solid twig in its
flight. That's why experienced long-range
shooters want a completely clear bullet flight
path between their rifle muzzles and their
targets.

Since a scope is mounted substantially
above the rifle bore, it frequently doesn't re
veal such hazards. In extreme instances, the
scope may not reveal some solid obstruction,
usually quite near the muzzle, which is out
of focus and, if it can be seen at all, is
merely a gray blur. Any bullet that touches
it will instantly shatter, while one that passes
close to it will deflect.

Good range estimation is difficult. The lay
of the land seldoms allows a hunter to count
off yardage by 100 yard units. Occasionally
that's possible, but it can be very tricky
when the land undulates. The clear air of
the West, where eyesight is unlimited, com
pounds the problem.

Never attempt a long shot if there is an
opportunity to get closer to the game, par
ticularly if it is a choice specimen that might
be lost if spooked. Getting close, to insure
clean kills, is old stuff to experienced hunt-

lJ
~

Own The Finest

Manufacturers of gun clean
ing equipment, fishing
tackle and marine products.

Brite-Bore gun cleaning equipment is the finest
made. Each Brite-Bore kit contains all gun clean
ing essentials ... rod, tips, brush, patches, oil,
solvent plus a wiping cloth and safety stop ... all
packed in the heaviest metal box in the industry.
Get a Brite-Bore kit at your dealer or send today
(indicate gauge or calibre and type gun).

SHOTGUN KIT $3.50. RI FLE KIT $3.25. PISTOL
KIT $2.85. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG AND
GUN CLEANING HINTS.

MILL RUN PRODUCTS CO.
1360 WEST 9th ST. • CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

E=:J
GUN CLEANING KITS
ALL GAUGES • ALL CALIBRES

3318 W. Devon Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Centennial Regular
1860 Army Colt

::~
$10°0

HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK PISTOL
MODEL 180S-DATED 1807.

In addition to our 1860 Colt Army Revolvers, Centennial Arms is now introducing a
Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistol. The Harpers Ferry was made for the Army at Harpers
Ferry Armory, which was the first U. S. pistol to be manufactured at a National
Armory. It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U. S. Army Military Police
adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistols as their insignia. TODAY-all Flint
lock collectors and shooters may own their own Harpers Ferry reproduced exactly
like the original, with the exception that we have,.made this pistol with a Rifled
Bore for safer shooting. This striking pistol is made in the original .54 caliber, with
handsome varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is casehardened and
is marked with a spread eagle, U. S., and HARPERS FERRY 1807.

CENTENNIAL
ARMS CORPORATION

$1500

Why buy a cheap imitation when NOW you can own an
exact replica out of America's History. Centennial Arms
·Black Powder Shooters are now better than ever. They
are completely proofed for better and safer shootings.
With this ad only, we are now able to offer all lovers
of Black Powder Shooting who do not yet own one
of these handsome replicas a FREE Bullet Mould and
Powder Flask with every Centennial $79 95'
Regular 1860 Army Colt.

All Three Pieces for Just •
This is a limited offer: Make sure that this ad is enclosed with your
order to take advantage of the Free Bullet.Mould and Powder Flask.

Like the original,
they are serial numbered in pairs

SINGLE PISTOL - $79.95 PAIR - $149.95

liTHE fINEST IN

BLACK POWDER GUNS"
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(Continued from page 27)

SWiSS-TEX@
Your club insignia or club
colors can now be hand
somely designed into a
smartly styled embroidered
emblem at substantial sav
ings by ordering direct from
the manufacturer!

Hundreds of other Clubs
order these emblems for re
sale to members. to be worn
on jackets, caps, sweaters,
etc .• and add the earnings to
their club treasuries.

The Leonard Corporation and
its SWISS-TEX custom design
division have been supplying
quality emblems for more
than 50 years to leading
organizations including the
Boy and Girl Scouts, Military
branches. Federal. State and
Municipal governments ...
and just recently was se
lected to provide the em
blems for the 1963 White
House Shooting Match.

For full details on how your club
can now have its own emblem,
plus a free sports emblem, write

today on your club stationery.

• .. direct from America's
most respected manufacturer

5wissM~TEX@
division

The Leonard Corp.
323 E. Allegheny Ave., Phi/a. 31, Pa.

YOUR
CLUB

can now have its own
custom-designed

EMBROIDERED
EMBLEM

specimens which embrace the vast majority
of types encountered. The one specimen was
photographed separately to show the trap
door in the base more clearly.

Numbering from left to right and taking
them as rows from top to bottom, here is
what the large photograph contains:

The first three are variations of the seven
millimeter pinfire round. They are rather
common and of little value. The first one is
a blank cartridge with a gathered crimp.
The next two are shot cartridges, one with
a paper extension to the casc, and the other
with the brass case elengated to hold the
shot.

Numbers 4 and 5 are what collectors call
"horizontal pinfires. " This refers to the fact
that the pin lies horizontally through the
center of the case. In the photograph, one
can see the pins protruding from the rear of
the two specimens. In this last type, the
pin projects forward through the powder
charge to the percussion cap that is cen
tered on the base of the bullet. The bullet
itself therefore acts as the anvil.

These cartridges, in both the 9 mm and
12 mm sizes, are for unknown arms. It would
seem that they were made for handguns, and
my guess would be that they are either
French or Belgian. Since they are rare, we
can understand that the obscure pistol or
revolver that used them could be exceedingly
rare. By current values, these specimens are
worth about $30 each or better.

The next three (6, 7, 8) are more varia
tions of the common 7 mm pinfire. Number
6 is the usual ball load; number 7 is a
variant shot load with paper extension; and
number 8 is a blank with a roll crimp to
the case mouth.

The second row contains some interesting
specimens that brings up one difficult ques
tion: "When is a shotgun shell not a shot
gun shell?" The first in line (No.9) is a
normal English .360 pinfire shotgun shell
with a single round lead ball seated down
in the case. In England, the .360 size was
used both for rifles and for shotguns. I
have seen English .360 rifles that used shot·
shell-type cases in the more normal center
fire. This .360 pinfire ball load may' have
been made for a rifled arm or it may simply
be a ball load for a smoothbore.

The next item (No. 10) is a German ball
load in 24 gauge. The arm was a side-by-side
double rifle that was equipped with a mold
of the size to fit the 24 gauge bore. Possibly
the man who originally owned this piece
also had a 24 gauge shotgun for his bird
shooting.

As discussed before, number n is the

Plans & Ready-Cut Kits Now
Available for the All-NEW

"Modern Marksman" Cabinets
Can b~ used separately or combined section·
ally to form a complete wall of gun cabinets.
Full Gunberth® line of 32 models from 5 to
24 gun sizes available. BIG. NEW. fully illus
trated "Handbook" -Catalog lists all details on
Plans. Kits and Finished Cabinets.
Send for your NEW copy TODAY!
Only $1.00 ppd. (Refundable first order)

COlADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4T, Hazleton, Po.

PINFIRE CARTRIDGES

specimen for $50.00.
All in all, don't sell the pinfire short.
Yes, there are literally piles of pinfire

rounds that can still be bought by the box
lot, and many cartridge dealers will sell
the commoner specimens for 25¢ each, or
less; but there are pinfires-and then there
are pinfires!

Right now, the collection contains no
pinfire specimens of the conventional type.
If the more diverse items were included,
the number would be slightly higher. These
cartridges are products of the following
countries: England, Italy, France, Belgium,
Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Argen
tina, Denmark, and the United States. Since
a number of items in the collection have
headstamps that are unknown, it is possible
that other countries are represented.

Briefly, the pinfire cartridge is a round
that embodies the firing pin as a part of the
cartridge. The pin rests within a percussion
cap that is held in place on the inside of
the case. Usually, the percussion cap is held
in a recess of a cardboard base wad. Pinfire
cases are reloadable and special loading tools
were designed to rcmove the expended in
ternal cap and replace it ,with a live one.

The basic idea of having the firing pin
as pan of the cartridge was so sound that
there appeared an amazing display of patents
utilizing the principle. These patents were
not only taken out in France, the' home of
the pinfire, but were also registered in
England and the United States. Such names
as might be recognized by arms enthusiasts
include ,Christian Sharps, T. C. Sturtevant,
W. H. Smith, C. E. Sneider, Gallager &
Gladding, and S. S. Rembert, just to men
tion some of the American patents.

The original pinfire is attributed to a
Frenchman by the name of Lefaucheux. His
basic patent was a part of a patent for a
breechloading firearm, and is reported to
have been registered in the year 1835. This
patent does not appear in the Bartlett &
Gallatin digest of French patents. I have
a copy of the Eugene Gabriel Lefaucheux
revolver patent of 1854, and in this patent
E. G. Lefaucheux states that it was his
father who envisioned the original pinfire
cartridge in 1846.

At any rate, the pinfire system became
very successful. Many inventors jumped on
the band wagon. Most of them patented
improvements or evasions, and the system
became better and better. Frenchmen like
Houllier and Chaudun worked with the
pinfire system until it was so perfected that
general acceptance was assured.

In the large photograph are shown 37
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Says Andy Runyan, Northland Hunters, Cooper Landing, Alaska

TRY 'EM! SEE THE DIFFERENCE FOR YOURSELF!

58 Gallager & Gladding. This was termed
"rarest of the rare" by Herschel Logan in
his book "Cartridges." Actually, there are
a lot of cartridges that are rarer, but prob·
ably none is so highly sought or coveted.
This type is an inside pinfire. The blister on
the top side of the case positions an internal
pin that rests in a percussion cap at the far
side of the case. This cartridge and the arm
that used it was an American experimental
of 1859 that never really got off the ground.
Although specimens of the cartridge have
sold for as high as $375.00, lip service seems
to indicate that as time moves along this
specimen may climb in value beyond all
expectations.

The following round (No. 12) is a ball
load of the 16 gauge shotgun shell by Eley
Brothers of London, England. I have seen
a Belgian 16 gauge double rifle that was short
chambered, much as this round is shorter
in case length than a normal 16 gauge shell.
For some reason, the English have always
gone for these heavy calibers of low velocity.
It may well be that the arms were intended
for hunting deer on game reserves where
long range was unnecessary and unwanted.

Number 13 is also English and is of a
type that deserves special notice. At a
glance, it seems to be just a .50 caliber
pinfire rifle load-which in itself is unusual.
But examination shows that the percussion
cap is not altogether on the inside of the
case! Almost indiscernible in the photo·
graph is the bottom of the percussion cap,
showing on the far side of the case, opposite
the pin.

One problem with pinfire ammo in general
was the effectiveness of the anvil. When you
knock off the priming mixture in any
cartridge, it has to bang up against some
thing or it may not detonate. The usual
pinfire round has an internal wadding
usually of stiff cardboard-and the system
usually works. However, in time the wadding
may become weakened, and if you want to
reload the case a few times, you've got
trouble. This .50 caliber round got around
the problem by running the pin all the way
to the far side of the case where the base
of the percussion cap was against the side
of the rifle chamber. This not only gives a
very sturdy anvil but also facilitates reload·
ing the case.

Numbers 14, 16, and 27 are variant ex
amples of the fairly common 15 mm pinfire
round. The 15 mm was used in revolvers and
in carbines. To handle one of the large 15
mm revolvers is something of an experience.
To shoot one is dissappointing. There is a lot
of flash and a noticeable recoil, but one
expects more; and when the point of impact
is three feet below point of aim at only 15
yards, one gets the impression that there is
not much in the muzzle velocity department.
No. 14 was made by Eley Brothers, London;
No. 16 by V.F.M. & Co. Liege, Belgium;
and 27 by Braun & Bloem of Dusseldorf,
Germany. There are more 15 mms in the
collection, but these three were put into the
picture because they represent three different
case lengths.

The fifteenth cartridge is the "Chaudun"
specimen mentioned earlier. This type is the
earliest case construction in the entire
selection. The base is a brass cup, and the
case itself is of rolled paper. Although a
box of ten of these were pictured and de·

inc.

W1wA.Ms lOll-YARD SMALL BORE '"DIAL SCORINGK TARGEt
12 ~-

~
IIf7WANs'·
~

Largest. Primer ,Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo
Red·Jet Bullets for Indoor Shooting Fun
Power Actuated Tool Cartridges for Industry

a

make

Do

Difference!

cascade cartridge,
LEW 1ST 0 N, I D A H 0

Long duration, high heat flam.e. Magnum primers assure velocity
stability, tighter groups. A must for magnum guns, superb in
standard calibers. Write for free Technical Bulletin 102.

LEUPOLD DETACHO·MOUNT
Instant change from scope
to aperture sight, $13.50.

~
' LEUPOLD ADJUSTO.MOUNT
, Windage and elevation

adjustments built
in mount, $37.00.
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ACCESSORIES

FOR All LARGE
RING MAUSERS &
SPRINGFIElD '03
& '03-A3 RIFLES.

With hinged floor
plate. Complete with

Follower and Follower
spring. Specify model and caliber.

Get the feel of your trigger.

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
ACE "Stay-Put" Trigger Shoe for

most riff es, shotguns and hand
guns. Specify model. $250

• Unsurpassed as an encyclopedia
• Unequalled for picture coverale

• Unmatched as an expert

ACE TRIGGER GUARDS
$1200

Train now for income openings-or operate your
own shop. Our Master Gunsmithing Course is
practical and complete. Individual instruction.
Residence Course. State licensed. Write today.

PENNA. GUNSMITH SCHOOL
257·G W. Riverview Ave., Bellevue, Pittsburgh 2, Pa.

NEW CATALOG
WRITE today for our new
illustrated Catalog No. 40.
Center spread shows Flaig's
Ace gunstocks and blanks
in natural color-Circassian
walnut, Curly maple, Ore
gon myrtle, etc. Enclose 25c
to cover postage and han
dling.
LIST # 39 SENT FREE.

ACE SCOPE MOUNTS
$900 FOR USE ON ALL

3 SAKO ACTIONS
Split ring type.
Adjustable for
windage. Machine

• steel. No drilling
~ei~~~~~ or tapping necessary.
With 2 piece base for FN & 98 Mau·
ser, with clip guide removed $10.50.

LEARN GUNSMITHING

FLAIG'S·Milivale,Pa.

J
J

MQrriithiS==: ~=JJ.\.
The Stackpole Company Dept. GBR
P. O. Box 1831

I Harrisburg, Pa. I
Please send me The Book of Rifles
and my FREE certificate. Payment

I in the amount of $12.50 is enclosed. I
NAMEI ADDRESS I
~y---=~J

The original masterpiece of firearms
expert W. H. B. Smith, rewritten by
new-found genius Joseph E. Smith
(no relation), outstanding civilian
weapons expert of the U. S. Army.
Over 200 new photos and 88 pages of
text have been added to make this 672
page volume the biggest and best ever.
Essential facts of the world's military
and sporting rifles are all here. Among
the .. 14 firsts" for any American gun
book is data on early and recent rifle
developments behind the Iron Curtain.
The expanded coverage is enormous on
both guns and ammunition. A technical
reference of first magnitude, yet easy to
read, use, and understand. Price $12.50.

Each order for The Book of Rifles re
ceives Free a $2.50 Certificate applied to
your next purchase of Stackpole Books.

Number 31 looks as though it would be
a shot cartridge with the extended case, but
instead it is a very full-charged blank
cartridge as made by Braun & Bloem.

The three items in the center of the
bottom line are the three basic variations
of ball, blank, and shot, in the 5 mm size.
This size is about the same as our .22 Short,
but the ammo is not as powerful as our
modern day .22 hi-velocity Short.

In general, the 5 and 7 mm sizes were used
in pocket pistols. The 9 mm was usually of
belt pistol, or coat pistol size, and the 12 mm
was holster pistol size. The pinfires that were

.carried as military sidearms were almost
always of the 12 mm caliber.

The cartridge pictured separately is a
rare specimen reputed to be for a French
"Robert" gun. This type is found both as
rifle ammunition and as shotgun shells. The
trapdoor feature is said to be one of the
Chaudun patents of 1847. The case is of
steel, and the caliber is about 13.5 mm.

The trapdoor idea was executed to simplify
the reloading of the case. The steel door
swings snugly into its slot in the base of
the shell. When the round has been fired,
the trapdoor can be opened and the expended
cap easily removed. Just as easily, a fresh
cap can be put in place, and the case is
primed and ready for loading. Loaded cases
could be kept safe by the simple removal of
the percussion cap, and armed again as one
would desire. The copper cap can be seen
covering the inside end of the pin.

In summary, it can be stated that the
pinfire cartridge group embraces items most
easily obtainable, and also some of the top
rarities. The headstamps encountered are
both diverse and interesting. This is a group
that should appeal to the novice and expert.

There are pinfire specimens that I have yet
to find, and the group will probably never be
complete. In the meantime, the enjoyable
hobby continues, with unexpected pleasures
waiting around every corner of the ~
collecting world. ~

scribed in another publication back in De·
cember of 1961, not another single speci·
men has been reported from the ranks of
collectors. The rolled-paper-case pinfire dates
back into the 1840's, which makes it quite
an antique.

Number 17 has a longer pin than usual.
It was made in England by Eley Brothers,
and the original box was labeled "Long pin
for carbines." In other words, there were
carbines made that had a thicker breech
section than usual, and a longer pin was
needed to reach out to where contact would
be made with the hammer.

The eighteenth item is the common 12 mm
long that is available from about any car
tridge dealer. The specimens are head
stamped "H. B. PARIS," Which is the mark
of HoulIier and Blanchard of Paris, France.
These very rounds are reputed to have been
in this country back during the Civil War,
where they were used by both the Union
and Confederate forces. This writer knows
of no way to prove that the specimens
available today were not imported to this
country in more recent years.

The next two (19 & 20) were manu.
factured here in the U.S. during the Civil
War. They do not bear headstamps. They
are called 12 mm Medium. The first speci
men (No. 19) was manufactured by C. D.
Leet of Springfield, Mass.; and the second
one was manufactured by an unknown
concern.

There has been some controversy about
these two. Collectors are wondering about
their rarity and possibly if they employ the
Christian Sharps pinfire patent. One of the
specimens exactly like number 20 in the
photograph was sacrified for purposes of
critical internal inspection. The bullet was
not pulled, but rather the cartridge case was
sectioned and polished. This gives one a very
clear idea of what is inside. What was
found was surprising.

For one thing, the internal structure is
not what one would expect if the Sharps
patent were used. The Sharps patent called
for a thickened base of the copper case, and
the fulminate compound was located in the
center of the copper base in a small revet
ment. The sectioned specimen had an
internal base wad of lead! From observation
it is obvious that the lead, fully 3/16 of an
inch thick, was swaged in place. The swag
ing tool also formed the pocket that was to
hold the brass percussion cap. The pin
travels all the way through the lead wad
and detonates the cap against the case wall
on the far side. This system agrees, at least
in part, with the S. S. Rembert patent of
February 18th of 1866, which states in part,
"pin extending across case to explode cap
on opposite side."

Pinfire cartridges like the sectioned speci
men have been found in unlabeled coarse
paper pockets not unlike the packaging of
the Civil War C. O. Leet rounds. The
author's opinion is that they are American,
but exactly where they fit into the overall
picture is not yet clear.

Images 21 through 26 are ball, blank. and
shot variations of the common 12 mm Short.

In the bottom line, the first four and the
last three are variant forms of the pinfire
in 9 mm. Number 30 is an interesting tin
plated dummy round made by the Union
Metallic Cartridge Co. of Bridgeport, Conn.
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complete with slide
& screw $3.75

GUNS

BRAND NEW-INLETTED
Brand new, beautifully finished Walnut

fully inletted-only $11.95 ppd.

WINCHESTER ~II@T' ~Ii'\\MIl;fj)~
MODEL '73 lY~~ ~'MWIER~

ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASE FOR 15 SHOT
MAGS-ONLY B5c

NEW CARBINE ~

BAYONETS / ...~
complete with self ....',,/!.'
sharpening scabbard, .~ ... , $5.95
$5.95.

ORDNANCE TOOLS FOR CARBINE
GAS PISTON NUT WREN~H'
essential for removing gas.. " "
piston for cleaning , ., ".m1
your new OCM Carbine .. ," $1.00

REMINGTON MODEL 12
Firing pins. Our new improved design $2.75 ppd.

SAVE 50%
OVER REGULAR PRICE

ON THIS CARBINE SPARE PARTS
KIT SPECIAL

Have essential replacement parts immediately
when needed-Kit consists of mag. catch with
plunger and spring, extractor, firing pin, hammer
spring, recoil spring, extractor plunger and slide
stop Only $2.65

u.S. CARBINE REAR SIGHTS* We understand that mast OCM Carbine rear
sights are bent or have windage screws frozen.

Here is your opportunity to get a
brond new rear sight adjustable

for windage and elevation.
Fits all U.S. Carbines. Slides

into receiver dovetail-2 min
utes to install. As issued, $2.4S

ppd.

OILER & SLING
(Not supplied with DCM Carbines)

Oiler fills hole in stock and also acts as lower
sling holder-both only $2.49

WRITE WANTS ON OTHER CARSINE PARTS

Satisfaction always guaranteed

CHARGING CLIPS FOR U. S. CARBINE

I
...each clip holds

E ~= • \10 ro~nds, ",:hich Clin=_ "be strIpped mto Car-
bine magazines in
seconds by push of

thumb-Govt. issue, 6 stripper clips for $1.00.

I
L 5 shot capacity-required by

law for hunting, fits flush
With guard-streamlines up
pearanee. Solid machined
bottom-not "raw" appear
ing oversized fold overs that

~ some are selling ..... $3.45
~ 2 15 shot, in original wrnp. :
, . only $1.99 ea. or 2 for:

; 3. ~~.5~~ot. "banana" clips i
only $4.95 or 2 for $7.95!

big catalog) are noted for fine stocks, Ace
barreled actions, Ace trigger shoes, and
other fine products. Ace barrels are the
Douglas record-setting tubes. I've never heard
of one that wasn't satisfactory. Flaig's have
a new Ace scope mount for all three Sako
rifles, at only $12.50. It has a dead stop
against recoil inertia, windage adjustments,
and is nicely blued. There is no better Sako
scope mount made, and the price makes it
a dandy value. You can quickly install it
yourself. The integral grooved base on the
fine Sako receivers is a feature that should
be on other good rifles.

Weaver's new K-6 scope is a honey! The
big nose eliminates "5 o'clock shadow." You
can see into the dark shadows where game
and varmints are most often found. Try it
under rugged conditions and you'll appre
ciate the optics, that are clear and sharp
to the edge, with fine brilliance. It's far bet
ter than their old ones.

Federal's switch to the "pie crimp" on
shotshells is to their advantage. The 12 gao
Monark 3 dram equivalent, Ilk No. 8 pat
terned well in my Hi-Standard Trophy. Ex·
hibition shooter D. L. Cooper, the hand
gun artist, isn't a shotgunner, but he pow
dered 25 straight at skeet with these loads.
Hulls are reloadable wtih 209 (W·W size)
primers, with a longer wad column than
some makes. Shell life is shorter than some,
but you'll get at least two good reloads
with a hard crimp. Tight crimps shorten
shell life. Some chaps reload tubes too
many times for uniform ballistics, regard·
less of make.

We tested Federal Monark .38 Special
Mid Range Match ammo, lots A36 A, 2SWM,
and A26 L 3SWM. Twenty-five rounds in
each lot had uniform charges, with hollow
base bullets about .3562, seated not quite
flush with the case. Accuracy is much better
than the first lot we tested. Primers are not
crimped in. A cannelure in the hull matches
the third (bottom) grease groove. It's okay
in factory loads, but I wish all cannelures
were eliminated in cases that may be re
loaded.

(Continued on page 50)

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2~~ oz.
top grain soft
COWhide, rivet
ed nickel cllp.

•... .$2.95 PP.

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, callber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~ S"d'M'_C......

1127-SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CRO~' WHITe0
BeautifUlly made, hand plaited, genuine leather P 0 DRAWER 1712
ridin~ crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside. • •
Practical collector's item: attractive for den or BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS
patio. $5.00 PP.

THE HIDE-A-WAY HOLSTER

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

I don't recommend cutting charges more
than 4.0%, nor any greatly reduced loads
with slow, single base powders. This, and
poor ignition may be a major contributing
factor to occasional detonations that wreck
rifles. Other major factors may be long (un·
trimmed) cases with thick (unreamed)
necks, after two or more firings. I highly
recommend the specified primers for fast,
perfect ignition. Primers should be "hot,"
but never violent, and a minimum amount
of primer gas is desirable. We do not believe
that a reduced charge of powder (alone) is
responsible for detonations. In all tests we
have made reduced charges give reduced
pressure. Our only conclusion is that other
factors are involved. It certainly isn't good
loading practice to let such factors be in·
volved.

The "Discardit" hypodermic syringes some
doctors use are dandy for getting a drop
of oil in hard to reach places. Try one!
Most doctors will give you a couple for the
asking.

Speer plastic Target-38's, created for Air
Force training, are without competition, and
a barrel of fun for cheap indoor practice-
30 foot accuracy equals gallery loads! Speer
Target-44's are now available. Both use large
pistol primers only. CCI No. 350 Magnums
give best accuracy and longer case life. They
eliminate misfires, due to the c).lshion effect
of plastic cases. Being less violent, they
reduce case splitting. The accuracy advan
tage is considerable.

An opossum resided in my porch ceiling.
Every evening he came down between the
walls to raid poultry houses and commit
other depredations. I removed a piece of
siding and waited with a K-38 full of Tar·
get-38's. When he showed his ugly head a
plastic pill bashed his skull as neat as a 12
bore. No mess, and no damage to my home.
That's potent for a primer charge at 4 feet!
Don't sell these accurate pills short! They
punch nice, big gaping holes in scraps of
l,4" sheet rock, the holes looking like lead
bullet .45 holes.

Flaig's Millvale, Pa., (send 25¢ for their

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 4)
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FROM

. /J!!L!
~eJfy06:::::'R
~ COMES TO YOU

~
l~~d. giltJ~\as~Ollop~~derc~~~e:t~te~~~~~
ure. Instruction Book. Saves much time and
money since you start with correct bullet
mold size, patching- material, powder loads.

ROUND BARREL BLANKS

TO CHOOSE

Numrich Arms

R'ETAIL OUTLET
West Hu,:leJf. N. v.

*

~
''i'~ NOW-Long Range Rear Sight
~ ••• for all H&A's-adjustable for both windage

& elevation, complete with 3 size aperture
disc. (All H&A receivers now drilled & tapped

for this sight)-Only $3.95

Each rifle now equipped with hooded globe front sight &
extra aperture.

~:::t~~IL~:r':tl~nG56;'~su~~r ig~t;.a~~~~':h~2f!,r:;~~v$lJ~:g
plus 95c. (Above barrel, only full 48" bench rest model •••
$18.95 plus $1.50

(Add $2.00 per barrel for breech plug threading If deSired.)
4S/70 round blanks. 8 RToove rUled. 11/8" o.d.• 1 turn in
22" .... $10..60 pi us 9Sc.
.44 CALIBER round blanks, 27" 10nJt x 15/16" dia. Used
for .44 Special. Magnum. 44/40. Six groove rIfled. fine
steel ••• $9.50 plus 80c.
.357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm Luger) blanks. 1 turn
16"•.357 groove dia•• 26" long••940 o.d.- Many uses
incIudinR' conversion of Winchester and Marlins in .357
Magnum rifles ••• $9.50 plus 85c post.
EXTRA HEAVY .22 barrel blanks, full 1~1 /16" dia•• 6
£'roove barrel SUitable for center or rim fire actions.
27" lon~, 1 turn 14" ••• Only $8.95 plus 90c post.

II ;tilt/(£3 yOttR
UtS. EJCJI£LO

/1& A10/)~RM' /1& rO#ORROfl/

~
~ONOfIIIIIKG-tPHIJf

Enfields are fine actions BUT do cock on closing
stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" firing
pin fall. You can bring your rifle up·to·date-equal
to and often better than today's modern production
-for just $5.95 and 2 minutes time.
~grtoU~i~%~~g~tsl~f:et~~e~~h~~~ ~~c~:~frf~~te:~

~~m~l~c~::;[·1t~~~~~~rt.S8~~;::I:8f~u.;~~~n~so~~~~t
~&nr:~I.tAtL$l~ .)gU$Rlfj.oer¥vle.s8~nMINOulESU~~TTHREE'm.~
BELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $5.95 PPD.

(ForJ~eisO~n~~~~~d~htrclt~~~rtt~~~rti~h~~rster

NOW WINNING SHOOT AFTER SHOOT
- and no wonder -

with cut rifled, super accurate
barrels and fast
ignition under
hammer action.

• NEW BUGGY RIFLE--Iight and fast, only 5 'h Ibs. Octag
onal cut rifted 21" barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• 1I10ST POPULAR "Offhand" model, 32" full octagon cut
rifted barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber. About 7'h Ibs.

• 1I10DEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifted round barrel, favorite
of match shooters. 10 Ibs., .45 caliber only.

• 12 gao FOWLER, only 4'h Ibs., 30" chocked barrel.

OUR 1936 THOMPSON
submachine gun catalog
ShOWS, describes & prices
our full commercial line of
guns, including our 1927
Carbine. parts; etc. Pro·
fusely illustrated. 30 paR'es.

$1.95 ppd.
(lVe are the 80le manufacturer8
of Thompson guns and equip.
ment.)

YOURS TODAYI

SPEED LOCK SAFETY PIN
FOR ALL SPRINGFIELD 1903 TYPE RIFLES

&NAP UP YOUR

§lPmtJOO@JPiO(]tblY
WITH THE N.A.C.

One piece Safety Firing Pin with crisp speed. lock action.
,seconds to install-no drilling, filing or pinning-simply
turn into bolt body and you're ready to fire. True
Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock time

reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed. main $4 95
~~~i~~.~~ • ~~~C:~l.. ~~~~' ..~~e:..~'??? .Wnly •

HOPKINS & AllEN OLD TIME

~
r""",= HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS
1,~'IlH~ Patch Lube-Powder Solvent

.~; t::fins~~~:l~~ 10l~0~~r:l:lY1~~~i~tfves~~Y~~~1 ~:n~:r;ndo~~t:i\~e~xt~OC:~~~rc~a~~~~h~::
,~ \~~.•rfj f 11 fi A ery little goes a long sight aperture included ... Only $2.25 ppd.

'1_~1fl_ w~Y':'TW~e~~~:.~~~s .•.v..•••... $1.50 PPd'l :;:;:;::::;;=;;:;;::::;;;;;;:-_-:;;;;-;:~;:~_

AGREAT IDEA! (t~T~~~ PIS;~LC;~:;~LS
81/2", for ex~raa~~n~e~~d':rai~~~ie~~i~T'br~:~l:'

~1Jr: t'815.r~s ; groove rimng, only 53.95 each or two for 56.50.

FROM SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES

~ --
• PERCUSSION BARREL DROPS INTO STOCK-READY TO

SHOOT.
• FREE. INTERCHANGEABLE PERCUSSION HAMMER

SENT WITH EACH BARREL.
• RETURN TO ORIGINAL BY SIMPLY REPLACING ORIGI·

NAL PARTS.
• .45 CAL., a-GROOVE. (1 Turn in 56"). BLUED. WITH

SIGHT DOVETAILS, NIPPLE. ETC.

~~~~ i~o~Jre~i&nA~~i\e V~aJ~;s~tit~:r-~~~g~'A~1~~/,f6
and 50/70 "trap door" Springfields. complete with plug,
tang, & nipple. Simply drop out old barrel and receiver
install our new barrel and change hammers-gun is ready

~u~~~o~••O.riftir;~~I~ce~·y~~~i~~frY~I~erhc~~sJ,°e~~Yrh~~~ m:
~~"v~~ ~y~~ei~~o ~~:fs~ f~~e~r1~~s r~Ji~I~'1gaa?~: ~~ogri~
fun within everyone's reach. Deaiers will find it profitable
to replace worn out barrels and receivers on SpringfieIds in
their inventory. Price complete and ready to use-$26.50
plus 85c pp. (Bullet mold-AS cal. for above-only $2.25)

Order any H&A model now direct from this ad and we'll
send you FREE-cxtra, valuable muzzle loading premiums.
Each order, with al1 the shooting equipment, sent RR Exp.
(not prepaid). Include a statement you are over 21, not a
fugitive. drug addict or under indictment. Additional in~

teresting information on Hopkins & Allens rifles, pistols
and shotguns free-just send self~addressed, stamped. 10nR'
envelope.

'.J

~
ONLY $3.50

PER SET

~MORE

A FINE ORDER
MUZZLE

LOADING PISTOL

SEPTEMBER 1963

DON'T BE

Add $2.00 per barrel for threading for our
new breech plug and nipple advertised herein.

~MORE

NUMRfCH BARRELS
--t!?HOOT t?TR/I/GfIT:

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS

IF@[l?l®1Jl\JJ[b~ ~~=~@

Mfl~
NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beautifies & protects. Deep blue

~~~,::a~~n~~:;~~itf.~tU:~l:~~e~~~l:~i:~ee~t:~~:
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SiZE-SEND ..•••••..$2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 PiNT-SEND••.•••••..•••. $7.50 ppd.
Over 4 Million Guns have been dressed UP
with FORMULA 44·40 _ How about yours?

~
BREECH PLUGS: Machined from

.....-:"""'::- ..,~. Ordnance Steel (not cheap cast-. .- '. ~~ III g~~:~d.usO~t. S~~~~rd 1 f'i'J,~
across, round model Ills". Made
specially for use with our fine

muzzle loading barrel but adaptable to any. (Add $2.00 to
harrel price for threading at factory for this plug.) Price
for round or octagonal (state which) Only $5.95. Also
uvailable left hand if desired.

$20Q..Q QUALITV

CHAMBERING REAMERS
~ri~:~l,/:o~~t~~IYQ~~UN JJee~;~ :~ ~11
~i1~~~~dgu~n~~:rsen~~~~r~n~hr:.~~.nw~ ONLY
mf~s. take notice of new calibers-all are
finish reamers: .22 Lon~ Rifle or .22 Man- S8 95
gum (both made to cut rim counterbOre it
required), .222 Remington, .308 Winches~ •
ter..357 Magnum (& .38 Spec.), .44 Spe-
cial, 45/70, .44 Magnum. More coming-
ANY of above Calibers, only $8.95!

Over 27,000,000 Gun Parts in Stock
- Write Wants For Free Quote

FINEST
RIFLED MUZZLE

LOADING BARRELS
NOW IN .36 Caliber (1 turn in 40") or

.45 caliber (1 turn in 56"). 8 groove rifting,
handsome & smooth inside and out. 15/16" across

~~~~. 19;;, l?.fC· cii~e~n~~1.$lo::~5 $~f~:5 s~~~~ ~~~pEr;::
45/70 caliber-l turn in 22". 8 groove. 32" long •••
S15.50 plus 95c.

WINCHESTER CARRIER LEVER &
LEVER SPRINGS for the '73 Model.
These are most often worn even in good
condition guns. Special price on both
Sl)ringS, complete with screws-

JOIN AMERICA1S FASTEST
GROWING GUN SPORTI

Ol?/IPPOIA/TE~./-AU percussion guns are not the same, many being sold are not
even rifted Our H&A's are all American made in our factory
at West H;'rley-the barrels are actually cut rifled here.

GUNS



groove, now No. 130, that will probably be
tops a long time. No. 50 is H & G's best
target .38 pill, sold by Gil Hebard and Ac
curacy cast of 2-3-95 tin-lead-antimony. Back
it with 2.7 to 3.0 grains Bullseye and CCI
No. 500 primers. Seat flush without a crimp
for pistols, or crimp the case in the top
groove for revolvers. If the gun holdS' the
accuracy of the load it will shoot in the 50
yard 10·ring every day and Sunday too. For
home casting, Illinois Bullet Alloy No. 7 is
better than a home mix. It's uniform quality
from batch to batch, alloyed with virgin
metals, and no more expensive than mixing
your own.

A new fun cartridge of the century is a
Gevelot .22 L.R. tracer. It's a thrill to see
a safe ball of fire zip to a target! Many
dealers stock them, or can order from George
30-06 Derbes, Pottsville, Pa., who forwards
orders to his distributors. A dealer says
they greatly increase store traffic and sales.
Shooters love 'em!

A bright red trace burns to 200 yards or
so, visible in daylight. It's startling at dusk,
on dull days, or at night. The cool burning
phosphorescent compound failed to ignite a
box of shredded paper. We fired dozens of
rounds in it. The compound contains a fuel,
an oxygen carrier, a color intensifier and
binder. GI tracers are a fire hazard, but
nearly all WW-II stuff has deteriorated so
badly it doesn't trace today. We found 4
non-tracers in 200 rounds, and several with
a short trace, as in GI ammo. We bagged
rabbits showing no damage except from the
lead bullet, but game should not be eaten.

You can quickly master fast and accurate
aerial shooting with .22 tracers in a rifle or
handgun. Seeing bullets miss tin cans tossed
in the air quickly corrects your holding.
Practice. on running varmints and you'll
soon be deadly accurate with handgun or
rifle. Seeing the curved Lo·V trajectory on
running game shows the advantage of Hi-V
flat trajectory loads. Shock your friends by
letting them fire a .22 tracer without warn·
ing.

Pull bullets for center·fire reloads. Use
a collet puller, or pliers with a bullet shaped
cavity cut in the nose. Warning: Inertia
pullers will fire rimfire ammo! To make a
shell holder adapter, cut off a .38 or similar
case near the head. Drill the primer pocket
for a rim-fire case, with the rim counter
sunk. Load a .222 with 4.2.grains Unique
and CCI No. 550 Magnum (pistol) primers.
Use 2.8 to 3.0 grains Bullseye and CCI No.
500 (pistol) primers in a .22 Hornet, K·
Hornet, Kay-Chuk, .22 Jet, or .221 Rem.
Fireball. (The Fireball is really a fireball
with tracers!) You'll get a new shooting
thrill, thanks to George 30-06 Derbes!

The Powley Computer, at dealers, or $3.50
from Marion Powley, 17623 Winslow Road,
Cleveland, Ohio, is a handy slide chart. It
suggests the approximate type and charge
of IMR powders for any cartridge, and es
timates velocity. Directions correctly tell
you to check loads against those in loading
manuals, as errors are possible in measure
ments or slide settings. Check with known
data and you'll find you can select good
loads. It doesn't replace a good reloading
manual, but supplements it. It's good, if
carefully used, and isn't too com-~
plicated. ~

Join NOWl and receive
this gold·filled NRA memo
bersh ip lapel button. Sells
regularly for $1.50-yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICATION
TODAY!

is now at 3922 Irvin St., Apt. 3, San Fran·
cisco 22, Calif. Request his folder of fine
cast bullets. George made extensive tests to
determine the best alloys for different pills.
His SW-180-1, a Hensley & Gibbs No. 130,
is the best cast .45 ACP target bullet, using
11.0 per cent antimony. Backed with 3.5
grains Bullseye and CCI No. 300 primers
it makes factory stuff look sick. It's Gil
Hebard's favorite. 1£ you don't have Gil's
new Handbook-Catalog that lists these, and
everything for the handgunner aJ:ld hand
loader, send him $1 to Box I-G, Knoxville,
Illinois. It's full of good dope on pistol
shooting, casting and reloading.

Hensley & Gibbs No. 68 was the most pop
ular target .45 until No. 78 was introduced.
No. 163 was improved with one large grease

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered. include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt;' amateur gunsmithing and reload.
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

.All :J/'eje NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENE FITS /01' 0,,1';/ :l,',le ;])o!!al'j

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

(Continued from page 48)
These lots functioned perfectly in a Smith

& Wesson .38 Master auto target pistol. It's
the first production gun that is factory prov
en and guaranteed to shoot 50 yard 10-ring
groups with commercial ammo. Some factory
groups run as small as 1.0" for 10 shots,
certainly holding the accuracy of top qual
ity ammo. Try Federal's new ammo in your
gun. Some makes and lots shoot better in
some guns, which is true of all factory ammo
or reloads.

Federal's entry in the metallic cartridge
field is apt to be successful. Their .30-30
ammo with ISO and 170 grain "Hi-Shok"
pills gave good accuracy and expansion
at 100 yards in moist sand.

George E. Murphy, of Accuracy Bullet Co.,

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 500,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low.
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms as the
Springfield and M1 (Garand) rifles and .45 caliber pistol at cost-to-government
prices. You cdn participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for
marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol
club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your support will help
preserve the right of free Americans to own and use firearms for lawful purposes.

1& I. n n

i'.... Please enter my subscription 0 $5 00 Enclosed
to THE AMERICAN RIFLE. •
MAN. enroll me as an NRA '11 .
MEMBER and send my lapel 0 8, me pleaseI

I
button.*

'. NAME _ __ ._._._;~: .. AGE. __.._ :1£

.
'. ADDRESS.._ _._ _.._ .

w;

~~;~~~-Ai--·R·i·FL·E ...·A'S5'O·C·I·AT·i·O-N....~~~~~·~·IJI
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.

*Confirming a.pplication &- details will also be mailed. *%4
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JACK HOXIE-WESTERN MOVIE HERO
(Continued from page 31)

National QUick Draw Gun
Cases are available in

over 40 dffferent styles
. for Shotguns, Rifles, and
Pistols in modern and

traditional materials in
all price ranges.

It's more convenient tQ
carry and store your gun

in a National Quick Draw Gun
,Case and it ects the in- J
tricate sight d the delicate '

wood finish too.

Your gun spends more time
in storage and transit than '

it does in the field!

Keep you r gun ready for fu n ,
and protect its cash value

too. A gun is only as good as
the care it has been given.

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVERI

,SEE THEM AT YOUR LOCAL

SPORTING GOODS STORE.

ASK TO SEE NATIQNALS 1963

CATALOG OR WRITE FOR

YOUR FREE COPY.

(ilL HEBARD (iUNS
KNOXVillE 6, ILLINOIS

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner, Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmarr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biglIestpistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. MatledImmediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYI

S"P~ c~~

381 N. Marquette St., Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

e S

you

. For better gun care, buy ..
NATIONAL
Quick Draw
GUN

CASES

flEMEMBER, ALL NATIONAL PRODUCTS
ARE DESIGNED BY SPORTSMEN FOR
CONVENIENCE, SAFETY AND MORE
HUNTING PLEASURE.

a saddle once owned by Pancho Villa.

Jack's proudest possessions are a matched
pair of Colt New Service revolvers with the
consecutive serial numbers 339372 and 339373,
caliber .45, with 7Y2" barrels, silver plated
and engraved, with pearl grips. Jack pur
chased the guns directly from Colt's in 1934
and used them, in custom-made carved leather
holsters, in all of his pictures and shows after
that date. Jack showed me a demonstration
of fancy gun handling with these guns that
would challenge most of the "fast gun"
experts of today.

Jack is far from being retired or forgotten.
He still makes personal appearances with his
charming wife, Bonnie, and still receives
reams of "fan mail" from a host of friends
who will never forget him. He is writing his
memoirs.

Jack Hoxie was one of the Hollywood stars
who believed he had a responsibility to his
public. They saw him on the screen as a
rugged, admirable, honest man, and he tried
!':: be, in real life, the same sturdy person
as the characters he portrayed. He believes
that Westerns are the typical American mo·
tion picture type, based on the rough virtues
that built frontier America. He is a gun
enthusiast, a shooter, a strong proponent of
the right of citizens to own and use guns.
He is a rugged piece of the pattern he helped
to make-the pattern of The West-Holly-
wood version, but still a part of ~

the saga. ~

simple classic "High Noon," to name only a
few. Coop, like some of the others (and
unlike some) was no phony in any sense. He
was a real sportsman who knew the West,
loved guns, and shot well, at targets or at
game.

One of the old·time Western stars who is
still with us and still active is Jack Hoxie.
Time has been good to Jack. Although he is
in his seventies, he is still mucho hombre,
straight as a ramrod and keen of eye, just
as he was in those Saturday matinees of his
youth and ours.

Unlike the present TV heroes who get
expert instruction in gun handling from pro·
fessionals like Rodd Redwing and Arvo
Ojala, Jack Hoxie learned it the hard way,
by trial and error. But he learned! Even last
summer, when I visited with him in his
home, Hoxie displayed remarkable dexterity
with his favorite pair of Colts. It is more
than mere manual dexterity with Hoxie, too.
Jack and his brother spent their boyhood
years on an Indian reservation, where they
learned to shoot and hunt as naturally as
they learned to walk and ride. In those days,
they couldn't afford to waste ammunition, so
they learned to make each shot count. That
kind of training produces a skill not soon
forgotten.

Jack Hoxie was born in Oklahoma in 1888.
He struck out on his own to tour the west
as a cowhand, working on various ranches,
getting a cowboy education that would serve
him very well in his future, then unsus
pected, vocation. He broke into movies in
1911, made his last one in 1942. Asked how
many he played in, Hoxie said, "Maybe a
thousand, maybe twelve hundred." If so, that
in itself must be a record. He played in
nothing but Westerns.

Jack bought his first handgun, a Colt Sin
gle Action .45, in Idaho early in his tour as
a cowhand, and Colts have always been his
favorites. He was an early advocate of hand
gun hunting, killing bear, deer, and wildcats
with his Colts.

In addition to his moving pictures roles,
Hoxie also became a star of his own circus
and Wild West Show. He was a headliner
at other periods of his life with the Kit Carson
and Buffalo Ranch Shows, with the Sparks
Show, and with the famous 101 Ranch Wild
West. He toured the country making per
sonal appearances, and toured Canada and
Mexico with his own show. With the 101
Ranch Show, he re-enacted some of the
scenes from his movies with his co-star, Dixie
Starr, and his famous horse, Scout. His acts
always included trick shooting, at which he
was most adept.

In Hereford, Arizona, Jack owned a dude
ranch called the Broken Arrow, where he
practiced shooting and worked with his trick
horses. One of his bitterest moments came
when that ranch house was destroyed by a
fire which took with it many of his prized
personal mementoes. However, he still has
many relics of the true Old West, including

•

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The ••ker'. Dozen Plan"

: • • s·iA~rliLIii& ARMS HOn (o:ngs
Dlpl.G, 6844 Glrsl.. SI. Philadllphia II, Pa.
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WRITE FOR NEW FOLDER AND CATALOG
SHEET. SEND SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

bursts of two and three shots, and single
action firing is discouraged. A few officers
who have qualified over the regulation course,
have also qualified with single action re
volvers, among them Sgt. Ray Davis who
scored identical times in firing both courses.

Reloading the cylinder for the second
burst of five shots is practiced under the
careful guidance of Sgt. Kloch or Sgt. Satiro,
and here is the way one of the coaches ex
plains the course of fire.

"The gun must be level, or you'll shoot
into the ground or over the head of your
opponent. And once you have the gun lev
elled and pointed at the target, you'll find
that it is almost automatically centered on
the target. Never rush while firing, and start
your body moving after you have fired the
last shot. Moving while firing will spoil your
aim." Each officer, while going through the
monthly qualification course, is graded, from
poor to excellent, for drawing, trigger re
lease, levelling of gun, and gun balance.
Before the actual, for-the-record firing, each
man is allowed as many trial runs as he
desires, and if the range officer feels that
more work is needed, the officer has to de
vote more time to shooting. To keep his
men on their toes, Chief Chamberlain has
the monthly scores posted on the bulletin
board of the Ready Room.

After careful study of the various combat
shooting positions, Kloch and Satiro, with
the help of other police experts have
settled on two basic positions. One position
for close-in shooting is used for distances
less than 25 feet, and the gun is pointed at
the target, either with a straight or bent
arm, but sights are not used. While the
shooter's back is straight, the knees are
bent, and for reloading, the officer drops
to one knee. For those who have trouble
mastering the system, the Chic Gaylord sys
tem of straight elbows with braced hands is
permitted and does wonders in giving a man
confidence and a decent score.

For long range shooting, the kneeling two
hand position is used. Here, as the gun clears
the holster, the shooter drops to his right
knee with his left foot forward. The fully
extended left arm comes up and cups under
the right fist (if the shooter is a right
hander). The waist, back, neck, shoulders,
elbows and wrists are locked. The right up
per arm is brought up and placed against
the side of the face so that, on recoil, the
arm and head move as a unit, and the sight
picture is not lost.

That old pistol shooter bugaboo of trigger
squeeze is licked in the following manner.
Shooting double action, the shooter grips
his gun until his fingers show white from the
pressure, and with his wrists locked, he pulls
the trigger smoothly and steadily, retaining
his sight picture. The watching range offi
cer pays particular attention to the muzzle of
the gun which is not allowed to move ex
cept in recoil. This may sound like an over
simplification, but has worked well with
novice shooters and with veteran officers.

The target is the standard, man-sized ana
tomical target. Trunk hits count 10 points,
outside bone hits will get you 5 points, out
side flesh hits count for 2 points. But a

-<>
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.>- C. D. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass.~

THESE COPS CAN SHOOT
(Continued from page 21)

jeopardized. Firearms trammg and qualifi
cation is fired on departmental time, and
duty ammo and practice wadcutters are fur
nished. The 75 men of the force fire better
than 70,000 rounds of .38 Special wadcutters
in the course of the year, and some of the
men load extra rounds for their own practice
on the police range. The range, by the way,
is open to all J!1embers of the department
at any time.

Guns for uniformed officers can be Colt's
or S&W revolvers, with no less than a four
inch barrel. Minimum caliber is .38 Special,
although a number of the men carry .357
Magnums. Sights can either be fixed or target
type, the cylinder must be of the swing-out
and simultaneous ejection type, and the gun
must be double-action. Extensive experiments
conducted by Sgt. Kloch and Sgt. Don Sa
tiro, the range officer, have shown that tar
get grips with the bottom edge beveled and
the checkering sanded down can double as
combat and target grips. Detectives are per
mitted to carry automatics of either 9 mm
or .45 caliber, and all officers must fire the
course with their regular duty gun. Cross
draws are not allowed, and all service guns
are worn on the belt.

Before firing the course, each gun is in·
spected for cylinder locking, locking on full
cock, hammer fall, full mainspring tension,
free rotation of cylinder, and free extraction.
Tightness of grips on frame and tightness
of side-plate screws is checked, and the gun
must be clean and lightly oiled.

Although no specific make of holster is
prescribed, most of the men have swung over
to the Schau-Kloch holster for uniform wear.

This is a holster that has gone through
several evolutionary stages and was tested
by a number of the local police departments.
It is of the drop type and has a noticeable
forward cant. A safety strap, located between
holster and gun, is mandatory and is re
leased by a mere flick of the thumb of the
gun hand. Over-all length of the holster
is 10 inches from top to bottom, thus per
mitting access through the slash pockets of
the reefer jacket and the holster won't ride
up while sitting in a car. A double thickness
sheet of aluminum runs the entire length of
the holster, thus preventing movement of
the holstered gun while the officer is run
ning or jumping. Also designed by the Schau
Kloch team are the ammo carriers which,
like the holsters, are made of very stiff
skirting leather.

The key theme of the pistol training was
summed up by Sgt. Kloch. "The underlying
idea is to acquaint the officer with a realis
tic attitude toward the problem that he may
face some day on the street. Surprise and
poor visibility are but two of the often
neglected hazards." Emphasis is laid on dou
ble action burst shooting, that is firing in

World's most authori
tative reloading hand
book. Over 7000 chron
ographed loads. 300
p age 51 case diagrams
and dimensions.

$2.95

SPEER MANUAL
FOR RELOADING

WILDCAT CARTRIDGES

World Leader in Products for Handloading

G})
INCORPORATED
P. O. Box 244, Lewiston, Idaho

CANADA: 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9, B.C.

A VALUABLE SUPPLEMENT TO

SPEER
MANUAL #5
for reloading

AMMUNITION

$2.75 pp.
or at your dealer'

By popular request Speer, Inc., an·
nounces the limited reprint of the
Speer Wildcat Manual #4.
This excellent reloading handbook contains data
for 32 of the all-time, most popular wildcat
cartridges including: 22K Hornet, 2-R Lovell,
22/3000 Lovell, 219 Wasp, 219 Improved Zip
per, 22/250 I'Varminter," 244 Ackley Improved,
240 Page Super Paaper, 243 "Rockchucker," 25
Souper, 257 Ackley Improved, 25/06 Neidner,
25 Ackley Magnum, 6.5mm x 257 Roberts, 256
Newton, 270 Savage, 270·257 Ackley Improved,
270 Ackley Magnum, 7mm Ackley Improved,
7mm/06, 7 x 64 Improved, 285 Luft Magnum,
7mm Mashburn Magnum, 30/06 Ackley Im
proved, 30 Short Magnum, 30 Newton, 8mm/06,
333 O.K.H., 333 Express, 35 Whelan, 35 New
ton, and 35 Magnum.
PLUS interesting chapters on: what makes a
wildcat cartridge; how to deal with breech
pressures; rifle accuracy; exterior ballistics;
and variation of muzzle velocity with powder
temperature.

LIMITED
REPRINT

HOW AllA'lAalE!
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ASTRA

"400" PISTOL

Complete mechanically; stocks serviceable, bores Fair
to Good on M38's. V.G. (chrome) on M99's. Choice of
3 Rare Selections.

Type 99 Caliber 7.7 •••••• $10.95 ~
Model 38 Arisaka Rifle

cal. 6.5 ...........••••$12.95
Model 38 Arisaka Carbine

cal. 6.5 $14.95
Model 38 Arisaka barrelled action w ffair barrel $11.50
Add $2.00 for each rifle for pp.

NRA GOOD CONDITION $16.95
(Add $2.00 per gun for prepaid pp delivery)

Action, complete $15.00 plus $1.25 for PPd-.

NRA p;ood condition. 9-shot. CaL 9
MM. 5314" barrel. Accepts a variety
of cartridges such as .38 ACP and
9 m.m regular and long. Only $24.95 ONLY
with FREE box (50 rounds) of 9 mm
Steyr ammo. (Shipped REA Collect). $24 95
Additional ammo, $5.50 per 100 rds. •
Extra magaines, $2.95 each.

entrancing business, learned not with a slide
rule and pencil but by getting into the field
and shooting.

A shooting crony over the years on marsh
and field, uses 7% shot on everything frOID
geese to jacksnipe. A second hunting mate
swears by 5s, and would not think of shoot
ing any other pellet. These mulish compan
ions of mine not only fetch home full bags
of game, but they do it with such regularity
as to shake your confidence that you must
balance shot size against the type of target.
But I do not buy this oversimplification.

There is a size of shot pellet to fit every
game bird, and the student who takes the
time to adjust his load to his feathered mark
not only brings to bag more birds for car
tridges expended but cripples less.

Shotgun pellets range in size from 000
Buckshot to Dust. The Triple-O Buck meas
ures .36" in diameter and you will have
trouble crowding seven of the slugs into a
12 gauge shell. Dust, on the other hand,
runs a somewhat startling 4565 pellets to the
ounce, and has a diameter of but .04 of an
inch. (Dust is not manufactured regularly;
if it can be purchased at all, it would have
to be on special order from the factory. It
has little practical use.)

Other shot sizes are generally designated
by a number, the larger the number the
smaller the pellet. No. 1 shot runs .16" and
there are 73 pellets to the ounce; but this
shot too is obsolete. No. 2s are popular, with
a diameter of .15" and some 88 to the ounce.

JAPANESE RIFLES & CARBINES

MODEL 95 &~ CARBINES

GENUINE GERMAN MAUSERS
(Made by Ludwig Lorwe-Berlin)

Cal. 7.62

SUBMACHINE GUN

DEGTYAROV DTM

MP44 MACHINE PISTOL

Cal. 7.92
Short (Kurtz)

With 3D-round mag.

$10.00 additional. shf~~~dc~r:;~l.tiFJ1r·$Sj.~<ija~d~eA,g~~r
Extra Mag'S. $9.95; sight hoods $1.95.

~are. ~ussia~ 'rank machine gun, less magazines, v.g.
condItion. ShIpped HEA collect. Special selection
$10.00 <lddilional.

Cal. 9MM Perabellum
With 32·round mag. Condo V.G.

Arsenal reconditioned stock. Spe·
cial selection $10.00 additional. Shipped ppd. for

$2.50 additionaL

B.A.R.
The "Old Reliable" Browning Auto Rifle, M 1918. Cal.
30-06. "As new" condition, $150.00 plUs $2.50 ppd.

BROWNING AUTOMATIC RIFLE
$15000

TURN SHOTGUN MISSES INTO HITS
(Continued from page 29)

Velocities vary between cartridges, sometimes
as much as a startling 150 fps, but still the
shot load is the single most reliable factor in
our equation.

But, the great imponderable is not the bird,
not the shot charge-but the man.

First, the wingshot cannot judge distances.
One marksman guesses the range to be 40
yards; another reckons it is more likely 45;
a third swears it is a full 50. Then there is the
matter of reaction time. Some gunners react
more slowly in mounting the gun, use more
time in pulling the trigger.

Finally our marksman fires. He has guesti
mated his lead at 7.5 ft. But what does 7%
feet look like ahead of the duck's bill? He

GERMAN BERGMANN M 35 M/P
$59.95

* UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

·Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
pUfiJOses or as a prized decorator for collectors.

guesses it off. If I were in his shoes, I too
would guess at it. If you were there, you'd
apply your guestimator. Which of us would
be right?

No one knows what 7% feet looks like in
the sky. Killing game a-wing is not an open
and-shut proposition of applying mathemati
cally calculated leads. If it were that simple,
we'd fill the bag with a minimum of shots.
It is an equation chuckful of imponderables
--making it a vastly mysterious and wholly

miss is a "lawsuit shot," and that takes some
living down. Maximum allowed time for the
course, including reloading five rounds into
the cylinder, is 27 seconds, and all timing is
done with stopwatch and on command of
the range officer.

Scoring is based on total points of target
hits, time, Kill zone hits, and form. To quali
fy as Marksman, the officer must score be
tween 60 and 69 points. Sharpshooters must
show a score of 70 to 79, Expert from 80 to
89, and Distinguished requires a score be
tween 90 and 100.

All phases of the course are fired in poor
light, that is, the lights down-range are
dimmed or turned off. Best possible score is
100 with 10 Kill zone hits in 27 seconds or
less with excellent form. During the single
target course, two officers fire side by side,
but while firing at two targets, only one
man is on the firing line. In the 25 foot
course, the gun is drawn from the holster on
command to fire, two shots are fired and the
gun is holstered. As soon as the shots are
fired, the stopwatch stops. On command, the
gun is drawn again, the remaining three
shoots are fired, and the gun is returned to
the holster as soon as reloading is com
pleted. Again the watch stops, but this time
when the loaded gun is re-holstered. This
cycle is repeated for another five rounds.

On the 25 yard course, the gun is drawn
on command, five shots are fired, and the
gun is returned to the holster. Elapsed time
is recorded, and the course is fired twice.

The average qualification was 68 per cent,
but this year the "poor light pha~e" was
added and Al expected that scores would
skid downward. Despite the tougher condi
tions, more officers qualified successfully, and
some of the officers have adopted the old
Army system of getting the job done and
keeping the Pistol Instructor's blowtorch
turned the other way. This has created a
very healthy spirit of competition and friend
ly rivalry, and the pistol achievements of
the Skokie Police Department have become
the aim and envy of several of the depart
ments in the area.

Of the 20 Ford-made cars, 16 patrol cars
carry Ithaca riot guns with special gun
holders on the dashboard, mounted to the
right of the driver so that either officer can
reach the gun. The cars have the big V-8
Ford engine and the large transmission,
a magnetic police speedometer made by
Stewart-Warner, and a loudspeaker system
on the roof than can be used as PA system
and also transmits radio calls coming in over
the car radio.

But make no mistake. This is not a sport
for these men, it is a deadly serious business.
In the almost three years the course has
been fired with live ammo, there has not
been a single accident, not one wild shot
has been fired. And it seems that the crim
inal element must have heard about those
Skokie cops and their firearms skills. None
of the men had to draw his gun yet and
their reputation as straightshooters ~
has preceded them. ~
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PLATE YOUR GUNS
With This Inexpensive Kit, You
Can Dress Up Your Guns with
Gold, Silver or Nickel
GOLO AND SILVER PLATE HANDGUNS AND
LONGARMS in your shop or home as easily
as you cold blue. Takes only minutes to
completely plate the average handgun. Texas
Electroplaters have been in use for many
years in gunsmith and plating shops, bluing
and refinishing firms throughout the U. S.
Guaranteed to do electroplating equal to the
finest custom commercial plating. Pure 24
karat Gold and pure Silver are furnished with
Texas Electroplaters, assuring you of a pro·
fessional plate every time .

All Texas Electroplaters are com·
plete. All you need are 2 dry bat·
teries. Instructions with every set.

Complete set to plate 3 large pistols
with.24 karat Gold, 3 others with
genuine Silver and 3 with nickel.
Plates dozens of hammers, triggers
etc., our Gunsmiths Special $15.00
Complete set to plate 24 karat Gold.. 10.40
Complete set to plate pure Silver 5.40
Complete set to plate Nickel 5.40
Extra compounds: May be used with
any set. Each plates 3 pistols; Nickel,. 2.00
Copper, Brass, per jar 1.00
Silver .... $2.00 Gold, 24 karat.... 7.00

Make money - Save Money.
Do your own plating.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - POSTPAID
QUICK SERVICE

Additional materials always available at
low COst.

ORDER YOUR
TEXAS ELECTROPLATER TODAY

Texas Platers Supply Co.
7220 S. lancaster Road, Dallas 16, Texas

in pass shooting, should be gunned with 5s.
In a 114·ounce load, the 5s lack by 64 pellets
having as many shot in the load as the 6s,
but the energy and retained velocity at the
longer ranges more than make up for the
fewer pellets.

Pheasants are best brought to bag with 6s,
although many ringneck shooters swear by
5s. I like to shoot rabbits and squirrels with
6s, but again you will find any number of
old hands who cling to the No. 5 here also.
A newcomer to our midst is the Chukar-a
tough cookie to grass. Feed him a well·
bunched charge of sixes.

For our smaller uplands species, ruffed
grouse, bobwhite and blue quail, doves, and

What's more to the point to the practicing
wingshot is-which shot sizes will kill what
game?

BBs, 2s, and 4s kill geese. These are also
big poison on such targets as wild turkey and
foxes. Shot smaller than these will kill this
game too, but with less regularity.

Ducks over decoys are best strafed wiih
6s. The same ducks, if you must take them

RELOADING DIES
. Famous throughout

the world. Herter
dies are llqua I or
better than any reo
loading dies at any
price.
Finest precision ma
chined, hardened
polished. ALL POP·
ULAR CALIBERS.

TYPE MARK

Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs.

2 pc. set

BUY DIRECT
Satisfaction Guaranteed

This is my favorite for geese. Some water·
fowlers like 3s or 4s for the great birds, but
my experience has been that 2s are, by a
margin, the best medicine.

No.3 shot measures .14",109 to the ounce.
No. 3s are about as popular as sunburn and
are no longer in manufacture. The only man
I have ever heard bemoan that fact is Elmer
Keith, and just why he held this pellet in
such esteem I have never understood.

Number 4 shot is one of our old standbys.
It runs .13" in cross·section, and tallies 136
pellets to the ounce. This is a real killer,
and goose hunters are forever in disagree·
ment as to whether the lethal 4s with their
increased pellet count-136 as against 88
aren't better than No. 2s.

Another mainstay is the No. 5 pellet,
measuring .12 of an inch and 172 to the
ounce. A few years ago, the ammo makers
tried to cashier the No.5 pellet; why I never
understood. There was such a hue and cry
that the pellet was hastily reinstated.

The most popular shot size in the book is
the No.6. The 6 is more widely used on a
greater variety of game than all the other
sizes put together. A No. 6 measures .Il of
an inch and runs 223 to the ounce. The No.
7% measures .095 of an inch and there are
345 of them in an ounce. No. 8s are .09",404
to the ounce; o. 9s measure .08", 585 to
the ounce.

There are other shot sizes, like Air Rifle
(not to be confused with BBs), and there
are 6 other sizes of buckshot, as well as such
little known designations as BBB, size T,
size TT, F, and FF. These latter are not
made anymore, and good riddance!

Micro.precision inletted
stocks $7.50 and up.
Glass Beading Kits

Send for
famous free Send 25¢ for

booklet: HOW!1J giant 500 tI
to Reload by ~ page catalog. • .

George _",- Dept. ~
Leonard -~; 8L2
Herter

""MEDIATE DELIVERY An ricos FOB Was.ca, Minn.

STANDARD CONVENTIONAL

~
.Loads rifle, pistol

or shotshells
• Full length resizes and

" swages bullets with ease
• Lathe bed cast iron

frame not aluminum or
aluminum alloys.

• Complete with primer
Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs. arm, insert and shell
J. I ~ 9$ holder of your choice
.;p f.;;l • New Primer catcher 1.37

Addr .

Nam•........•...•....._•••.••••• ••..__

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? Vou bell

Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain·filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub.

. Iished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the s9le, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts .•• all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. Vou can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

City & Sfat _

r-----------------
THE SHOTGUN NEWS G·9
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCU N
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfi.d.

. ,
: EXPANDING DENT PLUGS:
, in 12.16 and 20 Gauge ,

I-<!¢ ... 1==
: SIMPLIFIES WORK OF REMOVINC :

DENTS IN SHOTCUN BARRELS
: !n using an ex~anding den.t plug you eli!,,- :
, Inate the making or bUying of expensIve ,
, solid plugs, several of which are needed ,

, ~~~s~a~~u~:u~~~ cantar dlamatar of about .020" ,
" I... than standard dlamatar of sama bora and can "

be expanded to fit any oversized bore.
: Made of Bronze to Prevent jamming or ,
, marring of bore. :
, Price per Dent Plug $ 5.25 ,
, Set of 3 (one of each gouge) $15.00 ,
, MAIL SOc FOR NEW GIANT GUNSMITH ,
, SUPPLIES CATALOG ,
, FRANK MITTERMEIER (Est. 1936) ,
, "Gunsmith Supply Headquarters" ,, ,
, 3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N.Y. ,
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41.20
23.25
27.75
30.25

65.00

73.06

34.B8

69.05
38.95

69.05

$52.80

65.BO

58.95
31.50
45.00
48.50

86.95

89.95

42.95

B5.00
47.95

85.00

$65.00

B1.00

MARYLAND ARMS CO., INC.
Dept. G-2. Box 7888 Baltimore 21, Maryland

9mm. caliber, all in

~~td'~rr~·..:g~i~l1~
finest pistol at the
price you want. For
a hand-picked Luger
add $5.
Brand new Luger clips $6.95

b~~ur~~·L~~f~~r9~~era~~rel's: :~::g~
GUNS & ACCESSORIES Retail
.38 S & W "Chief's Special"

2" or 3" barrel .
.22 S & W K22 Masterpiece,

6" or 8%" barrel .
.357 S & W Mag. HiWay Po·

trolman, 4" or 6" barrel .•
.22 S & W Auto. Pistol,

Model 46 .
.22 Hi Std. ObI. 9, 5V2" barrel
.22 Hi Std. Sentinel, 2", 4"

and 6" barrels .........•
.22 LR. Hi Std. Super Cita·

tion, 6", 8" and 10" bbls.
30-30 or .35 Marlin 336

carbine ••••••••••••••.•••
.22 Mag. Marlin, Mod. 57M,

levermatic .
K2.5 Weaver Rifle Scope ...•
K4 Weaver Rifle Scope ....••
K6 Weaver Rifle Scope .....•
V8 Weaver CH complete with

mounts................. 79.50 51.95
Weaver top or side mount... 9.75 7.60
Weaver Pivot Mount 12.50 9.35
HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed statement
that you are over 21 years, have never been eonvieted of
crime or are nnder indictment, are a fugitive or a drug
addict. II your State or City requires permtt, please send
same.
SHIPPIHG: Send check or money order. All guns shipped
via Railway Express. Express charges C.O.D. On all other
items please include Parcel Post costs.

---_... ..." .,..., .
ALL BRAND NAMES - SAVE UP TO SO%
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NEW 1963 CATALOG
See complete lines of nationally advertised guns.
camping goods and fishing tackle all at low. low
distributor prices. Send SOc (no stamps, please)
refunded with your first order.

~LLET ""NO.

LUGER AUTOMATIC
• MAGAZINE LOAOING CLIP
• OVER 15 MOVING PARTS
• FULLY AUTOMATIC

Automatic full size model of $198~ c~~fa1~s ~~tgrm~yc m~~~~~
parts. Loads 8 complete
rounds which snap into the
hard butt simulatinjt a Lu~

~e:ii:i~fi~c8 a~W~~~ ~:~:tove~I:~;,..H~fg~~~:
pact styrene with ama:zing attention to detail.
MOST AUTHENTIC MODEl GUN WE'VE EVER SEEN

Comes to you with working ~arts disassembled with

~}eV::l~t:n:-~~ee:~ct:f[~na~'Siu~t~~c~~~~rer.Su~W
~h~~~Yn:a~~arc;.~a~~nJ~~r~~.rWF~~: $1.98 plus 27c

HONOR HOUSE PROD. CORP., Dept. LB-52
'-------- Lynbrook. N. Y•..:..-..:....----.1

l
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more shooting
ammuni· r.-

What constitutes good shooting with a
shotgun on game? Must the gunner swap
cartridge for bird to be an expert? Or two
shells per bird? Or does the score vary de
pending on the feathered target? Here are
one man's opinions, for what they may be
worth.

The Duke of Algeciras, with whom I shot
in Spain, told me that he never felt sure of
his gunning until he had hurned up some
5,000 shells during the first shoots of the
season. The Duke habitually commenced his
gunning during August on the grouse moors
of Scotland, and finished the season over Don
Quijote's la Mancha the following February.
An average day would see his pair of AYA
12s chew up half a case of cartridges!

If this Spanish nobleman believed he
needed 5,000 warm-up rounds just to get in
the groove, how about the average sportsman
who, according to our ammo manufacturers,
fire a piddling two boxes of shells during an
entire scason?

I would not measure the skill of the shooter
by the quantity of his game take. We do not
shoot to fill the pot these days; we gun for
sport. Today's huntsman can bang off a box
of 25 shells and come home with no more
than a brace of red squirrels, and his heart
will be brim-full. Algeciras needed a full 100
brace of Chukars; for you and me, a half·
limit of bobwhites will suffice.

But what ratio of birds versus shots fired
makes you a good gunner? It all "depends.

Take the elusive and difficult dove. I would
contend that the really top-flight wingshot
will drag down 10 birds with 18 to 20 shells.
The "average" marksman will need 25·30
shells for the same take. And the bucko who
uses 4-plus shells per bird may be having the
most fun!

Next to doves, the cottontail is most shot-at
field target. He is a much less trying mark
than the dove, but by no means a pushover.
The topnotcher will collect rabbits on the
basis of two shells for every rabbit. Average
performance is 8 to 10 cottontails per box
of shells.

Ducks? A good wingshot will take his
webfeet with an exchange of 2 to 2.5 shells
per bird. The average will use up 3 to 4
shells per bird, and the tyro--name your
own figure. After all, the shooting is half
the fun!

The Chinese ringneck can do wonders for
the winggunner's ego! He rises like a DC·8
and, with many protesting cackles, bores
straight away, flat and level. Here the good
shooter should tally one for one. Average
gunning should be not more than 2 shells
per cock.

Without doubt, the most popular game bird
in America is the gallant bobwhite. Called
"pa'tridge" in Dixie and quail above the
Mason-Dixon Line, he is the sweetest gun·
ning fare of all for many. To kill him is no
great chore, for his trajectory is arrow
straight, and were it not for the un-nerving
whirr of his stubby pinions, his taking would
be easy indeed. A hotrock "partridge" man
will gmss his 10-bird limit with not more
than 15 cartridges. The average will use up
two to three shells per bird. The mediocre
thinks Bonny Bob is the toughest target that
flies, and when he connects once with 4 shots
he is happily content!

But who cares? He gets
than the experts . . . and the
tion makers love him!

SEPTEMBER 1963GUNS

which makes them now one of the most·used
loads for taking the annual venison is rela
tively recent. So much interest has been
created that most of the gUll makers offer
special models designed specifically to han·
dIe the big l·ounce balls. These special
scatterguns have short barrels, generally
about 22·24 inches, with a set of open sights.
The latter provides for more precision in' the
placement of the slug.

ASK THE HUNTER WHO USES THEM
• Soft Point for RELIABLE Expansion

• Thin forward jacket for FAST
Expansion

• Always Mushrooms

• Never ShaHers
243, 2S, 264, 270, 280 Rem. 7 MM, 30,338 and 37S Cals.

Also available in cartridge form !initially 30·06).
SEE YOUR NORMA DEALER

jacksnipe, I swing between 7Y2s and 8s.
I use the latter during first of the gunning
season, and the larger pellet when the season
has aged and the game has grown more wary.

There are other shot sizes and other birds
that need to be mated. There is woodcock
and sora, plover, and that exotic, the Cotur
nix. These are all naturals for No. 9s. The
9s are skeet loads, too, and provide a dense
pattern up to 25 yards.

And then there is the shotgun slug. We
have had the single ball load for a long lime,
but the accent on these big globules of lead
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SIX NATURE BOOKS each just 2'f.~" by
5%" in size present reproductions of full·
color photographs and concise information
on a total of 486 natnre subjects. Individual
volumes cover birds, mammals, rocks and
minerals, trees, wild flowers, and insects.
Available nationally, they retail for $1.00 per
volume. Published by Ottenheimer Publish
ers, Inc., Dept. G·9, 4-805 Nelson Ave., Balti
more, Md.

NEW 7.65 mm cartridge from Norma-Pre
cision, Dept. G-9, South Lansing, New York,
Turns 7.65 Argentine Mausers into active
deer rifles. Boxer primers used in Norma
"Re" quality case makes reloading possible,
practical. Bullets feature Tri-Clad construc
tion. Ballistics include 2920fps muzzle veloc
ity and 284lfp muzzle energy.

20-GAUGE MODEL 500C pump-aclion shot
guns with 3" chambers announced by O. F.
Mossberg & Sons, Inc.. Dept. G·9, 7 Grasso
Ave., North Haven, Conn. Designed to shoot
3" Magnum shells as well as standard 2%,"
shells. Line includes three regular models,
Combination model, two special models.
Model 500C offers choice of three Regular
barrels: 28" full choke, 28" modified choke,
and 26" improved cylinder bore. Retails for
$74.95. Lightweight Model 500C features
safety on top, automatic disconnecting trig
ger to prevent inadvertent doubles, straight
line feed, positive bolt lock, smooth action.

TELE·CASE, adjustable rifle and shotgun
case telescopes to fit all guns. Crafted of vir·
gin vinyl with full· length Talon Zipper, it
wears like luxurious leather. Extra thick
acrilan-and·cotton pile lining is fast drying,
wears for years. Tele-Case expands for rifles
from 40" to 46". Shotgun models expand
from 46" to 52". Six models available, prices
from $4.95 to $9.95. Manufadured by Paul
Reed, Inc., Dept. G-9, Charlevoix, Mich.

SAY-A-LIFE YEST made from vinyl im
pregnated fabric of highly visible color.
Plastic pocket on back makes it unnecessary
to put holes in good jacket in order to fasten
on backtag. Ties on side adjust to fit any
size. Yests sell for $2.25 plus 25¢ postage
and handling. Standout jacket in forest
saves lives, prevents accidents. From: Peo
ples Protection Products, Inc., Dept. G-9,
1257 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

"DIGEST OF U.S. PATENTS Breech Load
ing And Magazine Small Arms" is published
by North Flayderman, Dept. G·9, 44 W. Put
nam Ave., Greenwich, Conn. Primary source
of arms information, of eminent importance
to all interested in arms collecting, histori
cal research, inventing, design, development,
manufacture, and patents. Contains over 800
patents and accompanying illustrations of
each weapon as well as their major function
ing parts. Basic source of information on
U.S. firearms design and development.

PEPPERBOX PISTOL captures historical
moment in American history. Authentic full·
size gun model of Civil War years features
minute detailing. Molded in plastic with
woodgrain handle, metallic silver barrel and
gold side plates. A product of Display Cor
poration, Dept. G-9, 521 Broadway, Milwau
kee 2, Wis.

"SHED·ALL" SWEATSHIRTS available in
hooded, jacket, crew neck, and collared styles
in sizes for adults, teen·agers, and juveniles
from $4.98 to $1.69. Made with DuPont
"Zelan", a rain resistant chemical that re
pels moisture, waterborne dirt, stains. Manu
factured by Healthknit Division, Standard
Knitting Mills, Inc., Dept. G·9, Knoxville 1,
Tenn.

Addre _.

Name . .. •._ __

INSTANT LEAD
Make 6 feet of lead core wire in an instant.
Any size, any composition at the cost of about
an average round. HOW? With this new and
needed Tool. Write for free information.

WESTLY PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 250, New Haven, Conn.

pu Icanon for fff"ff"lCTe~tnasealia -ng

of fireorms and accessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS hal aided thousands of
gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod
ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,
revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money
saving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your
subscription cost. You can't afford to be
without this unique publication.

Regulation Youth Scouting Knife (Fahrtenmesser)
carried by potential trainees for the dreaded
S.S. Corps. Black checkered handle has red('white
Youth insignia with black swastika. Heavy gnp and
guard on 5'-12" blade of fine Solingen $500steel. Ideal camp or hunter's knife.

With Black Sheath-
postpaid

CORRADO KNIVES, Dept. G-93
P.O. Box 45 Oak Park, Illinois

free trial afferl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediately refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You bet!
Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

FaR· THE COLLECTOR
GE MA-N SCOUTING KNIFE

r-----------------·
THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-9
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and sta,t my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
.completely satisfied.
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47.20
23.25
27.75
30.25

65.00

73.06

34.8B

69.05

69.05
38.95

$52.BO

65.80

58.95
37.50
45.00
48.50

42.95

89.95

85.00
47.95

85.00

Retoil

$65.00

81.00

GUNS & ACCESSORIES
.38 S & W "Chief's Special"

2 11 or 3" barrel .
.22 S & W K22 Masterpiece,

6" or 83/8" barrel .
.357 S & W Mag. HiWay Pa

trolman, 4" or 6/1 barrel .•
.22 S & W Auto. Pistol,

Model 46 .
.22 Hi Std. ObI. 9, 5112" barrel
.22 Hi Std. Sentinel, 2", 4"

and 6" barrels .........•
.22 L.R. Hi Std. Super Cita

tion, 6", 8" ond 10" bbls.
30-30 or .35 Marlin 336

carbine.......... ••• •••• 86.95
_22 Mag. Marlin, Mod. 57M,

levermatic .
K2.5 Weover Rifle Scope ...•
K4 Weaver Rifle Scope ...•.•
K6 Weaver Rifle Scope .
VB Weaver CH complete with

mounts................. 79.50 51.95
Weaver top or side mount. . . 9.75 7.60
Weaver Pivot Mount 12.50 9.35
HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed statement
that you are over 2J years, have never been convicted of
crime or arc under indictment. are a fugitive or a drug
addict. It your State or City requires permit. please send
same.
SHIPPING: Send check or money order. All guns shipned
via RaHway Express. Express charges C.O.D. On aU other
items please include Parcel Post costs.

9mm. cal1ber, all in

~~~d';~?g~'.'~g~f~~~
finest pistol at the
price you want. For
a hand-picked Luger
add $5.
Brand new Luger clips .....•... $6.95

b~~ui~~'J~~f~~r~~~~~r~~~~ie'rs: :~::gg

WHOLESALE PRICES
DIRECT TO YOU!

ALL BRAND NAMES - SAVE UP TO SO%

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 5. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

with
1shell$.95
Express
Collect

Additional shells $.75 each
You're alway~ '.'on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other crlmmals when you carry this innocent
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Oevice. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent injury
Spring-steel clip. Not a firearm. .
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDEL NO COD~

Registered Colt Distributors - Suppliers for
• O.fficial ~oliee Equipment

Thul' .product.ls not Intended for: sale in states or
localities which have· laws forbidding their sale.

MARYLAND ARMS CO., INC.
Dept. G·2. Box 7888 Baltimore 21, Marylond

ih!(f.§~_.S

DECORATOR
I~-BAYONETS

No finer decorator item
can be had for the money!
Large stock of bayonets, some
4-edged, some blade type.
Lowest price in history.

Ala. res. 6 for $3.00

WA"i.fER H:ObCRAiG c. ·I~
v 413 Lauderdale, Selma, Ala.

_ No Special Selection-Jusl 6 for $3

brakes. Luggage rack and tool kit
doorsman on the go. Manufactured
Engineering, Dept. G-9, Box 427,
Neb.

PRECISION RELOADING and swaging dies
precision-machined from finest quality steel,
for highest internal finish. Precision rolled
threads with micrometer adjustment, chrome
plated. %" by 14. 2-Die Set (bottom load)

13.50; (front load) 16.50. Manufactured
by Wichita Precision Tool Co., Inc., Dept.
G-9, 450 N. Seneca, Wichita, Kansas.

CARBORUNDUM STONE developed es
pecially for honing hard, tough steel in Buck
knife blades. Available for $1.75. Handy,
pocket-size stone measures only I %, x 4 x 4Y2
inches and may be used dry or with water
or oil. Buck knives famous for ability to
cut through a :l4-inch steel bolt without
damaging blade. Stones may be ordered
direct from Buck Knives, Inc., Dept. G-9,
3220 Congress St., San Diego 10, Calif.

EMERGENCY OVERNIGHTER FOOD KIT.
Complete, compact, efficient, contains enough
food for 24 hours. It fits in sport shirt pocket,
is waterproof and unconditionally guaranteed
by packer for two years. Many uses for kit
include storage in car dash compartment,
aboard small aircraft, aboard small boats,
with hunting, fishing, or camping gear. Re
tails at $1.98 from Chuck Wagon Foods,
Dept. G-9, 176 Oak St., Newton 64, Mass.

PORTABLE INFRA-RED HEATER weighs
less than 3 lbs., runs for 4·5 houTs on pro
pane gas without refueling. Functions both
as a heater and stove for camping and hunt
ing trips. Called Camp Champ, a reflector
'focuses heat where you want it, like a
flashlight. Waves are invisible, heater noise
less, making it ideal for duck blinds, hunt
ing stations, selected campsite areas, other
outdoor cold spots. Camp Champ retails for
under $20.00. Complete information is avail
able by writing Hupp Corp., Perfection Divi
sion, Dept. G-9, 1135 Ivanhoe Road, Cleve
land 10, Ohio.

1963 ALL-LINE FOLDER available from
Pacific Gun Sight Co., Dept. G-9, Box 4495,
Lincoln, Nebraska. Features seven Deite
meyer-designed tools for rifle, pistol or shot
shell reloading. Includes new addition to
shotshell reloading equipment-the DL·IIO,
an in-line 12-gauge tool designed to combine
speed and precision. Several pieces in the
1963 line have also been reduced in price.

r
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FALCON transporter costs less than one
penny a mile to operate. Features precision
jig welded frame; a powerful 50 cc easy
starting engine with decompressor control;
a fully automatic clutch for smooth starting
and stopping; hand-operated caliper type
front brakes, and internal expansion rear

BALSCOPE ZOOM 60, spotting telescope
15X to 60X. New from Bausch & Lomb, it
offers variable power observation. Simple
one-finger dialing makes internal focusing
adj ustment. Zoom right in by rolling finger
across the power control knob. Stays in focus
constantly-from a 15X, 150 ft. field of view
to a 60X, 37.5 ft. field at 1000 yards. At
taches to any camera tripod. Order from
Dept. G-9, Gander Mountain, Inc., Wilmot,
Wis. Specify Balscope Zoom 60, straight eye
piece $1l5.00 or 45-degree inclined eyepiece,
$122.50. Scopes shipped ppd.

REMI GTON XP-I00, single-shot, center
fire pistol handles new .221 Remington "Fire
Ball" cartridge. Comes drilled and tapped for
'scope mounts. Features 2650 f.p.s. muzzle
velocity; one-piece Du Pont "ZyteI" struc
tural nylon stock; match-type trigger; ad
justable weight. All details from Remington
Arms Co., Inc., Dept. G·9, Bridgeport 2,
Conn.
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These cartridges are suitable for long
shots at antelope. From the top, the
.270 Win., .270 Weatherby Magnum,
.30-06, .300 Weatherby Mag., .264
Win. Mag., .30-338, .338 Win. Mag
num, and a 8 mm wildcat made
by necking down .338 brass to .323.

also one who can hit a running or moving
target. For such hunting, a .257 Roberts,
.243 or .244, or the 7 x 57 Mauser are excel
lent. A good hunter can often have shots well
inside 200 yards by this method.

Antelope hunting can be and often is a
family affair in Texas because of a pleasant
climate which eliminates most of the hard·
ship where ladies and youngsters are con·
cerned. Most of the time, the weather re
quires only a light jacket. The "mobile"
hunting methods help also. On many of the
ranches, two, three, or even more members

of the family can go out together. It is a
further family advantage that usually two
members can take game for under a hundred
dollars.

How to go about it? The season for
several years has been from October 1
through October 10. Ranchers having ante
)ope hunting permits ordinarily let this be
known at the Chambers of Commerce of
Marfa and Alpine, Texas. Either organiza·
tion can put you in touch with a rancher.
It is best to start making your plans not
later than June. As soon as the Game and
Fish Commission makes their annual ante
lope census and decides on how many
permits to issue, the ranchers will start
taking reservations.

Excellent hotel and motel accomodations
are available in Marfa and Alpine, although
these fill up rapidly during the season, and
one should have an early reservation here as
well as at the ranch.

You will find a hearty Western welcome.
Alpine and Marfa both throw huge Western
style barbecues the evening before opening
day, and many ranchers have chuck wagon
feeds of their own for their hunters. Bring
your own jeep if you like, but most ranchers
can supply you with a guide and trans
portation at rates that will astound you if

(Continued on page 60)

habit-ridden creatures I have ever hunted.
They feed in the same areas, water at the same
places, and when fleeing a hunter, invariably
take the same escape route.

Since most hunters prefer to take bucks,
another antelope characteristic works in the
hunter's favor. When they seek to escape,
antelope always string out, almost in a single
file. The young does and dry does lead out;
does with fawns stay in the middle; bucks
invariably bring up the rear. You need con
sider only the last half of the herd to pick
out a trophy. Most important, if one animal
splits off, it is my experience without excep
tion that it is the best buck in the herd.
Furthermore, any "loner" you spot will usually
be a good buck.

Most of the Texas antelope country is
hilly. A herd of antelope that has been
spooked will, nine times out of ten, run only
far enough to put the first ridge between
them and a hunter. The same thing is often
true of a patch of cover.

To hunt antelope, one needs to know
antelope habit patterns, and he needs to
prospect his hunting country thoroughly.
Ordinary sheep fence will hold antelope.
Hence one can hunt out a given fenced
area, spot the herds, determine their water
hole, escape routes, and feeding areas, and
know where to start looking on almost any
given day.

I classify my antelope hunting methods
as "long range" and "short range." The long
range hunter will need a good, scope-sighted,
flat-shooting rifle like the .264 Magnum,
.270 Winchester, .257 Weatherby, or .25-06.
Ranges will be in excess of 300 yards on
many occasions.

My favorite long range method works ,this
way: With a hunter who has the right
weapon and sight, and the ability to use
them, I take off in a pickup with a four
speed transmission. A little cruising in
known antelope country usually enables us
to find a herd in a matter of an hour. With
good binoculars, we can determine from
half a mile away if there are likely looking
heads. I then move slowly in the general
direction of the herd.

Ordinarily, they bunch up and' start
moving off. I set my pace to try to close on
them slowly, taking care not to crowd them
into rapid flight. It's not difficult to close
within 500 to 600 yards. Upon reaching that
range, I follow without attempting to close
nearer until the herd crosses a ridge.

When the last straggler is out of sight over
the ridge, I dash up to the base of the ridge,
fall out with my hunter' and, as quietly as
possible, ease up to the crest of the ridge.
Virtually without fail, the herd will be 300
to 400 yards out, likely feeding along. The
hunter has a few minutes to select a head
and get a shot off.

A second highly productive method is to
post hunters at vantage points near water
holes, or in areas known as feeding areas.
This requires a man who can keep still and
keep his eyes open. The same technique can
be used by posting hunters along known
escape routes when other hunters are moving
about in the area. Again, this requires a
hunter who can keep still and watch, and

TEXAS ANTELOPE
(Continued from page 23)

16"
$31.95

Winters, Texas
headquarters)
Paso, Texas

Other styles from
$18.90 to $36.50. Write

for FREE CATALOG.

DISTINCTIVE - FANCY

-.JJanJmaJe BootiS
STYLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

El PASO
FancY - distinctive boot for men
and women in top calf leather.
10" to ] 6" "V" tops, steel shanks
and fully leather lined. Undershot
walkin~ heel.

4156-Black, Red. Yellow
4165-Black, White, Red
4276-Brown, Yellow, White

SHOOTING GLASSES
Used by marksmen and
hunters to get clear
sharp vision on target.
FREE literature on
Shooting. Vision and
information on Pre
scription shooting glas
ses. Write direct to-

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806. Waynesville. Mo.

Instantly shows true range!

With order send shoe size, calf of leg measurement
and foot tracing. $5.00 deposit on C.O.D. orders.
We pay postage on prepaid orders. Our guarantee
for exchange return boots undamaged and unworn
within ten days.

AUiSiin Boot CO.
P.O. Box 548-G

(new mail order
formerly of EI

READ
DISTANCI
ON DIAL

INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in Yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy ever}' shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangeflnder. Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range fOCllsslng-$29.95 com-

tt~t~5. o~A1~.;' ~~11a~~~e~5t~;d~~~~I~d¥~o~lo~~.9~~j
Ideal gift. 30 Day Money-back guar. Send check to:

IDealers: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-9
~ 92-60 Queens Blvd., REGO PAlIK 14, N. Y.
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Help yourself and your sport .•. s.upport this exciting
new program sponsored by GUNS Magazine

Join with thousands of gun owners
who now benefit from membership in the

SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA
From olltivEwthiii:9untry"dedicafeCl gun~portsm,en are joining the

ronks of the Shooters Club of America. Response has been

tremendous - it's the fastest growing club anywhere!

When you ioli1you receive a wealth of valuable bene-

fits and services to help you get more enjoyment from

hUl}ting, shooting and firearms activities. If. you like to

hunt, our experts wilFtell you the tricks to get better

results on y?ur ne)(t~untingtrip-you'll acquire the

"knOw-how",of champio.n sharpshooters to improve'

your marksmanship-you'll keep in touch with all the

nej'fgevelopmentsinfirearms •.• everything to make

you more knowledgeable and more ski.lled with guns.

Look'over the impressive lists of membership beneflt·s

e%C~,__----- ~:~l~:;~~~~~~e;hj:i:l:~~:~e~:::~sof other avic{"

'~EX;E;C~U~T~l;V;E~D~I~R~E~C:T:O;R~ ••II!!!!!!~~~~~Z~.... ,'~~ _ ~._= . _ .",~
THESE ARE THE BENEFITS YOU RECEIVE WITH YOUR MEMBERSHIP:

Shooters Club of Allle..ica '

Norne , .

...._----------------------------------

OFFICIAL DECAL. For your car, home or
locol club. Attractive red, white and
blue colors identify Y9u as a member.
Display it proudly.

CLOTH EMBLEM. Colorful red, white
and blue emblem adds decorative_
touch' to your hunting or shooting
jacket. Wear it with pride.

NUMBERED MEMBERSHIP CARD. Wallet
sized membership card. Refer to the
number when ordering books or par
ticipating in any of the other valuable
club services.

Address .

City " Zane Stote .

..8150 N. Central Park Avenue
Skokie, lIIinO'is'
Please enra'1I me as a Charter Member in the' Shooters Club
of Amedca. I understood I will be entitleq to all benefits
and privileges described above. Enclosed is my membership
fee of $7.50 for one year.

-------_..-----.------------------_...~••
G.9 I••I•If•I

I
I
I
If
I
I•I
t

GUNS NEWSLETTER. Special reports on
latest trends and developments in new
products, new techniques, new ideas
in firearms. Keeps you up-to-date on
anti-gun legislation activities.

DISCOUNT BOOK CLUB. 20% discount
on any book about hunting, shooti'ng,
firearms. No obligation to buy a mini
mum of books-order what you want,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DISCOUNT. If
you are looking for a particular fire
arm ..• if you want to swap or sell,
you may place a classified ad in
GUNS at 20% discount.

SUBSCRIPTION TO GUNS MAGAZINE. If
it's about guns ••• it's in GUNS-the
magazine active hunters and shooters
rely on and respect as the final au
thority in the firearms field.

INFORMATION LIBRARY SERVICE. An.
swers any questions you have about
firearms. Non-members pay $1.00 per
question.· .

REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Stand.
ard price reference guide. Over 125
pages listing thousands of firearms
with current prices according to excel·
lent, good, fair condition.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 9)

(Continued from page 58)

you have made pack trips in some of the
more highly commercialized areas.

And as a final matter of interest, antelope
meat is, in my opinion, the finest meat to
come out of the game fields. There are
abundant meat processing plants in the area
to take care of your game for you.

In almost 20 years of big game hunting,
I have found nothing to beat Texas antelope
hunting as a family sport. You can arrange

for a comfortable (not easy) hunt for the
less rugged members of the family, or you
can make it just as tough as you like. You
can make do with a small head, or if you
persevere, you can take a real trophy-class
buster.

Perhaps best of all, you can hunt in one
of the most wide·open parts of the United
States, in country that is still near-frontier
in character, without spending a fortune to
do it.

Texas needs antelope hunters, family style
or otherwise. And if my experience can
serve as a guide, there are a lot of families
that need the sort of hunting Texas antelope
has to offer! Familys that play ~
together, stay together! ~

of the plate is a question I cannot answer.
The quick "flash" plating as done to ma
chine tools would not put too much metal
on the parts.

As to accuracy, I wonder if you can now
shoot that .38-44 S&W as well as it will
shoot? If you are a better shot than the
revolver's capability, then the plating may
cause an improvement.--G.B.

Burnside Rifle
I have a .54 caliber Burnside Model of

1864 in NRA "Very Good" condition with
the following exceptions: the lettering on
the lockplate is not clear, the barrel is
lightly pitted around the muzzle, both sights
are lightly pitted, and there are a few other
small spots of pitting near the breech. The
gun works fine and has a fair bore. How
much is it worth? Could you give me some
data on the Burnside? -

Justin S. Crocker
Middlebury, Vermont

The marking on your Burnside lockplate
is "Burnside Rifle Co. Providence R.I." (in
two lines).

The U.S. Government bought at least
55,567 Burnside carbines of the various
models during the Civil War period.

Your specimen as described is worth about
$75 on the current collectors market.

There will be a feature article in "Guns
Annual" this coming issue on the Burnside
man and arm.--G.B.

Luger Data
I own a Luger, marked "byf" on the front

toggle. I wish to know if this means that it
was made at Mauser Werke. On the rece,iver,
over the chamber, are the numbers 41. I be·
lieve that this is a date, but weren't most
Lugers marked with a four digit date? The
gun is in NRA "Good" condition, with all
numbers matching. Serial #703 is stamped
under the barrel, all parts are marked 03.

Paul Stoddard
Roselle, Ill.

The "by/" code stood for the main plant
of Mauser Werke, Oberndorf. The "41" is
the year, and although the four digit date is
more -common, the two digit date is well
known to Luger fanciers.--G.B.

LebelM1917
I have just purchased a French semi

automatic Model 1917 8 mm Lebel rifle.
When I purchased amunition for it, I was
warned by the owner of the shop that a
great number of these weapons were con
verted to manual operation by disengaging
the gas operating system. This condition
seems to exist with my weapon. How can I
make it function again.

David Saelens
Mountain Lakes, N.Y.

If I knew exactly how the gas·operated

E-X-T-E-N-D-E-D-
the range ofyour
pistol accuracy
with a scope

Then protect this valuable investment with
an economical, custom-fitted holster from
Bucheimer. Your holster will be molded over
an exact reproduction of the gun and scope
for which it is intended. Same features as
Bucheimer's famous Perfect Fit holster.
Finest oiled top·grain leather and traditional
Bucheimer craftsmanship. Special orders only
-specify make, model and barrel length of
gun as well as make and model of scope
when ordering. See your Bucheimer dealer
for details.

a::...
:E
a::i
:z:
U~=..-

INEW. Model 69
-TURRETr' o

CONVERSION
, KIT

t
. No alterations on
• press are required
" • Converts "C" Press

f
~,-",.,,' into 8 Station Turret
'- Tool in seconds

• Steel construction,

t
-., bronze bushing

',' • 'l'sx14 thread, adapters
," for lyman dies avail·

able 24
MODEL 69 fits ReBS, C.H, Pacific. $ 9S
Texan, Lyman. most other "C'
~::'I:. p~e~astew~eankeor~~~in:odel of ppd.

H&S
MODEL

12
HYDRAULIC

BULLET
SWAGER

• 4,000 Ibs. • fully adjustable
p.s.i. • also forms 55995• 7/S x 14 thread brass

• accurate to • no core cutter ~Pd.
0.2 grains needed d~::

All orders C.O.D.
H&S MFG. CO.

4338 N. Kedzie, Chicago, III.
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U.S. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job as shown

for Most guns $30

Get a Pachmayr
Lo-Swing Scope Mount

+...~
\
\

THE '-!!:!!!!i!j'5!!
pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef.
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~P~;'d~io~~~~':r.

Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL. Custom Gunsmith

Hudson Bay Co. Vancouver. 8. C.

~-----------_..----------..
DONtT MISS YOUR ONE BIG CHANCE.
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The 1964 GUNS ANNUAL
On Sale September 10

Choice of
cope or Iron Sights

COMBINES TWO IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES IN ONE
MOUNT-provides instant use of open sights and
a scope mounted as low as possible on your rifle.
Don't let foul weather or a damaged scope spoil
What may be your only big chance. As some
hunters will testify, this swing-off feature can
make the difference in a life and death situation.
The upper rings of the Lo-Swing mount makes
detaching your scope easy-ready to replace
upon arrival at your hunting site. Uncondition·
aily guaranteed to maintain zero sighting align
ment. Lo·Swing TOP Mount (shown) $20. Lo·Swing
SIDE Mount $15. See your favorite dealer. Write

. for FREE 16-page product folder.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC., DEPT. G-9
1220 South Grand Avenue. Los Angeles 15. ·California

Remington Lebel
I have a Remington bolt action rifle

marked Remington MLE 1907-15 on left
side of receiver, RAC 1907-15 on right side
of barrel between receiver and rear sight.
Military sights, knurled nob on rear of bolt
that turns, bolt handle sticks straight out
when bolt is closed, and a thumb catch on
top of bolt fits into a slot in top of receiver.
The bolt has to be taken in two to be re
moved from the receiver. I think it is an
8 mm Lebel caliber.

Can you tell me if the rifle has a safety?
What type clip does it use, and where I
might obtain some? What model is it and
any general information you might have.

W.D. Berry
Deming, N.M.

The first foreign contact that Remington
had in the W.W. I period was with France
to supply a few thousand Lebel rifles. You
have one of these. The basic model was
1907, but the 1915 modification called for a
5-shot clip, of the Mannlicher type, as
against the earlier 3-shot clip.

You probably can obtain a Lebel-Mann
licher 5-shot clip by contacting those dealers
who handle foreign military parts.

Most Lebel variations used the halfcock
position of the striker as a safety. This is
manipulated by the thumb catch on the rear
of the bolt.-c.B.

Prize Confederate
I have a Rigdon-Ansley Confederate re

volver that was carried by my great-grand
father in the Civil War. The rear of the
cylinder is battered and worn, one nipple is
blown, the wedge is an old replacement,
crudely made. The hand and spring are
missing. The rest of the gun is in remark
ably good condition, with sharp bore edges.
It looks NRA "Very Good" except for. the
above. It has the usual 12 locking notches
on the cylinder and "CSA" on top of the
barrel-flat. Serial number is 2077. Matching
numbers except wedge.

Approximately how much is it worth?
What about replacing missing parts? Would
this decrease the value? Are the parts inter
changeable any Colt model?

James Farley
Niceville, Florida

Such a Rigdon-Ansley revolver is worth
at least $400 and, depending upon the con
dition, maybe $600. These items have to be
evaluated individually and the fervor of the
buyer and seller is very important.

Careful restoration by a competent gun
sm~th would not damage the value, but this
choice is up to the man who owns the piece.
Many collectors wish to leave them "as is."

The parts are not directly interchangeable,
but Colt parts could be used in the making
of the restorative parts.-c.B.

action was "disengaged," I could advise you.
It is possible that a part or two was simply
removed. It is also possible that the gas port
was plugged. I suggest you take it to a re
liable gunsmith and have him examine it.

Those French 1917-1918 auto rifles were
fairly crude items. I would expect them to
be more of a collectors piece than anything
else.-c.B.

KASENIT
COMPOUNDS

surface harden
parts SAFELY
without special
equipment •••

Great for use in gun shops.
Kasenit Is deep·penetrating,
eliminates soft spots and warp
ing. Absolutely safe and non·
toxic. Ask for Booklet G.
KASENIT COMPANY
24 King St., Mahwah, N.J.
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GRAPHWHITE
The Clean Ory Lubricant

For guns, brass sizing, locks-a
white powder, slick as graphite but
CLEAN-no smudging. Handy pocket
size bottle. At Gunshops-59c-or 2
for $1.25 ppd. FREE Sample & info.
Dealers, Dists. Inquire.

DARE ENTERPRISES
P. O. Box 448 Norman 2, Oklahoma

GUNS

A4
SMAllBORE
KIT
$18.25

48" RiflE
TRUNK $26.25

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle, the Supreme in Accuracy,
comfort and workmanship, 'for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights ••••••... $210.00

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

KNEELING PAD $5.25
Med. Sunshade for

1" Scope $4.50
BIPOD $17.50

ZOOM TRIPOD for
Zoom Scope $16.25

GALLERY BIPOD $18.90

Standard Benchrest Stand $20.00
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

STAND $30.00
ALL ANGlE
TRIPOD $15.25 Rifle Rest Fork SSe &. $1.20
FORE.END STOPS, except M37 & 52-0.$ 3.00
Fore-End Stop, 52-D $4.00: M37...... 3.50
FREelAND Tube Rear Site .•.....••••. 37.50
FREELAND B Shooting Mat. • • . . • • • • • •• 18.00
FREelAND v.. opening Acces. Kit. •••••• 20.00

.. Foam Padded Shooting Glove..... 5.25
FREelAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

.. Mid-Century cuff Comb......... 8.50
Alum. butt plate from.......... 10.50

.. Schutzen hook for above... • • • • • 8.50

.. OLYMPIC PALM REST from .••••. 13.50
lOX SHOOTING COAT 20.00
FREelAND "61" Butt Plate. . . . . . . . . . •. 33.00
Win. 52-0 Target rifle Std. or Hvy..•••145.00
Rem. 513TR target rifle ••.••••••..•••• 88.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
ALL GUNS _ SIGHTS - GUN CASES - SCOPES

RELOADING SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR PAMPHLET - GENERAL CATALOGUE $1.00

FREELAND'S Scope Stands. Inc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock tstand. lit.
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P. O. BOX 9776
EL PASO, TEXAS

GUNS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

marked with pen or pencil. These labels
will fit on any shotshell box, and 40 labels
cost only 99 cents. Since we load various
sizes of shots and use a variety of powders
and primers, we found these labels of real
help on our loading bench and a box with
such a label looks a lot neater than one
that carries the same information scribbled
all over it.

What's Your Load?
Ever load a couple of boxes of shotshells

and then wonder about your loads six
months later? The J. A. Somers Co., Dept.
G, 1771 Old Ranch Road, Los Angeles 49,
Cal., has the answer for that one. The Re
Loader's Labels are printed on high quality
gummed stock, are perforated, and can be

holster slips on your belt, and the clever way
the rope is threaded through it, makes it a
cinch to get the rope out or back into the
holster. Dragging game is made much easier
if you use a rope, and that little holster is
the answer to the rope problem. Holster and
rope retail for only two dollars and the first
time you use this holster, you'll think of six
or seven hunting buddies who could use
one too.

Universal Carbine
The Universal Firearms Corp., Dept. G,

3746 E. 10th Ct., Hialeah, Fla., recently sent
us one of their fine M1 .30 caliber carbines.
These are the spittin' image of the guns
many of us lugged around for a while, but
there are differences that are not apparent
to the eye. We borrowed an issue carbine,
got some G.l. ammo, grabbed some of Rem
ington's new carbine ammo and a couple of
boxes of the Norma ammunition, and pro
ceeded to produce empty brass at a fantastic
rate. Shooting from a rest, the G.l. gun gave
us a "best" group of 4% inches at 50 yards,

(Continued from page 11)

Stock Inlays
Want to improve the looks of the stock on

one of your pet guns? Simply get one of
those neat little Cahoon plastic inlays, make
yourself a little inletting chisel, and there
you are. These plastic inlays come in color,
in all sorts of shapes and sizes, and best of
all, for the novice there is a complete set of
how-to instructions. You can even get your
initials in an inlay, and a few hours of work
will improve the looks of any stock. If you
have been casting longing glances at the
other fellow's inlaid stock, drop a note to
Dana Cahoon, Dept G, Topsfield Road, Box
ford, Mass. You'll get the latest catalog,
plus how-to dope. If you want to, you can
even buy an inletting chisel from Cahoon.

Scope Mounting A.id
Ever mount a scope, spent time and effort,

then take the gun out of the vise to find .
that the crosshairs are not lined up? Well,
if it has not happened to you, you are indeed
fortunate, since even pro's have had this
happen.

The B-Square Company, Box 11281G, Fort
Worth 10, Texas, has been making a lot of
professional gunsmithing tools and acces
sories and recently they sent us a real handy
little item. Called the B-Square Crosshair
Square, the plastic precision tool will help
you to line up those crosshairs in a jiffy.
Remove the bolt from the gun, insert the
Crosshair Square, be sure it is level, and the
upturned end with the fine gold-filled line
will help you to line those crosshairs up in
less time than it takes to tell you about it.
This is a handy item and well worth the
price tag of $2.95 ppd.

virtually impossible to move the vise, but
a flick of the handle will let you remove it.
We like ours very well and carry it in our
shooting box when we go to the range.

Rope-Holster
Tom Hayes of the Hayes Mfg. Co., Dept.

G, 925 Cunningham, Corpus Christi, Texas,
recently sent us one of his rope-holsters.
Carrying a rope while hunting deer-sized
game or chasing foxes all over the country
side can be a first class nuisance. If you coil
the rope up and stick into a pocket of your
hunting jacket, it is an even money bet that
it will get uncoiled, that things like matches
or ammo will get entangled with it. This rope-

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands Of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywherel
Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

N. Flayderman & CO.
Squash Hollow, Dept. G.9

New Milford, Conn.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

WALTER CRAIG
413 Lauderdale St., Selma, Ala.

7MM Caliber
These are in NRA good
shooting condition and will
make wonderful hunting
rifles as they are only 38"
over all. A tremendous buyl

SPECIAL I I 1$1750Buy this Mau-
ser a nd get 40
rounds of

Rem i n g ton NRA GOOD
ammo at no
extro cost. Select Model

$22.50
Ala. Res. add sales tax.

DEALERS, if you can use a case
of 30 write me for quick quote.
No discount in smaller quantities.

JUST IN TIME
FOR THE HUNTING

SEASON!

_Genuine Mauser
Carbine Model '93

.22 TRACERS I
",".:.':' -:-::::.:=-: :::;:-.::.=..:;;..~.:l~i~;~f:::;;;=.=;=--~;-~

'~i~~':'B~L'J OF FIRE ZIP TO THE TARGET
Everyone who owns a .22 Rifle w1l1 get a real
"kick" out of shooting tracers. Can be seen over
100 yds. on the brightest day. $1.59 per box of 50.
If your sporting goods store doesn't have them.
send us his name. Stores can order any amount
there's a shipping point neaf.

GEORGE 30-06 DERBES
POTTSVILLE, PA.

G I V E5 YOU PRE D I (,T ED PER FORM A N ( E
You know you'll be at your shooting best every time out with a Husqvarna Rifle. Superb.
old-country craftsmanship, perfect balance, HVA improved mauser action, finest Swedish
steel barrels with "Hammer Forged" rifling, European walnut stocks combine to assure
top performance. Calibers: .243, .270, .30-06, .308, 7x57mm, .358 Mag., 7mm Mag.
Husqvarna Rifles priced from $129.95.

Write for literature on this and other fine imported firearms.

r,......-l......... P. O. BOX 1191 TACOMA, WASHINGTON
Canada • Dorken Bros. & Co•• 408 McGill St.. Montreal 1, Que.
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REIVER GUNBOX KITS

ORDER BY MAIL

..JULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99. DElAWARE

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kit

while the Universal carbine did a very neat
job of placing its bullets into a llA," group.

At 100 long yards, the range results were
almost identical, but some of our ammo mal
functioned in the G.I. gun. The Universal
carbine fired anything and everything, in
cluding one round that was accidently
dropped and stepped on and should really
not have been fired. But the Universal fired
it, thus completing a very pleasant afternoon.

Carbines, or more specifically, semi-auto's
have a habit of jamming up every so often.
The Universal carbine apparently has not
heard about this, and after 250 rounds of
ammo, even when the gun was held sideway
and upside down, she just went on produc
ing nice little groups and spitting out non
deformed brass, The G.L carbine, though it
performed, was not in the same league-
either in accuracy or in functioning-as the
carbine made by the Universal Firearms
Corporation.

4X32

• FIXED RETICLE
IMAGE ADJUSTMENT

• NITROGEN FILLED

• COATED OPTICS

AMMAR

$29 95 MONEY BACK
• GUARANTEE

Send check or money order

AMERICAN MARKETING CO.
P.O. Box 1417, Sonta Rosa, Calif.

CLUB
EMBLEMS

Proud proof of
club member
ship, embroi
dered em.
blems worn
on huntinlr
Jacket iden-

5-37 8-39 5-38 ~ ~~lt s ~~:.~
grouP. Detailed stitc.hinR'. five bright colors, average size
5". Indicate wordin~. FREE price quotation, 1963 catalog,

EASTERN EMBLEM SUPPLY CO.
BOl( 254, Dept. G. Jamaica 31, N. Y.

MONROVIA, CALIF.

Limited
Supply

Send .25 in coin
for complete
CATALOG

BRAND NEW
Fully Engraved
DELUXE Blue Finish.
Ivory·type Grips.
Special Sale Price.

BOX 217

BIANCHI HOLSTERS

BIANCHI .45 SPEED SCABBARD

PLAIN-$6.95

BASKET-$7.95

SAFETY STRAP-$.75

ENGRAVED 25 CAL. AUTO

Send .50 for Only
1963 PHOTO GUN CATALOG 52500

G. W. ARMS CO.
12438 Ventura Blvd., Dept. G, N. Hollywood, Calif.

LIST PRICE:

$255.00 FIELD GRADE (illus.)
for Skeet or Field In all standard barrel lengths and chokes.

$295 00 For Field. Skeet or Trap. In.all standard
• barrel lengths and chokes with figured

TRAP GRADE :na~~~ta;jO~~av~il~l~efO~~~~kei!~:p:~~
(7 3,4 Ibs.) ~;t~eg~~~l~tg~~,~~r:,\t~p~g3t~p~arlo

Marlin Sighting-In Guide
The old Marlin Sighting·In Guide was a

helpful, though unwieldly, affair. Long out
dated and almost impossible to find, it has
now bcen updated and you can get complete
ballistics data for 55 cartridges from the new
guide. This guide features rifle and handgun
information, and best of all, it has taken the
form of a handy pocket guide. ow there is
no mystery or guessing in the ballistics of
your favorite cartridge, and you can sight
in and figure your bullet's drop by simply
setting the guide. A fine bargain at the low
cost of $1, and available from Marlin Fire-
arms Co., Dept. SIG, 79 Willow ~

Street, New Haven, Conn. ~

Ojala Holsters
Yes, Arvo Ojala is back in production again.
Latest item in Arvo's growing list of fine
holsters is the Cap & Ball holster that will
take almost all of the old and all of the new
cap and ball gIllS, plus a lot of the modern
cartridge guns which are built along the
line of the Colt SA and the Ruger SA guns.
You can get a complete list from Arvo by
writing to Box 7475G, Seattle 33, Washing
ton. The Cap & Ball holster retails for $7.95
and is a sturdily made holster that rides
very comfortably on the belt.

1* OVER-UNOER
fEA1HERWE\~NA&tE PR\CE

A'" AREAS '012 ga-28" bbl-
'" , Ib 4 aI, I"APPRO)(.7 s"

Compare with guns priced $100 higher for workmanship,
design, and weight and you'll be convinced that the
COMMANDER is outstanding value. It's lightest in weight,
.yet has the right balance for easy and comfortable shoot
ing. Foolproof single selective trigger ... automati~ ejec
tors ,... ventilated rib, .. extra fine scroll engraving .••
b-eautifully finished French walnut ... finely checkered
forend and pistol grip. In fact, attention to all detail
for which Charles Daly is famous.

-f\NAttyt y
A lRUE QUAU1

__...~ WOIATOIJ£S,·...

DEPT. G, ONALASKA, WIS.

Keep your gun. FACTORY NEW'

w'm __ •GUNSLICK KITS _~ -~~ ,
Everything you need •••
Kit contains Cleaning Rods, ~
Brushes, Extra Tips, Solvent, Gunslick, Patch·

es and Gun Oil. Removable Tray and
Pans for Cleaner and Solvents. Shot

gun Kit $3.50. Rifle Kit $3.25.
Pistol Kit $3.00. Available at

Hardware and Sporting Goods Dealers.

~gisa~:G~t~ldvI~c~~~\1e~e~1 :~~elg:nth~eS=kw~thre~11~e~~~
banel. Sizes %". 11/16" or ¥.." diameter. Cutters and sepa-

ra/5;;~rePlac=cnt. .. CH~-tKIT

...~~ $720
~ Each!

A tool equipped with four spring activated guides, i:t16, 18, 20.
22. IHakes a variety of checkednR' Jobs pOssible. This Is nn
economical kit for even an occasional chcckcrinlir Job. E-Z-C
Coarse or Fine CuttinK Heads $1.60 each, $7.20 sct.
{t,l~IJj.~CFSO:OJlA::r~~.m.Calif. res. add 40/0 Sales Tax.

CRAFT INDUSTRIES
719 N. East St., Anaheim, Calif.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date November 1963 issue (on

sale Sept. 25) is August, 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

COLLECTORS

GUNS-SWORDS-Knlveo-Daggero-Flaoko. Big 1101
250 coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

NAZI GENERALS Uniforms. many more Items. Send 35c.
Sammler. 604 StemmeDS Tower East. Dallas 7. Texas.

AUSTRALIAN MILITAIlY Badges and Medals. Nazi
awards. Japanese, many curios. Send 1 dollar for list.
Tract!"' Post. P.O. Box 138, Grafton. N.S.'V.• Australia.

ENCRAVINC

ENGRAVING BY PRUDHOMME. Folder $1.00. 302
Ward Building, Shreveport. Louisiana.

FISH INC & HUNTINC

COLLAPSffiLE FARM-Pond-Flsh-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee, 39342 Buena Vista. Dallas 4, Texas.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia.. waterproof, burns under
water; 10 rt.. $1; 25 ft .• $2. ppd. WIlliam Zeller. Kell
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

STATE PISTOL LAWS. booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states, $1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 211
Central Park West, New York 24F. N.Y.

SELECTED TOP GUAIN Leather Cartridge Belt. 1"
inches wide with 25 single cartridge loops. Large Hand
some Trophy Buckle included. Natural Color-$3.95 Post
paid. State waist size and cartridge caliber loop desired.
The Belt Mart. Box 514. H9pkinton, New Hampshire.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06 
308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35Il - 358 - 8mm 
38Speclal - 30Carblne - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
250S - 222R - 6.5x55) Others. RUle 6c - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2c - lrficaroni - 65 Taylor - East
Meadow -NY.

NEW FIREARMS-Seapes-ReloadIng Supplies-Acces
sories. QUick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
'Yalter Oliver. Box 5~, Auburn. Indiana.

WINCHESTERS. COLTS. LUGEUS plus many others.
Send 10¢ for 18-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3. Detroit
Lakes, Minnesota.

DEALERS. CLUBS. Shooters: - M-1 Carbines - $57.
Garands - $70. Sloper, Westwood. California.

GREEN CATALOG Available now. Thousands of guns.
accessories. relics. ammunition. 25c. Retting. 11029 Wash
ington. Culver City. California.

KLEIN'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Catalog now only 25¢
(was $1.00) Cash or Credit. KLEIN·S. Dept. G. 227 W.
Washington. Chicago 6.

SEND FOR FREE 1963 Exclusive List of Antique, Mili
tary. Modern Firearms & Ammo. Write Box GM-9 or Visit
our Headquarters Arsenal. Globe Firearms, 30 Front
Street. New York, N.Y.

RUSSIAN GUNS. Finest Quality Olympic-winning target
pistols, target rifles. and shotguns. Dealerships available.
SAIlMCO. G9. Box MO. Moscow. Idaho.

RARE LONG Out of Print Gun Digest First Edition of
1944 now availablel Only $2.95 at local stores or postpaid
(New 1964 Gun Digest also available, $3.95 postpaid) from
Gun Digest Association, Dept. G, 4540 W. Madison. Chi
cago 24.

SE:r...rn 10c For Big Gun List. Cherry's, Geneseo, 50, Ill.

GUNS. PARTS. ACCESSORIES. List Quarter. Quist's
Trading Post. Crookston, Minn.

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$39.95. Excellent - $44.95. Perefect - $49.50. U.S. 30-06
low number Springfield ritles. Very good-$29.95. Excel
lent-$34.95. U.S. 30-06 EnOeld ritles. Very good-$29.95.
Excellent-$34.50. U.S. M1 30-06 Garand ritles. Perfect
$89.95. British Mk.3 303 ritles. Very good-$14.95. British
l\1k.4 303 riOes. Very Good-$18.95. British Mk.5 303
jungle carbines. Very good - $24.95. Excellent - $29.95.
Italian Mod.91 6.5mm Mannlicher-Carcano ritles. Good
$9.95. Very good-$12.95. Russian Mod.91 7.62mm Moisin
ritles. Good-$9.95. Very good-$12.95. Russian Mod.1938
7.62mm Moisin carbines. Good-$19.95. Very good-$22.95.
Russian Mod. 1940 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic ritles.
Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Ar
gentine Mod. 91 7.65mm Mauser ritles. Very good-$19.95.
Like Kew-$24.50. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser Carbines.
Good - $34.95. Very good - $39.95. Brand new - $49.95.
German Mod. 98 8mm Mauser ritles. Good-$27.95. Very
good - $32.95. Spanish Mod. 1953 8mm Mauser rifles.
Brand new-$34.95. Peruvian lrIod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser
rlOes. Fair - $24.95. Good - $29.95. Excellent - $39.95.
Peruvian Mod. 1909 30-06 Mauser rifles. Very good
S39.95.Peruvian Mod. 1935 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Very
J.tood-$39.95. Peruvian Mod. 1935 30-06 Mauser ritles.
Very good-$49.95. Peruvian Mod. 1935 7.65mm Mauser
carbines. Very good-$49.95. 30-06. 303 British, 7mm
Mauser. 7.65mm Mauser, 8mm Mauser. 7.62mm Russian.
6.5mm Italian military ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rds.
Dealers inquiries invited. Free gun list. Freedland Arms
Co., 34 Park Row, New York 38, N.Y.

EARN EXTRA MONEY with your Hobby. Man 10c io
Modern Gun Repair School. 225-F Taft Ave.• Green Bay.
Wisconsin. Learn how you can become a top-grade repair
man in your spare time. Experienced instructors give you
personal assistance.

BEST DEAL on Grips, Pearlite, Stag. Rosewood, Ivory.
and 1\fother of Pearl. Also Combat and Target grips in
\Valnut and Rare Woods. Latest Gun List-used and un
used, now available free. Loven Firearms, 26 Game Road,
Midland Park, New Jersey. Dealers \Vrite on Your Letter
head.

20 SHOT CLIPS for Colt .45 Automatic Pistol $18.50.
El Paso Specialty Co., Box 3823, El Paso 23, Texas.

lrIUZZLE LOADERS: Kentucky lightweight, Government
proof-tested; ready to fire. Ideal smooth bore for black
powder shooters, $17.50. Century Arms Inc., 54 Lake, St.
Albans. Vermont.

HEADQUAIITERS FOR Centennial & Limited Production
Guns. Cherry's, Genesco 50. Ill.

LEE SHOTSHELL Reloaders, any gauge, $7.75 postpaid.
All brands firearms. reloading equipment at wholesale
prices. Free catalog. H. R. Howard Jr.• 1081 Cherry Lane,
Southampton. Pa.

SILENCERS: COMPLETE Details of construction and op
eration with drawings $1.00. Gunsco GM-2J. Fulton, Cali~
fornia.

.38 SPECIAL "SHOCKER" Defense and Sport Load bul
lets expand up to .62 caliber. Loading instructions $1.00.
Rulph Couldron. 317 Rodman Ave., Jenkintown, Pa.

HANDGUNS-SINGLE AC'.rroNS. muzzle loaders. der
ringers-Fast Draw Holsters. Free Catalog. W?Jt.'~ ,v'?'l.p_
ons, Box 368, Avondale, Arizona. .~

PLANS .22 Target pistol, Campers Pistol, Gun cab·
loets and racks, Bluing Instructions. 5c stamp brings
illustrated information. Guns, P.O. Box: 362-0. Terre
Haute, Indiana.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, reblulng. con
version work, parts made. InQuiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.

ALTER & JEWEL bolts $8.50. SpringOelds. EnOelds
altered to 308 Norma Magnum $12.00; Entlelds to 300
Weatherby $24.00; 7.7 Japs to 30-06 $6.00; 300 Magnum
to 300 WeatherbY $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T-P Shcp. 11
'Vest Branch. Mich.

STOCK REFINISHING, checkering, military conversions,
general gunsmithing. Low prices. \Vrite for quotes. Lewis
Hankins. Smyrna, Delaware.

GUNSTOCKS

INDIAN RELICS

BIUDPOINTS: $18 00 per 100. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Send self-addressed envelope for large list Indian Relics.
Tomahaw.k Trading Post. Pottsville. Ark.

INVESTICATORS

INVESTIGATORS. FREE Brochure. latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Write Ace, Dept-8X. 11500
NW 7th Ave.• Miami 50. Florida.

LEATHERCRAFT

MISCELLANEOUS

DEALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Flrearms-Scopes-Mounts-Reloading Tools-Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop Tools. 3821 dift'erent
items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland Hardware.
Hoagland, Indiana.

BELOW WHOLESALE Bargains. Nationally advertised
tackle. guns. scopes. sporting, reloading. camping goods.
Send 25¢ for complete illustrated catalog. American-Inter
national Distributing Co.. Dept. G-9, P. O. Box 20.
Morris Heights Station. New Yor:k 53.

HUNTING KNIVES-Fishing Knives-Pocket Knlvos
Electricians Knives-Folder For A Dime. Rockhound Sup
plies. Heartstone Specialties, Box 13, Seneca Falls. New
York..

HANDCUFFS, $7.95; Leg Irons, $7.95; Thumbcutrs.
$9.95. Leather restraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog
50c. Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-0. Newburyport. Mass.

CROSSBOWS for Target, Hunting and Carp-Shooting.
FactorY-Direct-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355. Wichita, Kansas.

FAST DRAW HOLSTER. Gun Belts. Saddle Bag. Free
Catalog. James Coggins, Route #4, Gainesville, Ga.

NAZI ITEMS bOUght & sold, orlg. only. 1 piece or ecl
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenkel. 812 Anderson. Palisades. N. J.

STILL PORTABLE Model. Quart capacity. Simple con
struction. Complete plans with drawings $2.00. Consoli
dated GM-4J, Fulton. California.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

TAXIDERMIST

SALE: Ol")EN Mouth Rugs Tiger, Bear (Black. Grizzly.
Polar) Jaguar, Cheetah. Zebra, Leopard. 'Ve tan skins.
Hotmann-Taxidermist-1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

WANTED

LUGERS, ALL MODELS, Barrel Lengths, Top Dollar.
Jack DeFee. Jr., Box 66. Harvey, La.

AUTOMATIC PISTOLS-Rare. Unusual, Odd. Particu
larly 'Valthers, Mausers, 'V&S. Japs, etc. Sidney Aberman,
1210G Beechwood Boulevard, Pittsburgh 6. Pennsylvania.

WANTED FOR CASH: German, Japanese, Italian swords.
daggers, bayonets. We purchase singles and large collee·
tions of all types edged weapons. Allied Arms, Box 105,
Mukilteo. Washington.

World's Only "all purpose" HUNTING SCOPE

TW ZOOM 1 lh X - 4X Variable

Compare these. Tradewinds fealures wilh ANY scope al ANY price for dawn or
dusk shooting In open or brushy counlry: 62 It. lield of view al 100 yards; rei.
atlve brlghlness 144; greater aiming accuracy wilh DIAMOND DOT. Lightweight,
Weatherproof. W & E adjustments. I" lube. Choice of Crosshairs-Dol-Posl.
PrICed al $69.95. Write for folder on Ihis and other Tradewinds scopes.

TR"DEWINDS, IN~, P.O, BOX 1191, TACOMA, WASHINGTON

CUNSMITHINC

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS SCREWS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengihs 50¢ per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45¢. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New l\Ucro-Dlal). Low Safetys.
Maynard Buehler. Inc.. Orinda, Calif.

LYNX·LINE Bluing. Scopes and sights mounted, Douglas
barrels installed, chambering for standard and improved
calibers. including 308 Norma. 284 and 300 Winchester
Magnum. Military ritle conversion to custom guns. Model
92 \Vinchester conversion to 256. 357 and 44 Magnum.
\Vrite your wants. Don Matt, Hereford. Arizona.

$1.00 SURPLUS SPECIAlr--500 Gun Cleaning Patches
or 4 New 15 Shot Db!. Carbine Magazine Pouches, Postage
Paid. Ruvel. 707 Junior Terrace. Chicago 13, Illinois.

BRAND NEW PISTOLS For Sale. Well Known Makes.
\Vrite for list. Lewis Hankins, Smyrna, Delaware.

NOW READY FOR YOU-The enlarged 1964 SHOOT·
ER'S BIBLE-America's Greatest Shooting Man~
American models, many foreign guns ammo, scopes, re
loading, ballistics-20,OOO items illustrated and described.
The most complete shooting book yet! Get your SHOOT
ER'S BIBLE. Only $2.95 postpaid. Stoeger Arms Corpora
tion. 55 Huta Court. Dept. GM-9. South Hackensack, N.J.

.22 SHORT LEE ENFIELD (SMLE) Target RiOes. $19.50.
Martini-Enfield ritles .577/450 (.45) caliber. lever action,
with ramrod, Special $14.50, 2 for $25.00. Interesting War
Curio, conversation piece, decorator. British Piat "ba
zooka", Churchill's secret weapon. Only $5.95, 2 for $10.00.
Century Anus, 54 Lake St., St. Albans, Vermont.
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Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron su...
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
co::. c~~~i~Pe v:l;~e~,rt~e~
essaty equipment.
GUARANTEED-Tested and
proven over 40 years by $1
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND

ATLAS Model 145
in 12-16-20 go. Anson & Deeley
type action, auto eiectors, single selective
trigger, fully vent rib, chrome plated bores. Chokes
& barrels: 28" M & F-26" Imp. & Mod...... $235.00
• Also with 2 set barrels, 28" M & Fond 26"

(Skeet #1 & #2) $322.50

ATLAS Model 750 in 12-16-20~~'.'~
o & U Merkel type action, single
non-selective trigger, vent rib, standard
extractors. Chokes & barrels: 28" & 26"-M&F
and Imp. & Mod · .$225,00
• Model 800 as above chambered for 3" Magnum;

12 & 20 go $235.00

ATLAS LINE SHOTGUNS!

Get GB Lin-Speed from Dealer,
or send $1.50 to mfr. GEO. BROTHE ,

GUNSTOCK
SHABBY?

M(l£6-! OIL RE-FINISH
oJ' IT! eosily, quidely !

ATLAS Trap Gun in 12 gao only. 32"
& 3011

• Auto ejector, fully vent rib, super
chrome plated bore, fitted recoil pod $315.00

I •
IMPROVE YOUR SCORE
Franziteo Grips are posl·

~i~~bl~n~:~~blbf~~:J
for Colt, Smith & Wes
son, Hi.Standard, Ort
gies, Lugar, Mauser, other domestic and
imported RUns. Wide choice of smart de
siJPls in ivory, pearl, walnut, onyx,
agate, black and also target. staghorn
and carved grips. Low prices! }~REE

NEW CATALOG.

SPORTS, INC. (MFRS.l ~~'!~, ~~~~~;Oa~O~·'~::

ATLAS Model 500
in 10-12 gauge. Anson & Deeley

type action, double triggers, standard
extractors, full vent rib, super chromed bores, fitted
recoil pads. Choice of 10 go. 3112" Magnum, 32" F&F
or 12 go. 3" Magnum, 28" Mod. & Full. ..... $185.00

PARKER & L. C. SMITH BARRELS Made of English
Vickers sleel Semi-finish-90% filled

Gauges: 12-16-20__.........._.....!!!IlIIl~_,.=.. Barrels: 26"-28"
-30"

11111__....__....!!!!!!!!I!!ll!i!!!i~!!! Chambers: 23/4"
I' .. regular shells
Standard extractors $70.00 Auto ejectors $80.00
We carry a complete line of foreign pistol parts and
magazines! Send $J for comprehensive catalog.
ATLAS ARMS, INC. D.alT~~;'t~~;r;.s

2704 N. Central Ave. Chicago 39, III.

CONFEDERATE HANDGUNS
By Wm. A. Albaugh, Hugh Benet,

and E. N. Simmons
(Riling & Lentz, 6844 Gorsten St.,

Phila. 19. 1963. $20.00)
Twenty-five years of research by three spe

cialists in this competitively specialized field
have resulted in a book of in-depth analysis
that brings clarity to many old confusions
and new fact that supports some and ex
plodes other old theories. Every Confed
erate pistol and revolver is covered, includ
ingprimary and secondary martial handguns,
made in the Confederacy or abroad. Names
and locations of Southern makers are tabu
lated. Profusely illustrated and splendidly
printed and bound, this book is one to own
with pride as well as one to consult with eon
fidence. A textbook for collectors and stu
dents, and a volume of fascinating reading

By Victor Drake
(Ravenhill Publishing Co., Ltd., Low Hall
Road, Hors/orth, Leeds, England. $1.00)
Although this small booklet was originally

written for a forensic journal, it is of consid
erable interest to the ballistically oriented
handloader. Of particular interest are the
data the author has compiled for commercial
British and U.S. shotshell loads and the
various peculiarities of those loads, gun per·
formances, and choke comparisons.-R.A.s.

SHOTGUN BALLISTICS

By Don Rickey, Jr.
(University 0/ Oklahoma Press,

1963. $5.95)
Three hundred living veterans contributed

to this documented account of the life of the
enlisted man in the United States Army
during the Indian Wars of 1866-91. What
they wore, what they ate, what they thought,
and how they fought are all here in day·by
day detail yet without monotony. Here, from
many participants in it, is the life of the
rank·and-file soldier, from enlistment to Tat
too, from drill field to combat to nights· in
town to crime and punishment, from coward
ice to heroism. You've read the romance;
now read reality.-E.B.M.

FORTY MILES A DAY ON BEANS
AND HAY

THE BONANZA WEST
By William S. Greever

(University 0/ Oklahoma Press,
1963. $5.95)

It is fascinating to contemplate the devel
opment of the west, especially when we con
sider how recently some of the events took
place. This very well done book presents
the story of the western mining rushes, the
development of some of the fabled towns,
the people, and the west itself. Less than 75
years ago, gold mining flourished, and with
it all the good and the bad that occurs when
the land and its people suddenly undergo
tremendous changes-sometimes for the good,
and sometimes for the not so good. I found
this book entertaining, instructive, and en
joyable.-R.A.s.

IIW!:JI$$$$$$$$$$
Illl!.lil.Bt IT'S EASY TO BORROW $

FROM US - BY MAIl!
$ Borrow $100 to $600 without collateral or $
$

co~signers. Confidential. Repay in small $
monthly amounts. Tell us how much you

$
need now. $
SEND· THIS TODAY

$
.Send me Application for National loans By Mail. $
Name _

$ Addre" ._____________ $

$ NATIONAL LOANS $
Depl 17 101 S. TEJON, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

P. O. BOX 791-XT FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Brand new Book shows how 10 make ANY pis.
101 Holster. WriUen and iIIuslraled by America's fore·
most leather craftsman, AI Slohlman show how easy
n is 10 make ANY Holster, plus 12 popular sizes and
shoulder holster. 36 pages, 11" x17", a real work of
arlo Also how·lo·lace. SATISFACTION GUARANTEEO.
The greatest book ever offered for make·il·y.ourself
holsters. OROER TOOAY ••• $1.50 Postpaid.

FREE 112 PAGE, CATALOG

Complete set of 1962 issues. Hand
somely bound in deluxe red buckram;
completely washable. GUNS logo and
emblem stamped in 24K gold with your
name personalized on the front cover.
Adds a treasure house of knowledge to
your library. Each volume will grow in
value as a collector's item. Limited sup
ply available. Special low price includes
magazines, binding, shipping. Only $10
GUNS Magazine Book Department. G·9a

8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois

BOUND VOLUMES
of GUNS Magazine
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TRADfWINDS, life.
P. o. 101 1191 TJcoma, Wish.

Miniature vest pocket size •••
a rugged sportsman's companioo.
Made in Bel&ium of fi~est steel,
simple design for dependability.
Compact and trouble-free, with
"filed barrel" accuracy. 6-shot
Write for catalog of all Mercury pistols.

• RELOADERS • BULLET CASTERS

FOR THAT CLEAN
-ooIIIIIII-nI~~ ••

For cast rifle and handgun bullets

Handles Clean • Shools Clean • Slays On
SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - 60¢ each

- WRAPPED DUST PROOF -
Sample 65¢ - 12 Sticks $6.80 Postpaid

LITERATURE ON REQUEST
Discount to Established Dealers

THE BULLET POUCH
P.O. BOX 4285, LONG BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

for all interested in the fireanns aspects of
the Civil War.-E.B.M.

Booklets:
BUCK KNIVES, Inc., Dept. G, 3220 Con
gress St., San Diego 10, Calif., offers, with
out charge, a 12 page booklet on their famed
Buck Knives and the care of their knives.
Brochure contains tips on how to sharpen,
use, and carry the Buck Knife.
HERRETT'S STOCKS, Box 741G, Twin
Falls, Idaho, will send you the newest catalog
for their new line of holsters, belts, and the
new, Herrett-designed sling. Also free for the
asking is the folder describing the handgun
stocks.
ED HOWE, Dept. G, Box 2, Cooper Mills,
Maine, offers a very complete catalog of col
lector's cartridges, both modern and obsolete.
Send 25 cents for this very informative list.
WILLIAMS GUN SIGHT CO., 7300 Lapeer
Rd., Davison, Mich. A 78 page booklet,
"How To Convert Military Rifles," with
more than 200 illustrations. How to sport·
erize a Springfield, a .30 Carbine, a 1917
Enfield, U. S. Krag, Garand, 95 Winchester,
British SM.E, 91 Mauser, Italian Carcano,
7.7 lap, 6.5 lap, N. Krag, 7.62 Russian, Mann
licher Schoenauer (Greek), Schmidt·Rubin
(7.5 Swiss), and others. Tells what accessories
are available and how to install them, what
ammo is available, with load recommenda
tions, sight combinations, heights, etc. $1.00.

c;413 Lauderdale, Selma, Alabama

WALTER H. CRAIG

EAGLE GRIPS
Dress up that single action Colt.
Frontier with a brand new pair of
Eagle Grips. Just $5.50 PP. In con
tinental USA. Ala. res. add sales
tax. Dealer inquiries invited.

• RELOADERSI
WILL FIT POPULAR

POWDER MEASURES
STATE TYPE OF MEASURE

WITH ORDER
Wisconsin Residents Add 3"h Sales Tax

JAY'S GUH'H LEATHER SHOP
618 SO. MAIN ST

SAUKVILLE, WISCONSIN
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

~"••••~, Tell us themake and model of
your shotgun or rifle •••

type of stock or forend you want-
semi·finished. 90% finished. slandard

finished or custom finished. We will send
you literature describing what we offer for

"0" tA\\ your needs. Or. ask your deale.. or gunsmith,
\\elI"".' he also can furnish free catalog.

E. C. BISHOP & Son, Inc., Warsaw, Ma., Dept.J21M

POWDER
MEASURE

STAND
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more HSEE-ABILITY" with LYMAN OPTICS

tS1lL LOOkinan
• ¥~u..."."...."".. for the finest,

•.. glaring snow and deep shade . .. tricky
shooting weather,. for sure. You see the
movement in the shadows ... or do you?
If they're deer, is there a buck? You bring
up your scope . .. just as they start to break
cover. And there, sharp and clear, you get
the full picture of your trophy buck.

You are looking at the greatest plus value
in a scope sight - the Lyman 9 element
optical system, preferred by experienced
shooters for its clear, bright, flat field of
view, needle sharp from edge to edge.

,Lens-making is a fine art. We buy the best
from the world's most distinguished special
ists in this field - then willingly discard any
which fail to meet our exacting standards

of excellence. It's costly, but like our insist
ence on coating all lens surfaces, it pays off
in better scope performance. You are as
sured crisp, brilliant definition with superior
light-gathering power that cuts through
shade, haze and murky gloom. Each lens is
permanently seated in weather-proof, shock
proof Fairprene. Hermetical sealing of
threaded segments within the tube body,
guarantees forever against fading or fogging.

Even the micrometer adjustments are
positively and permanently sealed. And
l_yman's Perma-Center holds the reticule
dead center - even with extreme settings
for windage and elevation.

Your Authorized Lyman Scope Dealer is

• reloading tools
• bullet casting

equipment
• metallic Sights
• scopes
• shotgun chokes

fully qualified to advise and assist you in
the selection of the right Lyman scope
model for your particular shooting require
ments. Get to know him; his experience
and know-how will be vaiuable to you - in
outfitting and in the field.

LYMAN SCOPES COME IN 2Yz, 3,
4, 6, 8 and 10 POWER. SOLD ONLY
BY AUTHORIZED LYMAN SCOPE
DEALERS.

r----------------------------
Please send me your latest scope catalog.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middlefield, Conn.,
Dept. GM9T
NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE _
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YOU PAY
FOR FULL
POWER•••

.•.WHY
SETTLE

FOR LESS?

Ordinary paper shells start losing power from the
daythey're made. Moisture, humidityand tempera
ture steal power... upto 280;0 injusttwelve months.
And the longer you keep 'em, the more they lose.
Plastic shells made by Remington keeR 100% of
their Rower. They start out as the most powerful
shells made ... and stay that WflY. And the tough
weatherproof plastic case means they'll never
scuff,.swell or split. Now made in a wide range of
"Express" high-base loads and new "Shur Shot"
low-base field loads. Remember, ,/ ~ NEW!

Remington plastic shells keep
,-

your Rower dry! Ask forthem
by name. ~mingtoa <[UPOtn> .

""_'_~'_O"_ l
"EXPRESS" AN 0 "SHUR SHOT" ARE REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. BY REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC •• BRIDGEPORT 2. CONNECTICUT. IN CANAOA: REM INGTON ARMS OF C"'N"'OA LIMITED, JEi QUEEN ELIZABETH BLVD., TORONTO, ONT.



VARMINTS
TAKE NOTICE

THIS LAND IS PROTECTED ... by the new Colt

autoloader, a 4% pound featherweight that fires

fjfteen fast and accurate .22 LR shots. The auto

loader has a Western stock; an easy loading tu

bular magazine, a fully adjustable rear sight, a

hooded gold-bead front sight, and a positive

cross-bolt safet,

. Make yourselves~arce, varmints. New Colt auto

loaders are at all Registered Colt Dealers now.

-~---_._-
---------

--

Colt autoload .

Other Colt rifl:~' g~~t'$~~
~~.osts$52.50.

COLT'S PATE'

HARTFORD 14
NT

C{,'NR
E ARMS MFG. CO

H
'N.

0' 'Nc

and guns_l

•

Ong guns_A

~@Il.'i]'g) f?O!X?1E
rChery tackle

~
FA'RB

ANK~

. _ S WHITNEY
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